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Introduction

Rationale and structure of the thesis

The chronological scope of the thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the development of the intemational labour

standards regime and the role of New Zealand in the development of this regime. To achieve this

aim, it first sets out to determine what we mean by a regime, second it examines the development

of relations between the Intemational Labour Organisation (lLO) and New Zealand in the context

of regime development from 1919 to 1945, The substantive analysis is confined to the period from

the end of the First World War to the end of the Second World War. This is done for the following

reasons. First, the period saw the inhoduction of an intemational labour standards regime and

constituted a critical period in regime formation and development. Second, it marks a period when

New Zealand developed from a reluctant and passive regime member to a proactive advocate of

the principles and norms of regime compliance. Third, the international order that prevailed from

1945 onward is of such significant difference from that which prevailed during the inter-war period

that it merits a sustained examination in its own right and as such remains outside the scope of

this thesis.
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This thesis demonstrates that three substantive policies - a policy of autonomy; a policy of

presence; and a policy of relevance - cultivated and employed by the ILO made a significant

contribution towards the developmenl and consolidation of the international labour standards

regime. In the context of these three policies it explores the role of New Zealand's in this process'

In particular, it identifies and examines linkages between domestic and intemational interests and

their influence on regime development. Furthermore it shows how and why the intemational labour

standards regime distanced itself from the League of Nations,

This thesis seeks to achieve these aims for three reasons. First, no previous work has

attempted to conduct a detailed examination of relations between the ILO and New Zealand,

Second, no previous work has examined the formation and development of the intemational labour

standards regime from the perspective of intemational organisation/state relations. Third, it seeks

conhibute to a research programmet that views intemational co-operation as not only a product of

inter-state relations but of the interaction between domestic and intemational interests.

Methodological preliminaries

The method of enquiry employed in this thesis combines the following. First, our conceptual

framework is the analysis of intemational regimes. An intemational regime is defined as 'implicit or

explicit principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures around which actor's expectations

1 
Stephen Haggard and Beth Simmons. 1987, Theories of intemational regimes. lntemationa! Organisation,4l, 3, Summer, pp. 513

517.
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converge in a given area of international relations'.2 One of the main tasks of regime analysis is to

explain the determinants of regime formation and its persistence or demise, The success or failure

of regime-building can be partially explained by the extent to which a regime provides information,

monitoring capabilities and focal points for its members. In this respect, regime creation and

maintenance can be a function of the distribution of power and interests among its members. lt

follows as regimes shift from their initial formation to their development, domestic factors become

critical considerations. To reiterate a point made earlier, one of the objectives of the thesis is to

identify and examine linkages between domestic and intemational interests and their influence on

regime development.

Second, the mode of analysis is historical nanative in form Here, the thesis subscribes to

Friedrich Kratochwil and John Ruggie3 notion that understanding how people think about

institutional norms and rules, and the discourse they engage in, is as important in evaluating the

significance of these norms as measuring the behaviour that changes in response to their

invocation. Third, the method of analysis is by way of a critical examination of key primary sources

identified .during a comprehensive examination of archives housed in the International Labour

Office, Geneva; the New Zealand National Archives, Wellington; the William Tumbull Library,

Wellington; and the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

2 Stephen Kasner. 1982, Structural causes and regime consequences: regimes as inlervening variables, in Intemational
Organrsafion,36,2, Spring, p 186.
' Fti.dti.h Kratochwil and John Ruggie. 1986, Intemational Organisalion: A State of the Art on an Art of the State. Intemational
Organisation, 40, p 765.
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The organisation of this thesis

In seeking to achieve the aim it has set itself this thesis is organised in the following manner,

Chapter One examines the literature on international organisations and regimes and determines

how this literature can aid our understanding of ILO-New Zealand relations between 1919 and

1945. In this regard, assessment is made of the extent to which the key literature addresses

linkages between domestic and intemational interests, how regirnes influence national policy

choices, and what questions arise as a result.

Chapter Two examines the political and institutional roots of intemational organisations in

order to determine the extent to which these roots influenced the establishment of the lLO. Having

established in Chapter One that intemational organisations are not fully autonomous entities but

subject to environmental forces that can affect organisational decisions, Chapter Two examines

why and how these forces change and interact through time and how they influenced the

establishment of the ILO and the intemational labour standards regime.

This leads into the purpose of Chapter Three. lf the intemational labour standards regime was

to become a reality then a self+onsciously dynamic process of organisational activity had to be

implemented by the Executive of the lLO, The purpose of Chapter Three then, is to examine how

this dynamism articulated itself with regard to relations with New Zealand. In this respect, three

substantive policies are identified as goveming ILO activities in its early years and laying the

foundation for regime development and survival. Chapter Three examines the first substantive

policy, the Policy of Autonomy.
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Chapter Four examines the second of these substantive policies - the Policy of Presence.

The main task of this policy was to convince opinion in member states such as New Zealand, that

national labour standards had a international dimension to them - one which linked national

interests with intemational concems. Chapter Four notes how the decisions and acttvities of the

lL0 Directors loomed large in influencing institutional and regime development.

This leads to Chapter Five's analysis of the leadership and policies of the lLO Directors, This

follows from Robert Cox'sn argument noted in Chapter One that since 1919 the ILO has survived to

a significant extent on the activities and initiatives of its Executive leaders. Thus, Chapter Five

develops a deeper, more comprehensive, understanding of the link between domestic and

intemational interests in regime development, by undertaking a fuller examination of this Executive

role.

Following from this undertaking, the purpose of Chapter Six is to examine how specific

policies introduced by the ILO's executive leadership had significant implications for the

intemational labour standards regime in the context of post-war reconstruction, To the ILO's Acting

Director Edward Phelan political support for the Organisation remained ambiguous and uncertain.

Without this support becoming more substantive there seemed little hope that the intemational

labour standards regime would retain the necessary unity of purpose to survive, Chapter Six

examines efforts to establish the ILO's future role in the intemational system, through gamering

n Rob.rt Cox. 1973, ILO: Limited Monarchy in, Cox, R. and Jacobson, H. (eds). 1973, The Anatomy of Influence. Decision Making in
International Organisation, New Haven, Yale University Press.
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support for its aotivtties ,at the national lev,el, and frrrough the construction of a definitive and

co-nsfitufionally ;binding declaraflon of its mle in the post war wodd.

Chapter Seven brings he thesis ts a olose. lt ldenfifies and refleots on the maih conclusions

of the,thesis, and examines $e extent h urhidr the questions identified in Chapter One have been

addressed; ar'rd'the aim of flrc thesis achierredl.
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Chapter One

International Organisation and the concept of
regimes

'We perceive that here is a community of material and moral interests between nations, which is constantly increasing ..' lf a

nation wished to remain isotated it could not ... tt is now part of a single organism.'r

'The intemational economy presses on individual countries, and it does so through working on domestic aclors. lt is these
domestic actors who are affected by changes in intemational market conditions and who, as a result, seek changes in national

policy. To understand how nations respond to changes in the intemational economy, therefore, we cannot seek simply to conelate
attributes of the country as a whole with policy behaviour. Rather, we must disaggregate, to ascertain who advances one or another

understanding of how the country should respond,'2

lntroduction

In the introduction we described the rationale for this study and outlined the structure of the

thesis. Accordingly, the purpose of this chapter is to examine the literature on intemational

organisations and determine how this literature can aid our understanding of ILO-New Zealand

relations between 1919 and 1945. To reiterate a point made in the introduction, two things

combine to form the analytical structure of this thesis. First, a recognition of the impact of domestic

and intemational situations on the functioning of intemational organisations and the development

of intemational regimes; and second, an acknowledgement that not all efforts at intemational co-

t The Proce"dings of the Hague Peace Conference: The Conference of 1899, Gamegie Endowment for Intemational Peace, New
York, 1920, pp. 18-19.
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operation take place within an intemational organisation but that important patterns of international

organisation-state interaction exist and develop outside it. As an Intergovemmental Organisation,

the ILO was in a position to facilitate international co-operation and influence state behaviour

through a process of agenda setting, compliance monitoring and other functions,3 As these

developed through the years and the place and functions of the ILO became embedded in the

international system, the creation of an international regime with the ILO at its centre grew in

importance. In order to undertake an analysis of this process, it is first necessary to develop an

understanding of international organisation, and by extension, the concept of international

regimes.

International organisation

In mapping the organisational developmentof the ILO to 1945, two crises play a significant

part; first, the crisis of the late 1800's and, second, the world crisis of 1929-1949. ln the first, prices

plummeted while production soared, profits were squeezed, new parts of the world entered the

industrial economy and began to challenge the economic precminence of the European powers,

millions emigrated from and around Europe, labour became more radical and the new political

coalition of landed aristocracy and the industrial bourgeoisie fretted over what to do.a

2 Peter Gourevitch. 1986, Politics in Hard Times. Comparative Respnses to Intemational Economic Crisis, lthica, Comell University
Press, p.236.
t S* Rob"rt Keohane. 1989, Intemational lnstitutions and State Power Essays in Intemational Relations Theory, Boulder,
Westview Press; also, 1988, 'lntemational Institutions: Two Approadtes', lntematronal Studies Quaterly,32, pp. 379-396'
a Peter Gourevitch. 1986, Politics in Hard Times, p.28.
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In influencing policy responses and in manipulating the political context of the period, the

radical potential of labour was pivotal. lt influenced the involvement of the state in the development

of intemational organisations and strengthened a fragile system of international relations. In

Germany, it drew on the growing tension between Kaiser Wilhelm ll and his Chancellor Von

Bismarck.s ln Great Britain, it occupied the political and creative mind of Disraeli.B The political

responses of two key European and world powers ultimately combined to provide a blueprint for a

formally constructed and internationally co-ordinated response to labour radicalism.T For Charles

Maier, the late nineteenth century saw Europe afflicted by a crisis of representation, The mixed

regimes of upper class bureaucracies and middle class parliamentary delegations that govemed

most of European societies found it difficult to cope with what Maier describes as 'a number of

momentous developments'.8 Of these, it was the rise of labour, as they rallied to doctrines of

collective industrial and political action, that preoccupied politicians the most.

s See, Hans-Ulrich Wehler. 1970,'Bismarck's lmperialism, 1E62-1890'. Past and Presenf,48, pp. '119155. Also, J.W. Follors. 1951,
Antecedents of the lntemational Labour Organisation, Oxford, Clarendon, pp. 126-128.
6 Paul Smith. 1967, Disraelian Conservatism and Social Reform, London, Routledge. Also, Roberl Blake. 1966, Disraeli, New York,
St Martins Press. Labour radicalism in Europe had a profound impact on workers in New Zealand and Australia. Socialist
publications, which began to reach New Zealand in large numbers in the late 1880's, added to the nar ideas influencing the spread
of trade unions. To the traditional demand for'a fair day's pay for a fair day's work', was added new demands for the abolition of the
wage system and the construction of a society based upon equality and co+peration. For lhe first time in Nel Zealand, unionists
began to see themselves as a class, rather than a craft or trade. Bert Roth. 1974, Trade Unions, in J.Howells, N. Woods and F.
Young (eds.) Labour and Industrial Relatrons in New Zealand, Pitman Pacific, p. 5.
t J.ro Mayall. 1990, Nationalism and Intemational Society, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, pp, 4041.
E Apart from the radicalism of wor:king class organisation, Maier identifies two other components to the crisis in representation in lhe
late nineteenth century: a long term pressure on agrarian producers and landed elites generated by a vast expansion in grain
production and a squeeze on money and credit; and a rise in ethnic conflict which proved difiicult to resolve once minodties won
parliamentary representalion and with it the ability to paralyse legislatures. Charles Maier. 1987, In Search of Stability, New York,
Cambridge University Press, p. 11 .
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In essence, the liberal advances of the nineteenth century had exposed parliamentary

representation to new forms of political activism, only to find this enlarged 'govemment by opinion'e

struggling with claims it had not anticipated. In the resulting turbulence of class and ethnic conflict

in the run-up to World War l, prescriptions for non-zero-sum resolutions, for industrial utopias and

social engineering, proved particularly appealing.'0

ln the second crisis, the depression of the inter-war period, the spectre of mass discontent in

the turmoil of the 1930's once again occupied the minds of politicians, New political alliances were

formed at national and intemational levels as the world struggled with the economic inertia of the

Depression. These alliances, and the compromises that grew out of them, once again drew upon

domestic responses to the economic and social upheaval wrought by the slump. For example; in

the United States, the reformism of Roosevelt took an intemational dimension as it dismantled the

isolationism that had governed United States foreign policy since the end of the First World War."

ln New Zealand, the election of a Labour Govemment marked another, and more decisive step, in

the construction of a foreign policy independent from that of Britain.'2 In both cases, the creation of

a more robust multilateralsystem under the Paris Peace Treaty provided the wherewithal to 'bck-

in' social advances by exposing state regulation to international scrutiny.l3

t 
Chatler Maier. 1987, In Seardr of Stability, p. 1 1 .

1 0 . ,  .  .tDto.
tt Willia* Parker. 1984, Europe, America, and lhe Wider World: Essays in the Economic History of Westem Capitalism, Vol 1,
Cambridge, Cambride University Press.
tt Bruce Brown. 1962, The Rise of New Zealand Labour, Wellingon, Price Milbum, p. 10&109.
tt Sr.an Curruthers. 1997, Intemational History 190G1945, in J. Balis and S. Smith (eds.) The Globalisation of World Politics,
Oxford, Oxford University Press. Victor-Yves Ghebali and Nicholas Valticos (eds.). 1971, The Intemational Labour Organisation,
London, Macmillan.
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Pivotal to this process were the activities of the lLO. By consciously developing an

independent and largely autonomous role for itself as an international organisation in its own right,

the lLO was able to broker agreements between the state and labour. These agreements provided

the basis for a more intemationally coordinated response to the Depression and comprised a

policy mix of demand management, stabilisation and welfarism. lts role in providing a platform for

intemational co-operation afforded it a legitimacy lacking in other international organisations, most

notably the League of Nations. However, while the ILO's role in maintaining some form of

intemational order canied it forward during the Depression, the outbreak of the Second World War

saw it marginalised almost into insignificance. lts ability to survive this crisis, and ultimately to take

its position in the new post-war intemational order, marked the ILO as the oldest and most

enduring of international organisations.

'The delicate organisation of international institutions'

The existence and study of intemational organisation is a relatively new phenomenon. As a

field of study, its origins and much of its theoretical development lie in the growth of intemational

activity following the end of the Second World War.'o The intellectual focus between the wars dealt

with the new phenomenon of intemational govemment' and concentrated largely on the promise

and functions of the League of Nations.'s ln the thirties, as this promise went largely unfulfilled, a

period of cautious reassessment followed. Gradually, the field declined into inelevance only to

to Friedrich Kratochwil and Edward Mansfield (eds.). 1994, lntemational Organisations: A Reader, New York Harper Collins.
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revive again after the Second World War. Nonetheless, for a clearer, and now largely accepted,

definition of what the study of intemational organisation seeks to do, it is to the literature of the

thirties that we must still tum. In 1931, the study of intemational organisations was in essence the

attempt to describe and explain 'how the modern Society of Nations govems itself ... consistent

with national sovereignty'.tu This definition remains largely unchallenged and has provided the

foundation for much of the work which followed,

The liberal intemationalist ideas of Jeremy Bentham, August Comte and later, John Maynard

Keynes, saw intemational organisations as vehicles for peace and prosperity. Keynes spoke of the

pre-war 'Eldorado' when stability and growth in Europe was maintained by 'the delicate

organisation' of intemational institutions.lT Inter-war functionalists such as David Mitrany would

begin their research with the question 'Do not ask what is ideal govemment but ask what are its

functions'.18 Mitrany's work provided inspiration for posfwar neo{unctionalists in the traditions of

Emst Haas and Leon Lindberg who developed more critical approaches to intemational

organisation based upon sophisticated models of political economy. These models have provided

us with broader, more evolutionary explanations for intemational organisations. Neo-liberals like

Robert Keohane for example, examines intemational organisations in terms of their consequences

tu A.J,R Groom and Paul Taylor. 1990, Frameworks for Inlemational Ceoperation. London, Pinter. See also, Groom and Taylor.
1988, Intemational Institutions at Work, London, Pinter,
16 Edmund Mower, 1931 , Intemational Govemment, Boston, Heath Press, p. 87.
tt 

J.M. Keynes. 1920, The Economic Consequences ofthe Peace, NewYork, p. 10-12.
16 David Mitrany. 1933, The Progress of Intemational Govemmenl, New Haven, Yale University Press, p. 103. See also Mitrany.
1943, A Working Pere System, London, Royal Institule of IntemationalAffairs.
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for the self interest of powerful statesle. In this respect a key question has been, why do some

intemational institutions survive while others fail? For Keohane, the key attribute for survival stems

from the sufficient support of a powerful coalition of govemments which leam that they can benefit

from the intemational co-operation that such institutions encourage.'o

However, history informs us that it is not just national govemments that must benefit. ln the

nineteenth century it was Europe's aristocracy and the cosmopolitan bourgeoisie whose interests

were served by the growing number of intemational organisations.2l After the tum of the century it

was the newly powerful social democratic parties, giant industrial conglomerates and the new

class of industrial managers who benefited. For Craig Murphy, coalitions of powerful states and

socialforces 'select' intemational institutions to survive by remaining parties to agreements and by

continuing financial contributions. The institutions that do not survive are those that key state

members leave, stop financing, or simply ignore - a 'natural selection' that is most likely to occur

during crises that arise out of worldwide depression and great power wars.'

Institutional survival has also drawn on the support of intellectuals linked to the growth of the

industrial state - the so-called 'state class'of managerc, teachers, trade unions officials and others

engaged in operating structures that unify social relations. lf the primary tasks of international

organisations are to foster industry and manage potential conflicts, attempts to strengthen this

tt Robert Keohane. 1984, After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Political Economy, Princeton, Princeton
University Press.
'Robert K*hane. 1984, After Hegemony, p.99,

" rbid.
zCraig Murphy. 1994, lntemational Organisation, pp. 25-26.
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state class have been the outcome of two secondary tasks. First, because they are

intergovemmental bodies serving nation states, intemational organisations have always had the

task of strengthening stales, both directly - by encouraging co-operation in public administration

and finance, and indirectly - by, for example, facilitating the peaceful resolution of international

disputes, supporting refugees, providing war relief and aiding in postwar reconstruction. Second,

in diverting opposition against the further development of industrial capitalism and in undertaking

more protective functions, intemational organisations are strengthening society in relation to the

coercive potential of the state.23 In this respect, they have encouraged states to be more

responsive to their national societies by becoming more responsible in meeting basic needs and

respecting human rights. Both categories of secondary tasks help create international networks

supporting state bureaucracies that undertake the domestic functions necessary to meet these

needs. This support and the response of those strengthening society, creates space for the

organisation of social forces that might otherwise have been antithetical to the continued

expansion of the industrial system. Intemational trade unions and movements for decolonisation

represent the most important historical examples of these social forces.2a

Historically, this space has always been contested. The outcome of the struggle between

liberal intemationalists and the laissezjaire of the liberal fundamentalists has conditioned the form

and the nature of intemational organisation-state relations. For example, if we briefly switch our

' 
See, Robert Cox. 1992, Multilateralism and World Order. Review of tntemationat Studies, 18, 2. April. Reprinled in Cox. 1996,

Approaches to World Order, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, Chapter 21. Also, Robert Cox. 1993, Gramsci, hegemony and
intemational relations: An essay in method, in Stephen Gill (ed.), Gramsci, Historical Materialism and lntemational Relations,
Cambridge, Cambddge University Press.
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focus to the present it is evident that during the last twenty five years the intellectual dominance of

liberal fundamentalism has tended to marginalise international organisations as little more than

adjuncts to the development of world commerce. Often, their functional activity is reconstituted into

a pure form of liberal functionalism, designed to serve commerce without account to social

interests, Only recently have the excesses of this purism, coupled with political change in key

states, prompted a reinvigoration of the liberal internationalist ideal.2s

This latter point brings us to another factor related to institutional survival - political

leadership. ln the aftermath of the First World War, political leadership came from a coalition of

European interests anxious to construct some form of lasting security in the intemational system.^

Support for the intergovemmental organisations depended to a large extent upon their perceived

contribution to these aims. As this coalition disintegrated during the 1930's Depression the United

States became the focus of liberal intemationalist attention. What the United States provided was

both symbolic and practical leadership in the reconfiguration of intemational political coalitions. lt

broadened the functional activities of intergovernmental organisations by extending the

constituency base of its decision makers, and provided the space necessary for new coalitions to

emerge. These would either replace old alliances - which were either disinterested or no longer

capable of providing the necessary political support - or they would act as a counterbalance to

established coalitions. Robert Cox argues that while intemational organisations helped crystallise

2a Craig Murphy. 1994, Intemational Organisation, pp. 36-37.
t Robert Cox, 1996, Globalisation, Multilateralism, and Democracy, in Cox's Approaches lo World Order, Cambridge , Cambridge
University Press.
26 David Armstrong, 1982, The Rise of lntemational Organisation. A Shorl History, Basingstoke, Macmillan, p. 2,
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the supremacy of the dominant world views and the dominant social forces, at the same time they

also provided political space for opposing social forces to articulate their own world views and

develop'counterhegemonic alliances'.27

The key to attracting political leadership lay in the appeal, and ultimately the manipulation, of

self interest. The United States, like the post-war Anglo/French accommodation before it and the

self-interested activities of lmperial Germany and Switzerland before that, was driven primarily by

domestic considerations.'8 Involvement in the intemational syslem stemmed from a belief that

intemational institutions were in a position to serve these domestic needs by offering a framework

for intemational co-operation. However, the link between national self-interest and the function of

intemational organisations had to be forged and shaped. This took time as liberal intemationalists

first identified the self-interest, then reshaped its motivations, and finally reconstituted its fulfilment

in terms of long term, collective aspirations," In this respect, intemational organisations change

the preferences that powerful states utilise in meeting their needs, As Keohane points out,

intemational organisations often reveal previously unrealised ways in which congruent state

interests can be served.3o

ln their comprehensive review of

Kratochwil and John Ruggie identify

literature since the Second World War, Friedrich

development of four main analytical foci, each

t Roburt Cox. 1980, The Grisis ol Wortd Order and the Problem of Intemational Organisation in the 1980's. lntemational Jouna!,
35,2, p.374.

" Robert Keohane. 1982, The demand for intemational regimes. lntemational Organisation,32, 2, Spring, p. 337.
a Enrico Augelli and Craig Murphy. '1988, America's Quest for Supremacy and the Third World: A Gramscian Analysis, London, pp.
122-126.

the

the
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representing a shift in the conception of intemational governance.tt The four are presented in a

logical, and largely chronological, sequence. First, early post-war studies focused on formal

institutions. Here the assumption was made that a) international governance is whatever

intemational organisations do; and b) the formal attributes of intemational organisations, such as

their charters, voting procedures, committee structures, account for what they do. On this basis,

research would use the organisation's constitutional mandate as a frame of reference in an effort

to determine the extent to which functions of the organisation corresponded to it.32 The second

analytical focus, the institutional process, abandoned the assumption that formal anangements of

intemational organisation explain what they do and concentrated instead on actual decision

making processes. The change marked a growing discrepancy between constitutional design and

organisational practice, and the absence of political considerations in the functionalist approach,

Gradually, the institutional process account developed to examine all patterns of influence shaping

org anisational outcomes.33

The third approach, focussing on organisational roles, continued the move away from the

formal institutional focus. lt rejected the assumption that intemational govemance is whatever

' Robert Keohane. 1984, After Hegemony, pp.246-247 See also Keohane. 1989, Intemational Institutions and Slate Power,
Boulder, Westview Press.
tt Friedrich Kratochwil and John Gerard Ruggie. 1986, Intemational Organisation: The State of the Art. lntemational Organisation,
40,4,pp.75Un8
o G*d examples of this approach are Klaus Knon. 1948, The Bretton Woods Institutions in Transition. tntemational Organisation,
2, February; Henri Rolin, 1953, The Institutional Framenrork forTechnical Assistance, lntemational Organisation, T, August. Also,
Leland Goodrich and Ann Simons. 1955, The United Nations and the Maintenance of Intemational Peace and Security, Washin$on,
Brmkings Institule.
s The mosl comprehensive example of lhis approach remains Roberl Cox and Harold Jacobson. 1973, The Anatomy of Influence:
Decision Making in lntemational Organisation, Neur Haven, Yale University Press. For earlier examples see, Inis Claude, 1961, The
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intemational organisations do and instead moved to examine the actual and potential roles of

intemational organisations in a more broadly conceived process of intemational govemance. Here,

three distinct clusters of research literature were identified. The first cluster emphasised the role of

international organisations in the resolution of substantive intemational problems; for example,

peacekeeping, decolonisation and the restructuring of North-South relations.il The second cluster,

took a more integrationist approach by focusing not on substantive problems per se, but on the

long-term institutional consequences of the failure to solve such problems through existing

institutional means.tt The third cluster used a critique of the transformational expectations of the

integrationist cluster as its starting point, then shifted the focus onto a more general concem with

how intemational organisations reflect, magnify or modify the characteristic features of the

international system.36 Here, examples such as collective legitimacy, agenda formation and policy

co-ordination attest to the actual and potential ability of international organisations to influence the

form of the intemational system.37 As Kratochwil and Ruggie note, the theme that unifies all works

Management of Power in the Changing United Nations. lntemational Organisation,l5, Spring; Wylze Carter. 1954, GATT After Six
Years. /nlemational Organisatioil SirGladvryn Jebb. 1952, The Role of the United Nations. lntemational Organisation.O, November.
s Emst Haas. 1983, Regime Decay: Conflict Management and lntemational Organisation, 1945-1981. lntemational Organisation,
37, Spring; Branislav Gosovic and John Gerard Ruggie. 1976, On the creation of a New Intemational Economic Order.lntemational
Organisation,30, Spring; Cheryl Payer. 1971, The Perpetuation of Dependence: The IMF and the Third World. Monthly Review,23,
Septemben David Kay. 1967, The Politics of Decolonisation: The New Nations and the United Nations Political Process.
Intemational Organisation, 1 0, 21, Autumn.
35 The seminal work of this appoach is, Emst Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation State: Functionalism and Inlemational Organisation,
Stanford, Stanford University Press. See also, Philippe Schmitter. 1969, Three NeeFunclionalist Hypotheses About lntemational
lntegration. lntemationat Organisation,23, Winter. For a critique of the neofunclionalist account see, Roger Hansen. 1969, Regional
Integration: Reflection on a Decade of Theoretical Efforts. Wodd Poltfics, 21, January.
s See Stanfey Hoffman. 1970, IntemationalOrganisation and the Intemational System. lntemationa!Organisation,24, Summer
tt Robert Cox. 1983, Gramsci, Hegemony and Intemational Relations: An Essay in Method. Millennium'. Joumal of lntemational
Studies, 12, Summer. Cox. 1980, The Crisis of World Order and the Problem of lntemational Organisation in the 1980's.
lntemational Joumal, 35, Spring. John Gerard Ruggie. 1980, On the Problem of 'The Global Problematique'. What Roles for
Intemational Organisations? Altematives,S, January. Robert Cox. 1977, Labor and Hegemony. Intemational Oryanisafion, 31,
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of this genre is that the process of global govemance is not conterminous with the activities of

international organisations but that these organisations do play some role in that broader process.

The objective was to identify their role.38

The concept of international regimes

Finally we tum to the fourth focus, intemational regimes, We begin by defining what is

generally meant by the term and identifying why the concept of regimes occupies such an

important role in contemporary research and forms a key analytical ingredient of this thesis. The

most influential definition is that of Stephen Krasner who defines regimes as 'implicit or explicit

principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures around which actors expectations

converge in a given area of intemational relations. Principles are beliefs of fact, causation, and

rectitude. Norms are standards of behaviour defined in terms of rights and obligations. Rules are

specific prescriptions or proscriptions for action. Decision-making procedures are prevailing

practices for making and implementing collective choice'.3e

The principles of regimes define the purposes that members of a regime are expected to

pursue. For example the principle of social justice has underpinned ILO activity and the

intemational labour standards regime since 1919. Norms contain clearer direction to regime

Summer. Raymond Hopkins. 1976, The lntemalional Role of 'Domestic Bureaucracy',lntemational Organisation,3O, Summer.
Robed Keohane and Joseph Nye. 1974, Transgovemmental Relations and Intemational Organisations. Wold Politics,27, October.
* FrirOri.h Katoctrwil and John Gerard Ruggie. 1986, IntemationalOrganisation, pp. 758-759.
s See, Sfephen Krasner. 1982, Structural causes and regime conseguences: regimes as inlervening variables, in tntemational
Organisation,36, 2, Spring, p. 186.
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members on what constitutes legitimate and illegitimate behaviour while still defining

responsibilities and obligations in relatively general terms,ao For example, the norms of the

international labour standards regime require that member countries recognise and protect the

rights of labour. At the same time, there is a general recognition that the ratification of intemational

labour standards are, in the mainal, subject to the level of economic development, Rules overlap

with norms to a significant extent but are more specific in detailing the rights and obligations of

regime members.a2 Thus, while the norms of the intemational labour standards regime refer to the

recognition and protection of labour rights, the rules set out specifics on how this may be

achieved. For example, once a govemment agrees to ratify an intemational labour standard, they

are obliged to introduce the standard into their national legislation. Finally, a regime's decision

making procedures provide the mechanisms for implementing principles and changing rules.

For Haas, regimes are artificial, man-made creations designed to bring about particular

orderings of values among actors.a3 This is in line with Oran Young's designation of regimes as

social institutions goveming the actions of those interested in specifiable activities (or accepted

sets of activities). Thus, like all social institutions, regimes are recognised patterns of behaviour or

* Robert Keohane. 1984, After Hegemony, p. 58.

" The strict exception to this position is the Convention covering Freedom of Association which is enshrined in the constitution of
the lLO. As a result all members of the Organisation are bound by its provisions inespective of ratilication.
ot Keohane observes that in general regimes rules can be allered more easily than principles or norms since there may be more
than one set of rules that can attain a given set of purposes. Moreover, he argues, it is difficult if not impossible to distinguish an
'implicit rule' of broad significance from a well- understood, relatively specific operating principle. See, After Hegemony, 1984, pp.
5&59.
€ Emst Haas. 1982, Words can hurt you; or who said what to whom about regimes. tntenational Organisation,36, 2, Spring, p. 211.
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practice around which expectations converge,* ln practice, examples of international regimes

would include, the World Orderas, the Cold War, the trade regime (with intemational organisation

such as the World Trade Organisation at the centre), Regional regimes (such as the European

Union or the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation), and for our own purposes, the international

labour standards regime with the ILO at its centre, In all cases the regime comprises a normative

element, state practice and organisational roles and will respond to many of the features defined

above.

Regime analysis emerged in response to a concern that while the field of intemational

organisation developed around the central concern of organisations in intemational govemance, it

lacked any systematic understanding of intemational govemance.oo Moreover, an overcmphasis

on the study of intemational order, authority and formal organisation had tended to neglect the

range of state behaviours which continued to be regulated or organised despite systematic change

and institutional erosion. The concept of intemational regimes filled the void in understanding.

The concept of regimes has drawn some forthright criticism. Susan Strange's pellucid critique

condemns it as '...a passing fad ... imprecise and woolly ... that limits vision of a wider reality'.47

s Oran Young. 1982, Regime dynamics: the rise and fall of intemational regimes. lntemational Organrcafion, 36, 2, Spring, p. 22.
* S.e John Genard Ruggie (ed). 1993, Multilateralism Mattters: The Theory and Praxis of an Institutionalist Form. New York,
Cambridge University Press.
ff Stephen Haggard and Beth Simmons. 1987, Theories of intemational regimes. lftemational Organisation,4l, 3, Summer, pp.
491492.
tt Srsrn Strange. 1997, Cave! Hic Dngones: A Critique of Regime Analysis in, Paul Diehl (ed). The Politics of Global Govemance.
lntemational Organisations in an lnterdependent World, Boulder, Lynn Rienner, p. 41.
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Arthur Stein condemns it as little more than a '...synonym for international organisations'.o8 While

Rocheste/s examination of the rise and fall of international organisation as a field of study charges

that the concept of regimes has led to nothing less than 'intdlectual chaos' as it is 'sufficiently

amorphous to apprehend any number of eventualities within the state system'. ot For all these

critics, the concept of regimes has developed into a catch-all that embraces everything from a

pattemed set of interactions - an intemational system, any form of multilateral coordination, co

operation or collaboration, an umbrella for all international relations - to nothing more than

American academics struggling with the decline of North American power,

However, for Krasner criticisms of regime analysis are consistent with an intellectual

orientation which conceptualises a world of rational, self-seeking actors who operate in an system

or environment that is defined by their own interests, power and interaction.s The orientations of

Strange and others are resistant to the contention that principles, norms, rules, and decision-

making procedures have a significant impact on outcomes and behaviour.sl Shange's claim that

regime analysis is another futile attempt at 'grand theory', is entirely off the mark, argues Donnelly.

What it offers instead is an approach, a style of analysis, a set of questions rather than theory. lt

rejects notions of 'grand theory' in favour of a pragmatic, issue-specific theoretical eclecticism.s2 lt

* Arthur Stein. 1982, Co+rdination and Collaboration: Regimes in an Anarchic World. tntemational Organisation,36, 2, Spring, p.
299.
ot J. Mrrtin Rodrester. 1986, The dse and fall of intemational organisation as a field of study. lntemational Organisation, 40,4,
Autumn, p.803.
$ Stephen Krasner. 1982, Structural causes and regime consequences, p. 190
tt rbid.
52 Jack Donnelly. 1986, Intemational Human Rights. lntemation al Organisation,40, 3, Summer, pp. 8f0€41 .
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is the eclectic properties of regime analysis that will be employed here as it allows us to expand

our perspective and address diverse, but analytically related, questions.

Regime Dynamics

Keohane's neoliberal conception of a regime argues that it is almost impossible for

intemational organisations to exercise authority over states because of the value states place on

sovereignty. He thus likens it to a 'quasi-agreement' that is legally unenforceable but, like a

contract, helps to organise relationships in mutually beneficial ways. Similady, regimes also

resemble conventions: practices to which actors conform not because they are uniquely best, but

because others conform to them as well. Keohane argues, 'What these arrangements have in

common is that they are designed not to implement centralised enforcement of agreements, but

rather to establish stable mutual expectations about others pattems of behaviour and to develop

working relationships that will allow the parties to adapt their practices to new situations'.s What

becomes important in establishing mutual expectations and developing a stable system of

behaviour is the transparency of actor behaviour.

For Kratochwil and Ruggien, this is one of the core requirements of intemational regimes and

intemational organisations can be particularly effective instruments in creating this transparency.

The mechanisms which intemational organisations employ to do this remain an important

consideration in regime analysis. Kratochwil and Ruggie identify two other dimensions to the

intemational organisation/regime nexus. First, a regime can be designed on a perfectly rational

* Robert Keohane. 1984, After Hegemony, p.89.

" F,i.drlrh Kratocfrwil and John Gerard Ruggie. 1986, lntemational Organisation, p9.Tl2-774.
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basis but nonetheless erode when its legitimacy is undermined. The claim to universality by

intemational organisations renders them one of the major venues in which the legitimation struggle

for international regimes is undertaken. Second, there is the epistemic dimension to regimes.

Kratochwil and Ruggie argue that knowledge in the intemational arena, its accumulation and its

comprehension, are neither passive or automatic processes but intensely political. ln this respect

international organisations have 'manoeuvred' themselves into the position of being the vehicle

through which knowledge emerges on the intemational agenda. lt is in these epistemic processes

that the future demand for intemational regimes lie. They conclude, ' ...a concem with

transparency creation, the legitimation struggle, and epistemic politics, can push the heuristic

fruitfulness of the regime research program 'foruvard' yel another step, linking it 'back' to the study

of internationalorganisations.s This approach suggests that regimes must be understood in terms

of historically conditioned, interpretative frameworks as knowledge and ideology evolve and as

actors leam. lt reminds us of the importance of historical context and the substantive issues

around which the politics of conflict and cooperation occur.* lt also forces us to recognise not

only that actor interests may change in response to new knowledge but that intemational

organisations may feed the process of change through the information and ideas that they are

able to mobilise. lt follows that one of the most important functions of regimes is to allow for the

* rbid.
$ Stephen Haggard and Beth Simmons refer to this as the 'mgnitivist' approach. See Theories of intemational regimes.
I ntemational Organintion, 4 1, 3, Summer, pp. 499450.
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collection and dissemination of information. Norms and rules cannot change without the inclusion

of this function.sT

The role of knowledge in regime development is further extended by Donald Puchala and

Raymond Hopkins.s They argue that there are attitudinal aspects to regimes that need to be

recognised. For Puchala and Hopkins, regimes themselves are subjective as they exist primarily

as participants understandings, expectations or convictions about legitimate, appropriate or moral

behaviour. Thus, the reality of a regime exists in the subjectivity of individuals who hold,

communicate, reinforce or change its norms and authoritative expectations. Following from this

they argue that each regime has a set of elites who constitute the practical actors within it, While

the govemments of nation states constitute the primary representative components of most

intemational regimes, and while representatives of other interest groups, such as intemational

trade union, employer and nongovemmental organisations may also engage in participatory roles,

regime participants are most often bureaucratic units or individuals. These operate as the

'govemment' of an intemational regime by creating, enforcing or otherwise acting in compliance

with its norms. Individuals and bureaucratic roles are linked in intemational networks of activities

and communication. These individuals and rules govem issue-areas by creating and maintaining

regimes.se

t Emst Haas. 1982, Words can hurt you: or, who said what to whom about regimes. lntemational Otganisation,36, 2, Spring' pp'

241-242.
s Donald Puchala and Raymond Hopkins. 1982, Intemational regimes: lessons from induclive analysis. lntemational Organisation'
36, 2, Spring, pp.246-247 .
* tbid.
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Robert Coxm develops further the notion that knowledge, in the form of political personality

and elite group interests, is a primary factor in the creation, development and continuity of

international organisations. With specific reference to the lLO, he argues that the International

Labour Organisation has survived since 1919 partly, though significantly, through the activities and

initiatives of its own elite of executive leaders. As a political institution, he likens the ILO to a

'limited monarchy' - a political system in which influence is centred around one key figure, the

Director, whose leadership is subject to very real constraints.or Thus, limited monarchy is a system

in which substantive initiatives and the political process in which these initiatives evolve, depend

largely on the Director ',..who had to determine what could be done with a keen sense of the

possible...'.62 For Cox, what was possible in the aftermath of the Second World War in a single

issue regimeffi such as that for intemational labour standards, depended largely on the hegemonic

leadership of the United States.il The Directors of the post-1945 ILO ensured that the

* Robert Cor. 1973, ILO: Limited Monarchy, in Robeft Cox and Harold Jacobson (eds.). The Anatomy of Influence. Decision Making
in Intemational Organisation, New Haven, Yale University Press, p. 102.
6 1 , , . ,

tDto.
* Robert Cox. 1977, Labor and hegemony. lntemationat Organisation,3l, Summer, p. 407.
* The te* is Jack Donnelly's who argues that single issue regimes establish themselves by restricting their activities to a limited
range of issues in order to induce universal participation in a single area of mutual interest. 1986, Intemational human dghts: a
regime analysis.lntemational Organisatian,40, 3, Summer, p. 628.

" Robert Cox. 192, Labor and hegemony, p. 421. lt is not the aim of this work to ddress the issue of hegemony and hegemonic
leadership in any depth. The reason for this is that during the time period we intend to examine, 1919-1945, no single dominant
pwer existed. Intemational regimes during this period were largely non-hegemonic. See Robert Cox. 1983, Gramsci, hegemony
and intemational relations. Millenium: Joumal of Intemational Studies, 12, Summer. Reprinted in Approaches to World Order,
Cambridge, Cambridge Univasity Press, p. 135. Thus we follow Keohane in his argument that hegemony is not a necessary nor
sufficient condiiion for the emergence of intemational cooperation. Keohane. 1984, pp. 31-32. However, we intend to show that a
powerful noniegemonic ledership did materialise - in the form of the United States - to maintain lhe intemational labour standards
regime during lhe inler-war years. In this respect, we follow Cox in acknowledging that the roots of United States hegemonic
leadership in the post-l945 period began with ils entry into the ILO in 1934. Cox. 1977 , p.387. For definitional purposes it is relevant
to note that Cox draws on the Antonio Gramsci's cnncept of hegemony - a concept Gramsci distinguishes from the notion of sheer
dominance. Thus,'hegemony expresses a unily between objective material forces and ethico-political ideas ... in which power based
on dominance over production is rationalised through an ideology incorprating compromise or consensus between dominanl and
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Organisation's bureaucracy and the principles and norms that guided its work conformed to

dominant American perspectives, To this end '.,.it did not seem to mafter very much who the

Director was'.* ln the interwar years such hegemonic perspectives had yet to materialise. Instead,

the early Directors, Albert Thomas and Harold Butler, relied predominantly on the power of their

own initiative underpinned, at least in Thomas's case, by the political support of the intemational

trade unions,

Cox and Jacobson ask us to conceive international organisations as political systems and be

cognisant of the attitudes and perceptions of actors in and toward intemational organisations. For

our purposes, actors would include those appointed to act in the name of the organisation, such

as members of the intemational bureaucracy and the executive head, participants in decision-

making including those attending intemational conferences, and all officials and individuals at

national level who determine or seek to determine the position of those involved in intemational

issues, The attitudes and perceptions of the actors would be influenced by a number of

characteristics, for example, length and nature of association with the intemational organisation,

the competence of its intemational bureaucracy, political 'fit' with the actors own world view, the

personal charisma of the executive head, political relevance and ideological legitimacy. For

example, Albert Thomas was able to procure powerful political support from the Intemational

Federation of Trade Unions by virtue of his work with trade unions when he was the French

subordinant groups. In the hegemonic consensus, the dominant groups make some concessions to satisfy the subordinate groups,
but not so much to endanger their dominance. The language of consensus is a language of common interests expressed in
universalist lerms, though the structure of power underlying it is skewed in favour of the dominant groups', Cox. 1977, p. 387, For
Gramsci's analysis of hegemony see Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Smith (eds.) Selections from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio
Gramsci, New York, lntemational, pp. 5265,7644, 102-106, 169-185, 210,n8-229.
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Minister of Munitions during the First World War, by declaring the fledgling ILO as an organisation

for labour, by gearing the ILO's bureaucracy toward this aim, and by virtue of his personal

standing with the tripartite representatives. Moreover, he made the ILO ideologically relevant by

linking its efforts to promote social justice at the intemational level with the activities of social

reformers and trade unions at the national level. In this respect, to be effective instruments of

pressure trade unions had to be free of state dominance and coercion. Thus, the ILO and the

trade unions had a common interest in freedom of association, This functionalist approach helped

translate ideology into action and underpinned the ILO's political alliance with those trade unions

attempting to transform the world into a system of pluralistic, intemationally integrated welfare

societies. In the world envisaged by Albert Thomas, social conflicts would be resolved under

intemational law. The rights of individuals and freedom of association would be given intemational

sanction. And the success of efforts to establish such a world would be a powerful factor in the

maintenance of peace.

I nternational Org anisation and interest groups

In examining intemational organisations as political systems, the nature of relations with

member states is given particular emphasis by Cox and Jacobson. They argue:

Intemational Organisations should be conceived of in a way that includes linkages
with members states. Not to do so and to limit consideration of political processes to what
happens in conferences eliminates some of the most important aspects of decision
making ... representatives of states are as a rule instructed agents, and any conception
that did not take this into account would be incomplete. Moreover, states are not
monolithic, There may not be unanimity within a state about the policy that it should it
should pursue within an intemational organisation; and interdepartmental differences or

tt Robert Cox. 197, Labor and hegemony, p. 421.
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differences between an important interest group and a department of govemment can
have extremely serious consequences for decision making in that organisation. As a final
reason why a conception should include linkages with member states, the activity of
international organisations frequently depends upon actions by member states, and a
naffower conception would indicate greater autonomy for intemational organisations than
they actually possess.*

This requires us to view international organisations as aspects of world and national politics.

As such they are not fully autonomous entities but subject to environmental forces that become

major constraints upon, and determinants of, organisational decisions6T.

Thus, it is necessary to show why and how these forces - such as strength of national interest

in intemational relations, economic and political characteristics of states, national and intemational

aspects of social mobilisation - change and interact over time and how they relate to the

development of intemational organisation. Cox's work on the ILO draws on a concem with the

historical development of international organisations and with the changes in decision-making and

influence that are associated with historical development. Although drawing on events from 1945

onward, Cox guides us to a number of influences on this decision making process which are

useful for our own purposes. These are the influence of national govemment, interest groups such

as trade unions and employer organisations; segments of the intemational organisation's

bureaucracy, eminent personalities and the executive head. In identifying and examining these

influences, we must place them in the context of broader and more dynamic processes. Regimes

are not static constructs and cannot be construed as such if a deeper and more comprehensive

understanding of intemational organisations is to evolve. As Oran Young points out, regimes

* Rob"rt Cox and Harold Jacobson (eds.). 1973, The Anatomy of lnfluence. Decision Making in Intemational Organisation, Nar
Haven, Yale University Press, p. 16.
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undergo continuous transformations in response to their own internal dynamics as well as their

political, economic and social environments,Gs These dynamics are not mutually exclusive and

indeed may reinforce each other during periods of critical change and uncertainty. For example,

the international environment during the 1930's was in economic and social crisis. Policy

responses by the ILO were initiated both in response to the worldwide Depression and to the

demands of its tripartite, predominantly govemmental, constituents for change in the ILO's

decision making apparatus. The international crisis, increasing unrest among in non-European

membership and change in the leadership of the ILO combined to bring about significant and far

reaching shifts in the Organisation's political dynamics and in the maintenance of the intemational

labour standards regime.

Young identifies three processes that can lead to the transformation of regimes. First, some

regimes develop intemal contradictions which can lead to serious failure and/or a demand for

major change. These can take the form of ineconcilable conflict between central elements of the

regime which may lead to its decline, Altematively, the intemal contradictions may manifest a

developmental character which becomes more embedded over time, initiating a new complex of

dynamics as the regime evolves. This process, and our example above, directs our attention to the

role of crisis in existing regimes and how the institutional mechanisms of intemational organisation

respond to crisis. ln this respect the analytic overlap between the work of Young and Kratochwil

6t0ox and Jacobson. 1973, The Anatomy of Influence, p. 25.
s Oran Young. 1982, Regime dynamics: the rise and fall of intemational regimes. lntemationat Organisation,36, 2, Spdng, pp. 29G
291.
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and that of Ruggie prompts us to identify the organisational responses to intemal contradiction

while at the same time examining their significance for regime hansformation.

For Young, the second type of process leading to transformation arises from shifts in the

underlying structure of power in the international system. Here he underlines the political truism

that imposed orders are unlikely to survive for long following major declines in the effective power

of the dominant actor or actors,Ge The history of regimes often derives from a underlying political

dynamic which draws its energy from the activities of dominant and/or competing interests. From

this we can conclude that regimes are seldom neutral in their impact on participating actors as

powerful interests often prevail in organisational and system bargaining. Thus, shifts in the

distribution of power will be reflected more often in gradual rather than abrupt changes in social

constructs like intemational regimes. To expand on our example above, the gradual decline of the

European powers, and the rapid rise in the industrial power of the United States at the tum of the

centuryt0, prompted realignments in the intemational political economy. This process became

particularly marked in the inter-war years as the United States became more globally active by

joining intemational organisations such as the lLO. As the oncedominant European interests

receded and the shift in the underlying structure of power deepened, broader intemational

coalitions emerged led, practically or symbolically, by the United States.

The third type of transformational process emerges when regimes fall victim to the impact of

exogenous forces. These are forces which represent societal developments that may occur

" tuid, p. 292.
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outside of a specific regime but are nonetheless powerful enough to initiate alterations in human

behaviour which may undermine the essential elements of the regime. Young gives examples

such as technological development and its impact on regimes such as the Ocean regime (the

growth in factory ships and their impact on the common property regime for high-seas fisheries)

and the telecommunication regime (the growth in satellite technology and its impact industry and

education), but acknowledges that the impact of these changes is difficult to assess with any

accuracy. He concludes, 'lf nothing else, this recognition reminds us of the dangers of thinking

about specific social institutions in isolation from the broader social setting'.tl

Summary and conclusion

So how does the literature discussed above aid us in understanding international

organisations generally and the ILO specifically? The gradual shift from the functionalist emphasis

on formal institutions to a broader underslanding of institutionalised behaviour provides us with an

opportunity to develop a more capacious interpretation of regime development. In this respect,

Keohane's examination of institutional survival and the consequences of intemational

organisations for the self-interest of powerful states, offers us the opportunity to examine the

process whereby the ILO attempted to engage this self-interest in the inter-war years, We have

already noted how a strategy of identification, reshaping, and reconstitution of these interests can

be an institutionally costly and politically precarious process. To what extent it aided the

development of the intemational labour standards regime is one of the questions this work seeks

to 
D. Jerery. 1992, The Transfer of Intemalional Technology. Europe, Japan and the USA in the Twentieth Century, Aldenhot,

Edward Elgar, p. 10.
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to address. In doing so, it recognises a need to examine the role of less powerful, but nevertheless

institutionally significant states in regime development. In this respect, Cox's argument that

intemational organisations provide political space for the development of alliances requires that

the rationale and mak+up of such alliances be examined. lf broadening the interest base of

intemational organisation helps increase its propensity for survival then an examination of how

less powerful states contribute to this process is necessary. Our examination of relations between

the ILO and New Zealand and the process of de-Europeanisation provide us with the foundation to

examine these issues.

One of our central concems is how regimes influence national policy choices. While the main

focus in examining this question is New Zealand, we can identify similar influences - the groMh

and use of knowledge; the role of the international bureaucracy; and the significance of political

change. In this respect a strong claim for regimes is that they can alter actors interests or

preferences. From a functionalist perspective the test is to demonstrate that actors motivations are

influenced by the benefits provided by the regime and/or by the reputational concems connected

to the existence of rules. Yet the knowledge of what these benefits are, and the recognition that

knowledge is often a politicalconstruct, leads us to also draw on an epistemic approach to regime

analysis - prompting us to explain change by reference to the values, beliefs and ideologies of

actors. Another appropriate approach, is to focus on the process of domestic decision-making and

identify the forces that influence its outcomes. This can help us gauge the extent to which regimes

can alter state preferences in the context of wider, often simultaneous, forces.

tt Oran Young. '1982, Regime Dynamics, p. 295.
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In emphasising linkages between domestic and intemational interests we are contributing to a

research programme suggested by Haggard and Simmonst'that views intemational cooperation

not only as the outcome of relations among states, but of the interaction between convergent

domestic and international interests. This approach raises some important questions. For

example, how did the ILO go about engaging opinion in New Zealand and other states in the inter-

war years and how did this aid in the development of the intemational labour standards regime?;

how do regimes influence national policy choices and the interests of national actors?; where

political decision-makers have been reluctant to engage in intemational co-operation, can the

pressure and support of extemal actors tip policy in favour of those who seek engagement? For

Haggard and Simmonst', the cenhal point is that growing interdependence means that groups at

the domestic level increasingly have 'regime interests'. Welfare is tied not only to particular policy

decisions, but to the compliance of olher states to regime norms, the way in which intemational

cooperation is institutionalised, and the access regimes provide for private actors. Thus, the

substantive issues over which states are likely to seek co-operation, and the domestic and

internationalforces that can lead to regime change, are important variables to be considered. This

moves us to ask, how regime interests developed in the first place? How did the intemational

labour organisation go about developing a regime which would 'capture' these interests? More

specifically, how did regime interests first develop in New Tealand? This is the task of Chapters

Three and Four. Critical to these activities was the role of the ILO's executive leadership. This

raises questions regarding the form and impact of this role on institutional and regime

t'Stephen 
Haggard and Beth Simmons. 1987, Theories of intemational regimes, pp. 513-517.
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developmenl This is the hsk of Chapter Five and $ix. l'lourever, before we address tese

questions we must first estabftsh the anteeedents of intemational organisations. Our purpose in

Qhapter T,uao then, is to identify the political and instihrthnal roots d intemational organisations

and determine he exlent to which tfiese roots influenced fte establishment of the Intemalional

Labour Organisatisn,

n 
[id.
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Chapter Two

Antecedents of the International Labour Organisation

' ...the nineteenth century. This civilisation was capitalist in ils economy; liberal in its legal and constitutional struclure;
bourgeois in its image of its characteristic hegemonic class; glorying in its advance of science, knowledge and education, material
and moral progress; and profoundly convinced of the centralily of Europe, birlhplace of the revolutions of science, arts, politics and
industry, whose economy had penetrated, and whose soldiers had conquered and subjugated most of the world; whose populations
had gmwn until (including the vast and growing outflow of European emigrants and their descendants) theyiad risen to form a third

of the human race; and whose major states constituted lhe system of world politics.''

lntroduction

ln the previous chapter we examined the various analytical traditions that have contributed to

our understanding of intemational organisations. In doing so we understood intemational

organisations as constructs of world and national politics consequently, they are not fully

autonomous entities but subject to environmental forces that can constrain and determine

organisational decisions. We concluded that it is necessary to show why and how these forces -

for example strength of national interest in intemational relations, economic and political

characteristics of states and national and international aspects of social mobilisation - change and

interact through time and how they relate to the development of intemational organisations. The

purpose of this chapter to identify and examine the historical roots of these environmental forces

in order to determine how and why the International Labour Organisation came into existence. As

the leading architect of the provisions contained in Part Xlll of the Treaty of Versailles 1919 -
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which gave birth to the ILO - and at the forefront in the development of labour legislation, it is to

Britain we turn our attention first, We then examine the contribution of European philanthropists to

the call for international labour legislation. We then tum to a detailed examination of the

antecedents of intemational organisations and identify how these contributed to the establishment

of the ILO under the provisions of the Versailles Treaty.

Legislative beginn ings

Early initiatives for the intemationalisation of labour protection came ftom philanthropic and

intellectual elements among the nineteenth century European bourgeoisie. The Industrial

Revolution's potent combination of rapid industrialisation and laissez-faire liberalism led to a

backlash from clergy, educators and some employers against the human and social cost that

followed in its wake. lt was the age of the unfettered market in which economic life was defined as

freedom to work, free competition, free trade and the non-intervention of the state.? The leading

proponent of economic liberalism, and the model for other nations, was Britain. lt's state

guaranteed that the Industrial Revolution and the free play of market forces would not be

obstructed by workers combining in an attempt to raise wages or lower working hours. lndividual

interests were to be balanced by competition while the Benthamite state existed 'to protect life and

property'. Trade unions were discouraged. The broad interpretation of conspiracy under the

Combination Acts of 1799 and 1800 coupled with lhe common law doctrine of 'restraint of trade'

remained serious obstacles to the grovrrth of trade unionism in the early part of the nineteenth

t 
Eric Hobsbawm. 1995, Age of Extremes. The Short Twentieth Century 1914-1991, London, Abacus, p. 6.

2 
Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the Intemational Labour Organisation, London, Macmillan, p. 3.
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century. While there is some debate about how rigorously these legal restrictions were enforced,

there exists a lengthy record of fines, imprisonment and penal deportations suffered by nineteenth

century trade unionists.3

The freedoms granted under the doctrine of laissez{aire included the freedom of contract,

However, existing laws applied only to the negotiation of the contract and assumed the existence

of an equal relation between the worker and the employer based upon the freedom to bargain.

Once the terms of the contract had been concluded the worker was entirely at the employers

disposal.o Thus, as one commentator concludes, 'The history of the idea of the 'contract of

employment' can be seen as the history of a false aspiration. The promise of freedom of contract

in the employment relationship was never fully achieved. The freedom of the worker in the labour

market was impeded by his social condition - that is, by his status'.s Nonetheless, the state was

not altogether passive on labour protection. lt recognised that the freedom of contract required the

capacity to make a contract but, also, that not all workers possessed that capacity. Particular

attention was paid to the position of women and chibren who, as a result, became the first

subjects of state regulation of the employment relation. In reality children had no freedom of

contract. As J S Mill observed 'Freedom of contract in the case of children is but another word for

freedom of coercion'.

State attempts to protect children did not come without a fight. When cotton manufacturing

mechanised in the second half of the eighteenth century, children were quickly valued as workers

3 Richard Hyman. 1995, The Histuical Evolution of British Industrial Relations in Paul Edwards (ed.) Industrial Relations in Britain,
Oxford, Blackwell, p. A.
a Antony Almk. 1971, History of the lLO, p. 4.
u Ramm. 1986, Intemational Labour Organisation: The Nry Ordering of Labour Larr 191845 in Bob Hepple (ed.), The Making of
Labour Law in Europe. A Comparative Study of Nine Countries up to 1945, London, Mansell, pp.Tl-78.
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for a number of reasons - they were dextrous, compliant and cheap. Moreover, regular

anangements existed between master spinners and the Poor Law authorities to 'apprentice'

orphans and other workhouse children, ln 1802 the Health and Morals of Apprentices Act was

introduced to limit the working day of pauper children apprenticed under the Poor Law to twelve

hours. ln response, Mill owners in the cotton and textile industries to which the Act applied quickly

ceased employing Poor Law apprentices and switched to hiring children not covered by the

legislation. By 1831 this 'free' labour was being employed at seven, eight and nine years of age,

working fifteen or sixteen hours a day with short meal breaks in between.o

By the mid-nineteenth century, 'Short-time Committees', made up of machine operators and

tradesmen and supported by the Church and some employers, lobbied for a ten-hour day for all

workers regardless of age or sex. ln 1833, the Factory Act introduced the 48 hour week for

children and established, for the first time, an independent factory inspectorate to enforce the

legislation. However, the Act was confined to the textile industry and despite the efforts of the

'Short-time Commiftee's' and their supporters, the legislation applied only to children. Furthermore,

the legislation was to a large extent circumvented by employers who introduced a relay system of

working, forcing children to work at intervals rather than continuously, thus extending the working

day but avoiding the requirements of the Act and a visit by the newlycstablished factory

inspectorate,

In other industries where legislation was ignored and no inspectorate existed the situation of

child labour was even more bleak, As Fredrick Engels observed in the mines and collieries:

'Children of four, five and seven years are employed, They are set to transporting the ore or coal

' t io.
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loosened by the miner from its place to the horse-patch or the main shaft, and to opening and

shutting the doors (which separate the divisions of the mine and regulate its ventilation) for the

passage of workers and material. For watching the doors the smallest children are often

employed, who thus pass twelve hours daily, in the dark, alone, sitting usually in damp passages

without even having work enough to save them from the stupefying, brutalising tedium of doing

nothing', Aniving in England in 1842, Engels thought that he had come to a country that was on

the whole very overworked, underfed and underpaid. As Hobsbawm was to comment over a

century later, it was an observation that was understandable, Engels had come to a country that

was 'on the whole very overworked, underfed and underpaid'. Moreover, the descriptions of the

pauper and labouring classes of the nineteenth century by Engels and Man were generally

accepted to be accurate by all shades of the political spectrum. Thus, while disagreeing with their

analysis and conclusions, most historians have accepted Max and Engels evidence on the state

of the English working classes as standard.'

The striking feature of nearly all the protective legislation in nineteenth century Britain was

that its coverage limited itself to women, young personst and children. lt was a recognition by the

state that laissez-faire and the non-intervention of the state in the employment relation had its

limits. The plight of 'needy groups' such as women, young persons and children began to be seen

as a social problem by the middle classes. For women, the image of childbearer and Christian

mother influenced not only the activities of the reformist middle classes but also those whose

interests were more politically focused. The First Intemational held in London in 1864 described

the work of women in terms of 'the tasks determined by nature' and called for an end to the

t 
Eri. Hobsba*r, Labouring Men : sludies in the history of labour, London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, pp. 106-1 13
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employment of women in night and dangerous work. Elsewhere, concem over technological

change and the impact of this on male employment prompted the 'Short-time Committees' to call

for either the withdrawal of women from factories or restrictions on their employment. In

Continental Europe the situation was little different. Needy groups were also targeted for

protective legislation. The situation of child labour was the first to receive legislative attention in

Prussia (1839) and France (1843) and later in ltaly (1873), the Netherlands (1874) and Germany

(1878). By the 1900s, almost all European countries had some form of legislative provisions in

place for the protection of child labour.s For women, the wave of protective legislation in Europe

came later. Not until the 1890's did countries such as Germany, France and the Netherlands

prohibit nightwork and regulate the working day for women.to

The ldea of lntemationalLabour Legislation
The humanitarian concems of evangelical employers and the reformist middle classes over

the position of women, young people and children during industrialisation have played an

important part in the written histories of the lLO, For example, when reflecting on the historical

development of labour legislation in Europe, Ramm clearly warms to the humanitarian perspective:

With hindsight this first period of state protection can sometimes be seen as an
attempt by the state to compensate for the suppression of collective action by workers. But
it was also the first recognition by the state of workers as human beings rather than as
abstract objectives of the principle of equality before the law. The idea of laissezJaire was
no longer accepted as involving the absolute prohibition of state intervention, it now
acquired new meaning as a principle of state-controlled social order. Thus freedom of
contract and freedom of competition were allowed subject to limits of extremely bad

t Defined as those between 13 and 18 years old. Ramm, 1986, Intemational Labour Organisation, p. 86.
t Virginia Leary. 1996, Workers Rights and Intemational Trade: The Social Clause (GATT, lLO, NAFTA, US Laws) in, Jagdish
Bhagwati and Robert Hudec (eds.) Fair Trade and Harmonization. Prerequisites for Free Trade?, Volume 2, Legal Analysis,
Cambddge, MIT Press, p. 186.
to rtid.
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working conditions. This new conception was later embodied in Article 427 of the Treaty of
Versailles'labour should not be regarded merely as a commodity or article of commercett

To what extent the abandonment of dogmatic liberalism by the state was a concession to the

middle class is matter of historical conjecture. What is clear is that the humanitarian arguments of,

for example, the Welsh philanthropist Robert Owen (1771-1853) and the Alsatian manufacturer

Daniel Legrand (1783-1859), loom large in the history of the lLO. In this respect Robert Owen has

been the more controversial figure. ILO historians remain divided on the contribution Owen made

to intemational labour legislation and the birth of the lLO. Owen, whose rise from poor apprentice

to mill owner before the age of thirty remains a spectacular, if often overlooked demonstration of

his early business acumen, spent the greater part of his life proselytising his theories on industrial

management and mutual assistance. His mills at New Lanark in Scotland became a social

laboratory for his ideas. Shorter hours of work, improved living conditions, cooperative marketing

and the education of children were started, tuming the New Lanark mills into an industrial

commune attracting the attention of distinguished visitors from all over Europe.t' New Lanark

became Owens'new view of society' in which he centralised the importance of intemational co

operation in safeguarding conditions of life and labour.r' For some, Owen was a socially motivated

philanthropist who, reflecting on the evils of child labour, envisaged the possibility of intemational

agreement to regulate labour conditions,la and one of the most important figures of 'exceptional

industrial managers'from whom 'a genuine body of intemational labour legislation originated'.'5

tt 
Ramm. 1986, Intemational LabourOrganisation, p. 112.

t' 
J.W. Follo*r. 1951, Antecedents ol the Intemational Labour Organisation, Oxford, Clarendon, p. 2.

tt 
G.org. Bames. 1926, History of the lnlemational Llabour ffice, London, Williams and Norgate, p. 29.

1o 
G. A. Johnston. 1970, The Intemational Labour Organisation, London, Europa, p. 5.

tt 
Victot-Yuo Ghebali. 1989, The Intemational Labour Organisation: A Case Study on the Evolution of UN Specialist Agencies,

London, Martinus Nijhofi, p. 2.
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Owen's vision was of a world filled with communities modelled on New Lanark rather lhan

one that foresaw the need for international labour legislation. His Memorial to the Congress of the

European Powers at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818 called for nations to recognise the impact the new

industrialism was having upon the working classes 'diminishing the value of their manual labout' -

and leam from the experiences of England whose new power was 'undirected except by a blind

private interest'.r6 Owen's solution was for the Congress to appoint a Commission to inspect New

Lanark and learn from its 'new arrangements'which, with modifications, could be adopted by all

countries in Europe and the World. However, the Congress viewed Owen with a mixture of

boredom and amusement. To some he was an engaging fanatic, to others he was a political

lunatic.r'Such descriptions aside, it is probable that the arguments contained in Owen's Memorial

had no practical effect at all upon the European governments gathered at Aix-la-Chapelle. Instead

the experience opened Owen's eyes to 'the incompatibility of the European systems of

govemment' with his own ideas.tE As George Bames was to conclude, Owen's was a voice 'crying

in the wilderness'.t'

In the introduction to his attempt to 'disprove Owen's supposed authorship of the idea of

intemational labour legislation' Follows argues, 'though all respect is due to Owen for his efforts on

behalf of the working classes, the honour of siring this idea a century before the Intemational

Labour Organisation came into being is not deserved. His proposal in the 1818 Memorials was

neither by design nor in fact a project of intemational labour legislation. Furthermore, so far as the

records show, Owen's Memorials had no influence on the early history of intemational labour

16 Quoted in George Bames. History of the lLO, 1926, p. 3.
tt J.W. Follorrt. 1951, Antecedents of the lLO, p. 6.
lE Quoted in Margaret Cole. 1971, Robert Owen: industrialist, reformer, visionary, 1771-1858, Four essays, London, Bicentenary
Association, p. 208. See also, Margaret Cole. 1953, Robert Owen of New Lanark, London, Batchworth Press.
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legislation',20 Elsewhere historians of Owen (rather than the ILO) have concluded that his efforts to

influence Governments and constitution makers were limited. Margaret Cole, in an otherwise

sympathetic appraisal of Owens mind and methods, compared him to a motorcar which 'made a

great deal of noise..,[but]... cannot be relied upon to get you to any joumeys end'.2r For,Alcock, the

evidence was clear' .,,Owen was not the pioneer of intemational labour legislation.z

In dismissing Owen, Follows promotes Charles Hindley as the first to establish the idea of

intemational labour regulation. Hindley, who Cox describes as '...representative of the

Nonconformist, Manchesler-school, Liberal manufacturer - one of the mainsprings of the English

early nineteenth-century reform movement'a, mixed an emphasis on the religious education of

workers and their children with a political crusade to promote labour protection as an intemational

concem. ln France, the Alsace manufacturer Daniel Legrand also mixed a preoccupation with the

religious life of his workens with lobbying govemments for an 'intemational factory law limiting

hours of work', in an effort to halt the moral decay of workers wrought about by the new industrial

system, and provide a solution to '... the great social problem of restoring family life to the working

classes'.ta He also wamed that a constant preoccupation with the accumulation of wealth would

elicit.a backlash from the hostile and radicalised masses. Legrand's warning came at a time when

the threat of open class warfare was real. Increasingly, the strength of the state lay in the

development and protection of its industrial power. As a result, the industrial worker came to

tt Gorg" Bambs, tg26, History of the lLO, p. 30.
' J.W. Foll*s. 1951 , Antecedents of the lLO, p. L
21 Margaret Cole. 1971, Robert Oren, p. 192,
u Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, p. 6.
tt Rob"rt Cox. 1996, The idea of intemational labor regulation, in Approaches to World Order, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, p.43.
2a Antony Alcock. 1971 , History of the lLO, pp. 7€.
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occupy a strategic position both in the minds of those seeking to internationalise working class

solidarity and those seeking to protect the state from such internationalism. The possibility of class

warfare was not just the theoretical musings of the extreme fringe of the revolutionary movement

but had gained wide cunency by the time Disraeli published Sybil, The Two Nations in 1845 - a

central theme of which examined the growing antagonisms between the established classes and

the working urban masses."

In summarising our discussion so far, we can see that the movement for intemational labour

legislation only really began gathering momentum when the humanitarian concerns of Victorian

and European philanthropists were overtaken by the potential for working class revolution and the

problem of international competition. Faced with the threat of new and aggressive competitors in

traditional overseas markets and the increasing strength of organised labour - which now took an

intemational as well as national dimension with the birth of the first Intemationals - state

legislators, working with civil society interest groups, began examining ways in which concepts of

social justice could be progressed. In Britain, they initiated debate on the best way to do this-

either through international treaty or private agreements between 'progressive' manufacturers.

What emerged was a growing recognition that the development of some form of intemational

agreement provided the most acceptable and legislatively coherent avenue.ft

The key shift in achieving this aim occurred in Germany toward the end of the nineteenth

century when the German Social Democratic Party found an unprecedented uni$ in opting for

social democracy as a platform for reform rather than revolution. In 1891 the program of the

tt Rob"rt Cox. 1996, The idea of intemational labor regulation, p. 44.
* Sir M4*6 Delevingne. 19314, The Pre-War History of lntemational Legislation, in J.T. Shotwell (ed.) The Origins of the
Intemational Labour Organisation, New York, Columbia, Volume l, p. 17.
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German Social Democratic Party began; 'With lhe expansion of world transport and production for

the world markets, the state of the workers in any one country becomes constantly more

dependent upon the state of workers in other countries. The emancipation of the working class is

thus a task in which the workers of all civilised countries are concerned in like degree'." The shift

from a policy of socialist revolution to one of co-operation with capital and the State became

important in a number of ways. ln 1889, it motivated advisors to Kaiser Wilhem ll to convene an

intemational conference to discuss the prospects of intemational labour legislation, providing the

first forum for states to gauge the potential for intemational cooperation. lt prompted the Second

lntemational of 1891 to shift intemational labour law to the top of its agenda - consolidating it as a

key issue in the development of intemational labour. lt provided the blueprint for the post-war

construction of an intemational organisation dedicated to the protection of labour. In the light of

later events, some of these changes merit elucidation,

The Antecedents of International Organisation

Between 1815 and the outbreak of the First World War in 1914, thirty nine intemational

intergovemmental organisations were established.m By the end of the Second World War, the

number had increased to eighty six (see Appendix ll). Inis Claude argues that there are four

preconditions to the establishment of a network of intemational organisations; first, the existence

of a nurnber of states functioning as independent political units; second, a substantial measure of

contact between them; third, an awareness of problems that can arise from the cocxistence of

? Quoted in, Murphy, C. 1994, lntemationalOrganisation, p.75.
tt Thi. figur" does not include those interXovemmental organisations which were established in the years following 1815 but then
ceaseC io exist by 1914. See Michael Willace and James Singer. 1970, Intergovemmental Organisation in the Global System'
1 81 $1 9Et; A Ouantitative Description. I nte mational Organis ation, 24, 2, pp. 25G256.
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states; and fourth, a mutual recognition that inter-state relations can be regulated through the

creation of systematic and institutional mechanisms.* The stability necessary for the emergence

of intemational organisation did not exist until the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 ended the thirty

year'civil' war between the Christian princes of late medieval Europe. The Peace, and the Treaty

of Utrecht in 1 71 3, laid the foundations for a relatively stable system of sovereign states in Europe.

The system recognised the right of states with defined geographic boundaries, including relatively

settled populations, to have their own forms of government and to conduct relations with one

another on an legal basis. What emerged out of the Westphalian accord was the concept an

intemational law based on the practice of states voluntarily entering into mutual agreements, and

the idea that national governments are the basic source of order in intemational society.s

While Claude's first two preconditions for the existence of intemational organisations were

apparent in the eighteenth century, it was not until the nineteenth century that the final two came

into existence. What had changed to make states more sensitive to the problems of coexistence,

prompting them to develop intemational mechanisms for their resolution? Two significant

developments were in trade and communication. The tremendous increase in production following

the Industrial Revolution prompted a corTesponding increase in international trade. From

technological developments in transport, state investment in infrastructure and the worldwide

penetration of European imperialism, emerged a highly complex globaleconomic network.

For Armstrongtt, this influenced the growth in international organisations in four ways, Finst,

growth in intemationaltransactions increased the risk of inter-state conflict. In response, a growing

4 
lnis Claude. 1971, Swords into Plowshares, 4th edition, New York, Random House, p. 19.

s 
Clive Archer. 1992, Intemational Organisations, 2nd edition, London, Routledge, pp. 4-5.

31 
David Armstrong. 1982, The Rise of the Inlemational Organisation. A Short History. Basingstoke, Macmillan.
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tendency emerged for states to refer disputes to intemational arbitration. Second, public

international unions were established to determine and regulate common standards from technical

issues such as intellectual copyright, customs duties and exchange rates, to social and political

concerns around the protection of labour, Third, states began to recognise that a strict

interpretation of their sovereignty could inhibit the development of intemational business' For

example, only by replacing the various bilateral treaties with the Universal Postal Union in 1878

was postal communication able to facilitate, rather than hinder, the expansion of intemational

commerce. Finally, growing economic interdependence between states saw the

intemationalisation of health concerns, such as the control of disease.32

Another factor in the growth in intergovemmental organisations during the nineteenth

century was the European conference system. The system was in part established by aristocrats

keen to develop new ideas in the struggle against the unprecedented problems created by the

new industrialism. In continental Europe the Industrial Revolution had made no definitive break

from the dominance of the ancien r\gime.s Instead, aristocrats, still holding the privileges in the

land, in the management of govemment and the military, forged an alliance of interests with the

emerging bourgeoisie. As a result, nationalism - comprising a policy of seltprotection,

intermittently linked to the preservation of imperial-domestic interests - became the ideological

glue of European societies in the late nineteenth century.il

Change to what was otherwise an inherently non-democratic order was bought about by a

radical transformation in the role of the state during the last decades of the century' The

t ' to id,  p.3.
* Se. Mayrr, A.J. 1981, The Persistence of the Old Regime: Europe to the Great War. New York. Also, Anderson, B. 1983'
lmagined communities: Refledions on the origin and spread of Nationalism. London.
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transformation saw greater state intervention in the protection of industry based on the fostering of

a new nationalism, combining industrial expansion and the protection of workers with an increase

in state power." The change encouraged Kaiser Wilhelm ll of Germany and Britain's Disraeli to

promote, respectively, the welfare state and grant working class men the vote. The State and the

masses identified a common struggle with the problems brought about by the new and expanding

industrialism. As the mass of industrial workers continued to grow, this commonality rested upon

the State providing a framework for labour protection. Sponsorship of intemational conferences

and the development of inter-govemmental organisations provided the framework for a fragile but

nonetheless existent intemational co-operation. ln sum, three characteristics of the conferences -

the relative ease with which they could be called, the broad spectrum of topics that could be

discussed, and their tendency to empower a wide range of professionals as the voice of the State

- gave lhe conference system the ability to identify common interests and to generate ideas for

new internationalcooperation and the endowment of an intergovemmentalorganisation.s

The establishment of pre-war intemational organisations followed a pattem comprising four

stages - three stages of building and one of maintenance.tt First, a design had to be proposed for

a new institution whose purpose was to solve some perceived intemational problem. Second, to

begin a productive intemational discussion, a conference had to be sponsored in which the

intemational problem and the proposal for an intemational organisation were to be discussed,

Third, the intemational organisation could only be constructed if a State agreed to support it.

s Craig Murphy. 1994, Intemational Organisalions, pp.4749.
* Rob"rt Cox. 1996, The idea of intemational labor regulation, p.46.
s Craig Murphy. 1994, Intemational Organisations, p.49.
tt rbid, p. 71.
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Finally, the intemationalorganisation could only become permanent when it was able to develop a

constituency that benefited from it activities. lf the conference failed to reach agreement then

interest groups in civil society would lobby for the inter-governmental organisation or develop

ideas for an intergovemmental organisation parallel to the State. Using this model we now tum to

an examination of the establishment of the Intemational Association for Labour Legislation in

1901. Our purpose is to determine the exlent to which the only pre-war intemational organisation

dealing with labour matters, provided a blueprint for the establishment of the International Labour

Organisation.

The lntemational Association for Labour Legislation
In 1889, aware that most States were extending their labour laws, the Swiss govemment

began sounding out other governments on the prospects for the development of intemational

labour legislation. lt proposed the setting-up of an intemational organisation responsible for the

collection of information on labour legislation and the convening of periodic conferences on labour

issues. Worker unrest and the revolutionary potential of organised labour were at the time no less

of a concem for the Swiss as they were to others in Europe. A despatch to the British govemment

in February 1889 revealed that the Swiss proposal had been motivated to a large extent by an

attempt to mollify growing worker unrest and to neutralise the growing influence of revolutionary

socialism.s However, while the reaction of govemments illustrated the desire to examine the issue

of labour protection, it also marked a reluctance to be bound by any intemational agreements. In

reply to the Swiss invitation, the British govemment said that it was, '...not of the opinion that the

* D"spat h to the British Govemmenl dated 15 February 1889, in Shotwell, J. T. (ed.). 1934, The Origins of the Intemational Labour
Organisation, New York, Columbia, Volume ll, Appendix 2.
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function to which an Intemational Conference usually addresses itself of framing Resolutions or

Conventions by which all the Signatories are bound would be suitable to the ... inquiry. The

difficulties inherent in any attempt to anive at a complete similarity of legislation upon such

questions are necessarily very great; and the action of each of the govemments represented must

be determined mainly by the special circumstances of its own country'.3s

However, Swiss sponsorship of the intemational conference was overtaken by events in the

more industrially powerful Germany, In the first year of his reign Kaiser Wilhelm ll found himself

faced by serious labour unrest in the coalfields of Westphalia. Suppression by the military had

resulted in the deaths of three miners and the Kaiser feared the spread of further unrest. The

policy of his Chancellor Bismarck had been to combine the inhoduction of social insurance for the

working class{ with the suppression of socialism under the Socialist Law of 1873. Bismarck's

reaction in the aftermath of the Westphalian strike was to extend the anti-socialist legislation

indefinitely.4t The move was rejected by the Kaiser who, aware that despite Bismarck's policy the

ranks of the socialists were growing rapidly, tumed to new advice and agreed to sponsor an

intemational conference on labour issues,o2 In deference to its more powerful neighbour the Swiss

withdrew, and in February 1891 the conference was finally held in Berlin rather than Berne.

The British response to the initial Swiss proposal made it clear that any intemational co-

operation would be limited to the exchange of information and would not extend to any binding

s Ouoted in Sir Malcolm Delevingne. 1934, The Pr*War History of Intemational Legislation, p. 21.
o During the 1880's Bismarck introduced, the Sickness Insurance Law 1882, the Accident Insurance Law 1884 and the Old-age and
Invalidity Insurance Law 1889.
ar See, Helmut Bohme. 1968, Big Business Pressure Groups and Bismark's Tum To Protectionism, 187T7g, The Histoical Joumal,
10,2, pp. 21V236.
ot As lhe influence of Bismarcl< declined, that of the Christian Soclalist Hinzpeter grew as he persuaded the Kaiser the conference
would be 'a mine of popularity and it would make him a greal man' in the mould of Peter the Great. See Delevingne . 19M, p. 22.
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agreements. While on the face of things the conference achieved little - even agreement to

exchange information remained more or less a dead letter - the Swiss persisted with the idea for

an intemational organisation dedicated to the development of intemational labour legislation. They

proposed that;

'Measure should be taken with a view to carrying out the provisions adopted by the
Conference. lt may be foreseen at this point that the States which have anived at an
agreement on certain measures will conclude an obligatory arrangement; that the carrying
out of such anangement will take place by national legislation, and that if this legislation is
not sufficient it will have to receive the necessary additions, lt is also safe to predict the
creation of a special organ for centralising the information fumished, for the regular retum
of statistical retums, and the execution of preparatory measures for the conferences
anticipated. The principle task of these conferences will be to develop the anangements
agreed on and to solve the questions giving rise to difficulties and opposition'. a3

The proposal was widely dismissed by the various govemments attending the Berlin

conference but nonetheless represented a 'remarkable piece of foresight' in light of provisions

under the Paris Peace Treaty. More immediately, the Swiss proposal stimulated the activities of

interest groups in civil society. In 1897, delegates representing workers from fourteen different

countries convened an Intemational Congress on Labour Protection in Zurich in which the Swiss

govemment was urged to follow-up its Berlin proposal and invite other govemments assist in the

formation of an intemational labour office. Replies suggested that the issue of national sovereignty

remained paramount and the construction of an intemational organisation with supranational

powers was still out of the question. However, there was some support for a strictly technical

organisation which would not challenge national sovereignty. During the same year in Brussels,

following the prompting of the Swiss and Belgian govemments, an lntemational Congress of Civil

ot The British, who were later to play such a crucial part in the introduclion of the labour provisions into the Paris Peace Treaty, once
again tumed to the issue of national sovereignty. The British delegation to the Berlin Conference stated, ' ...in their opinion an
intemational convention on the subject c,ould not take the place of legislation peculiar to each country. The United Kingdom only
consented to take part in the Conference on condition of this position being reiected. Even if the statesmen of Great Britain had the
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Social Reformers was convened to discuss various aspects of labour legislation. Following a

series of often heated deliberations, the Congress passed a resolution to establish an intemational

association for the protection of labour. In 1900, a further conference was held in Paris and the

International Association for Labour Legislation was established. One year later, an office for the

Association, the Intemational Labour Ofiice, was opened in Basle with facilities provided by the

Swiss govemment.

Two things marked the existence, and ultimately the relative success of the Association - its

unofficial status and the non-controversial nature of its activities, From the outset it decided to

concentrate its energies on two issues: the prohibition of the use of white phosphorous in industry,

and the prohibition of nightwork for women. On both issues a significant amount of agreement

already existed on the need for regulation. This, and the fact the Association canied noofficial

authority, saw an increase in the number of govemment representatives attending its General

Assembly.4 The Association's activities prompted a revival in the thomy issues of intemational

regulation. Again the Swiss, following a request by the Association, played a prominent part in

persuading other govemments to attend an intemational conference to examine the issues in light

of the Association's work, The conference took place in Beme during 1905 in which it was agreed

that the manufacture, sale and importation of matches containing white phosphorus would be

prohibited from January 1, 1911, and forthe employment of women in nightwork, eleven hours

wish to contract intemational obligations relative to the regulation of work in faclories, they would have no power to do so. They are
forbidden to put their industrial laws a the discretion of a foreign powe/. See Delevingne. 1934, pp. 24-25.
{ Despite the unofficial character of the Association, its Slatutes allowed it to invite govemments to appoint a representative to its
Committee - lhe body through which the Association acted intemailonally. Four countries, France, ltaly, the Nethedands and
SwiEerland, attended the first Geneml Assembly of the Cnmmittee in 1901. When it met again in 1902, representatives of eleven
countries atended. See, Virginia Leary. 1996, Workers Rights and IntemationalTnde, p. 185.
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rest should be the norm.ou A second conference convened the following year saw intemational

conventions signed on both issues.

While the success in bringing about intemational agreements on labour protection can be

attributed to the activities of the Association and provided much in the way of administrative

learning for the post-war lLO, three other influences were also at work - two which persuaded

other European govemments to take a more active part in the development of intemational labour

protection and one which, somewhat paradoxically, pointed to a fundamental weakness in the

success of the Association and stimulated a hitherto reluctant British govemment to offer some

thoughts on the institutional development of labour protection.

First, by the time of the signing of the 1906 Conventions, countries were already beginning to

engage in bilateral agreements on the regulation of labour conditions.s The treaties were

stimulated by competition and the rising problem of migrant workers but explicitly did not cover

workers in the European colonies. The first of these agreements, the Franco-ltalian Treaty of

1904, required ltalian labour conditions to be of the same level as those operating in France. In

retum, ltalian migrant workers working in France were afforded the same rights as French

nationals in the case of industrial accidents and pensions, The Treaty drew on the research work

of the Association and provided a model for subsequent bilateral agreements in Europe.

Second, attempts at developing intemational co-operation on labour protection had been

undermined to a significant extent by an outbreak of protectionism following the economic cnsis of

* 
While both France and SwiEerland induded trade union leaders in their delegation, none of the delegations attending the

conference included women.
* 

Opinion on the number of treaties signed before the outbreak lhe war in 1914 varies. Murphy, citing Lorrrre 1921, puts the figure at
21 (1994, p. 99); Leary, this time citing Hansson 1983, claims 28 (1996, p, 185);while Alcock takes a less exacl route and is content
to describe lhe number as 'over twenty' (1971, p. 13).
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the 1870's and 1880's. Manyof the protectionist measures erected during this period, particulady

those protecting fledgling manufacturing industries, were removed from the late 1880's onward -

facilitating a new round of intemational debate on the conditions of labour. The statistical work of

the Association on social security systems and national labour protections aided the liberalisation

process by making govemments more aware of how much they would gain or lose under a new

trade regime and by discouraging political opposition to Europe's new industrial system. Despite

its unofficial character, the political value of the Association increased as trade competition

intensified after the tum of the century. A growth in the number of official govemment

representatives to the Assemblies reflected a desire to support measures that would help address

unfair competition. At the time intemational agreement was formalised to outlaw the employment

of women in nightwork, both France and Germany, concemed at the growing threat of Belgian

trade, professed a strong interest in getting Belgium to ratify the new Convention. The rationale

was made explicit in a letter from the French Minister for Commerce to the British Home

SecretaryaT, 'nobody is better qualified than you to appreciate whether considering the state which

our labour legislation has attained, it would not be equally to your interest to bring countries such

as Belgium to suppress by rapid stages the night work of women'.€ Moreover, the Swiss, whose

sponsorship of intemational conferences on labour protection had been stimulated by a fear of

widespread labour unrest within its borders, began to see the work of the Association in a new

light as Swiss industry began to produce more for the intemational market.

Finally, the Association, and its lntemational Labour Office in Basle, were set up as a direct

response to a stalemate over the vexed question of whether intemational labour legislation was

ot ln Britain labour matters were the responsibility of the Home ffice. lt was not until 1916 that a Ministry of Labour was set up
under the Govemment of David Uoyd George.
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best established through an intergovernmental treaty or through private agreements among

'enlightened' manufacturers. As noted earlier, part of the Association's success lay in the unofficial

status of both its organisation and the individuals who ran it - a status which was not seen as

posing a threat to national sovereignty. The Association's success had the important effect of

making the British govemment realise that if governments were to be responsible for labour

legislation at either the national or international level, then the unofficial make-up of the

Association had serious disadvantages. First, the Association was representative neither of

government, employers or workers. Instead its views came from a small group of academics,

doctors, lawyers and social workers, most of whom had little direct experience of industry.ae ln

British eyes there was a danger that the Association could be subject to a variety of influences and

be open to having its Reports compiled by individuals eager to promote a particular view. Second,

the unofficial and voluntary nature of the Association's activities meant that it could not command

govemments to allow it to examine the information necessary to compile its reports on industrial

issues. As a result, its reports were construed by some as one-sided, inaccurate or incomplete.s

The British concluded that if intemational conferences were to be held with intention of formulating

intergovernmental agreement on industrial matters, the steps preliminary to the conferences

{ Quoted in Sir Malcolm Delevingne. 1934, PreWar History of the lLO, pp. 3}34.
ae For Mahaim, who was himself a member of the Association, this was a stlength rather than a weakness'...it mnsisted entlrely of
men who really believed in their worfi and were convinced that they were serving a lofly aim whidr would benefit humanity.
Questions of personalities, of nationality, party, and religion were intentionally put aside. All concemed worked with the idea of
forwarding lhe aims of the Association rather than of achieving personal success', Emest Mahaim. 1934, The Historical and Social
lmpofiance of lntemational Labour Legislation, in Shotwell, Origins of the lLO, p. 7.
* C,oncers were raised with the Association's memorandum on white phosphorus which it sent to govemments in preparation for
the Beme Conference of 1905. The Association claimed that as a result of its inquiries, nothing short of a complele ban on the use
of white phosphorus could prevent the disease of necrosis among workers in matchmaking, No information was given on hor the
the conclusions were reached. Moreover, the memorandum largely ignored what was already being done in countdes attempting to
eradicate the disease. See Delevingne, 1934, The Pr+War History of the lLO, p, 35.
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should be the responsibility of governments to arrange amongst themselves, or altematively to an

intemational organisation with official backing.

The British views were expressed at the Beme Conference of 1906 but largely ignored. In

essence, their concems lay in the Association's lack of a clear constituency. To a large extent the

trade unions remained indifferent, suspicious of the middle class reformers who ran the

Association. Without working class support, governments did not feel compelled to give official

backing to an organisation whose political significance seemed proportional to the level of labour

unrest in each country, While the signing of the two conventions in 1906 represented the first

concrete evidence of intemational co-operation on labour issues, the conventions themselves

varied in significance. The nightwork convention covered over a million women in twelve European

countries.ut Moreover, its provisions, unlike the growing number of bilateral agreements, allowed

the coverage of workers in the colonies. Conversely, the white phosphorus convention applied

only to a small number of workers in a small number of industries which were already subject to

strict regulations. In this case an advance in the condition of labour remained marginal.

Although the Association had fulfilled three of the stages in our model - a growth in

competition and labour unrest was recognised as an intemational issue; Germany and SwiEerland

had sponsored intemational conferences; and SwiEerland had, through its political lobbying of

other govemments and through the provision of facilities in Basle, supported the Association and

the lntemational Labour Office - it had failed on the fourth. Without a supportive constituency, the

life of the Association was limited to the energies of a small group of socially conscious middle

51 A number of countries such as Britain, Germany and France had already legislated against the use of women in nightwork but
enforcement varied from country to country as did the number and nature of the various exceptions. To $ese counties the
Convention was seen as a way of standardising the legislation and equalising production msts. Delevingne, 1934, The Pr+War
History of the lLO, p. 37.
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class and the unofficial support of governments. The last meeting of the Association before the

outbreak of war was held in Zurich in 1912. The great majority of the delegates attending were the

lawyers, professors, doctors and social workers who had been the mainstay of the Associations

activities since its inception, ln contrast, labour and employers continued to show little interest.

The fragile makeup of the Association finally collapsed at the beginning of the First World War in

1914. Yet the pressures which brought about its existence - the political threat of labour unrest

and the rise in intemational competition - would be even more pronounced at the wa/s end.

Having discussed the intemational system prior to the outbreak of the First World War, we

now tum to an examination of the attempts to construct a more comprehensive and stable post-

war intemational system under the League of Nations. In doing so we focus on the provisions

contained in the Peace Treaty which brought into existence the lLO, the influences which made

these provisions a political reality and the principle ideas which underpinned the functions of the

ILO and provided the foundation for an intemational labour standards regime,

An essenfial ertension The League of Nations

In a number of respects, the League of Nations was a logical outcome of attempts to

institutionalise intemational co-operation during the nineteenth century. The emergenc€, and,

importantly, the success, of the public intemational unions suggested that, despite issues of

sovereignty, inter-state cooperation was possible. The growth in hade showed that a number of

diverse issues, from the need for universal postal services to the fight against disease, required

some form of intemational collaboration if this growth was to continue, The League represented

the first multilateral attempt to introduce lasting peace and stability to an international system
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which was in drastic need of reform.t' The nineteenth century had seen two significant

developments which had helped structure this system. First, after the defeat of Napoleon in 1815,

the European powers instigated a regular process of consultation known as the Concert of

Europe.tt The process was seen as an improvement on the traditional bilateral approach to

diplomacy, and acknowledged that the great powers had a special responsibility for the

maintenance of intemational order.s Second, the recognition of growing interdependence, and the

development of more multilateral forms of international relations, elicited a call for a more

developed international legal system,s The growth in arbitration tribunals to adjudicate on minor

disputes between states had been one response to this call but had faltered due to the ad-hoc

way the tribunal system operated. Thus, the initial objectives of the League were to build upon

two important antecedents from the nineteenth century; to give intemational law a more central

role in intemational relations and to institutionalise the Concert of Europe's principles of great

power consultation and collective responsibility for intemational order'$

Despite the legacies of the nineteenth century, the League of Nations was also the creation

of more immediate circumstances. The social and economic cost of the war prompted a demand

for a more concerted approach to questions of collective security, The war had been unparalleled

in its destruction and alerted politicians, at least in democratic countries, that bloodbaths like 1914-

18 would no longer be tolerated.5T Yet there was a growing realisation that confining the League lo

s2 E.H. Can.1995, The Twenty Year Crisis, Basingstoke, Macmillan, second edition, chapter 5'
* Armstrong. 1982, The Rise of the lntemational Organisation. A Short History, Basingstoke, Macmillan, p. 4.
* rbid.
$ William Olsen and A.J.R Groom. 1992, lntemational Relations Then and Now: Origins and Trends in Interpretation, London,
Routledge, chapter 5.
$ Samuel Norlhedge. 1986, Ttre League of Nations 19201946, Leicester, Leicester Universi$ Press, chapter 1.
tt Eric Hobsbarm. 1995, Age of Extremes, p. 26.
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security issues was no longer viable, In 1918 the South African Jan Smuts outlined his own

thoughts in a pamphlel'A Practical Suggesflon':

An attempt will be made in this sketch to give an essential extension to the functions
of the League: indeed to look upon the League from a very different point of view, to view
it not only as a possible means for preventing future wars, but much more as the great
organ of the ordinary peaceful life of civilisation, as the foundation of the new intemational
system which will be erected on the ruins of this war and as the starting point from which
the peace arangements of the forthcoming conference should be made. Such an
orientation of the idea seems to me necessary if the League is to become a permanent
part of our international machinery. lt is not sufficient for the League merely to be a sort of
deus ex machina, called in (sic) very grave emergencies when the spectre of war appears:
if it is to last, it must be much more. lt must become part and parcel of the common
intemational life of states, it must be an ever visible, living, working organ of the polity of
civilisations

The need for the League to be something 'much more' gradually gained momentum as the

full implications of the 1917 Bolshevik revolution in Russia began to take hold. An altemative

vision of social order now fed the growing unrest which threatened Europe's ruling classes. Since

1914, socialist parties, drawing their support from a growing working class, articulated a vision of a

new world in which socialism would replace capitalism and consign the old society, the old

economy and the old politicalsystem to history. The Bolsheviks showed that revolutionary change

was possible and signalled that it would not be confined to Russia. ln Germany the old order

crumbled with the abdication of Wilhelm ll in November 1918. The Spartacist League, led by Karl

Liebnicht and Rosa Luxemburg, threatened to transform Germany into a workers state based

upon the Bolshevik model. In France, a nervous govemment sent in sixty thousand hoops to

patrolthe skeets of Paris on Mayday 1919 as strikes and social unrest became more widespread.

During the same year, demobbed soldiers in Britain rioted in Central London and police in maior

cities such as Liverpool went on strike for the first time. ln March 1919 Bela Kun declared a

$ 
Quoted in Armstrong. 1982, The Rise of the lntemational Organisation, p. 14.
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Bolshevik revolution in Hungary. lt seemed that no state was immune from the threat of social

unrest and class conflict or from 'the lingering shadow of revolution spreading from the Soviet

Union'.se

In the end, the Bolshevik revolution remained confined to Russia.m Nonetheless, the threat of

working class unrest agitated the mind of those who gathered in Paris for the Peace Conference in

1919. Organised labour had already demanded a role in the peace settlement. Three months after

the outbreak of war, the American Federation of Labour called for a World Labour Congress to be

convened in the same place, and the same time as the Peace Conference. In a series of

Conferences during and immediately after the war - Leeds 1916, Berne 1917, Beme 19196'-

labour from a variety of countries came together and demanded that the Peace Treaty recognise

worker rights, require states to legislate for the recognition of these rights and create an

intemational labour office to study and co-ordinate the development of labour legislation.

Toward the end of 1918, the British govemment considered the establishment of an

intemational labour'commission' to be urgent for five reasons. First, the idea that the peace treaty

should address issues of labour protection had already been raised by Germany. ln a Declaration

of Policy on October 5, 1918, the German Chancellor stated that the his govemment would use its

influence in the peace negotiations to introduce treaties binding contracting govemments to an

agreed minimum on labour protection. Moreover, he announced that he would be drawing on the

expert advice of employer and worker organisations in preparing his proposals. Second, hade

5e Richard Overy. 1994, The Inter-War Crisis 1919-1939, New York, Longman, p. 18.
* In Gerrany, both Liebnicht and Luxernborg were murdered by German soldiers. While the shortlived Hungarian soviel republic
was suppressed and replaced by an authoritaian state led by Admiral Horthy.

" E".h Conference claimed that the one before it did not go far enough in its demands for worker interests to be recognised in the
peace treaty.
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unionism had, through the First and Second Intemationals and through the Intemational

Federation of Trade Unions, become far more global in its aspirations. lf governments failed to

establish international labour standards, then trade unions might seek to mobilise their demands

through some form of co-ordinated international action. Third, all govemments were committed to

the creation of an intemational organisation after the war as means of maintaining peace and

security. lt was considered 'inevitable'62 that one of the organs of the new organisation would be a

Labour Commission. Fourth, being one of the most advanced countries in the regulation of labour

would be to Britain's disadvantage unless it was able to encourage others to subscribe to the

same standards. Once the war was over and free competition in world markets was restored, it

would be very difficult to raise the general standard of wages and conditions, or to maintain

prevailing conditions in export industries, unless similar standards were applied in competitor

countries, Finally, if the British govemment refused to consider labour questions at the Peace

Conference, it would deepen the suspicion in labour circles that the economic terms of the peace

would serve purely capitalist and commercial interests.s In the event Britain was one of the

leading architects of the proposals which established the lLO.il The clause relating to the setting

up of the lLO, and the 'Labour Charter' of principles" that would 'guide' the social policy of League

members and be promoted by the 110 in the form of Conventions and Recommendations, became

sections I and ll of Part Xlll of the Treaty of Versailles.

" Sir Mal.olr Delevingne, 1934, Pr+War History of the lLO, p. 36.
aAntonyAlcock, 1971, Historyof the lLO, pp.18-19,
il 

lt is not the purpose of this work to examine in depth lhe debales that emerged in formulating the labour provisions of the Peace
Treaty. For a detailed account of these debates, see the seminal volumes edited by Shotwell, 1934, also Alcock, 1971, chapters 1
and2.
* These principles were; l) that labour should not be regarded merely as a commodity or article of commerce, ii) the right of
association, iii) the payment of an adequate wage to maintain a reasonable standard of living, iv) an eight hour day or forty eight
hour week, v) a weekly rest of at least twenty four hours, vi) abolition of child labour, vii) equal pay for equal work, viii) equitable
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Different groups reacted to the final outcome in different ways. The British Dominions had

initially resisted the British idea that the ILO be an organ of the League of Nations, therefore

rendering membership of the two organisations identical. Instead Australia, with support from New

Zealand and South Africa, had argued that the two be independent of each other. At issue was the

threat of Japanese industrial competition. lf Japan decided not to join the League, under the

British proposal for identical membership it would be required to remain outside of the ILO and not

subject to its Constitution and Conventions. In such circumstances, Japan's industries were

perceived to be a particular threat to the 'new world' economies of Australia, New Zealand and

others. Only after the intervention of Lloyd George did the Dominions agree to the British

proposal.s Thus, it was clear that for many countries, international competition was iust as much a

justification for supporting the lLO as labour unrest, revolution, and the ideal of socialjustice was

for others.

Nonetheless, for political leaders such as Lloyd George of Britain, Clemenceau of France and

Woodrow Wilson of the United States, the new Organisation represented a buttress against the

spread of Bolshevism.t'For the Europeans in particular, the recognition grew that the trade union

movement had grown in power, numerically and politically and that these same unions had made

economic treatment of all workers in a counFy (ie for immigrants as well as nationals), ix) an inspection system to ensure lhe
enforcement of the laws for worker proteclion,
ffi Edward Phelan. 1934, The Labor Proposals Before the Peace Conference, in Shotwell (ed.), The Odgins of the Intemational
Labour Organisation.
6t On W*d,ow Wilson's contribution to the Peace Conference and lhe reasons for United States rejection of the League of Nations
see Ralph Stone (ed.). 1978, Wilson and the League of Nations: Why America's Rejection, New York, Krieger. Fo some of the
British delegation attending the Peace Conference, lhe United States contribution to the formation of lhe League of Nations
remained naive and limited. George Bames, who was to write his own history of lhe ILO (see above), was partiotlarly ctitical of
Woodrot Wilson's 14 points which formed the comerslone of the United States contribution to the Peace Conference. ln a letter lo
Edward Phelan, Bames wrote, 'As you know, the American's ... were but babes and sucklings at Paris and their'points' were
grotesque. Looking back on events it is quite clear that il the Bdtish propsals hadn't been ready when the Commission met, we
might have sat and discussed'points'for months and lost oursefues in tonents of talK. Letter to dated 7 Odober, 1934. ILO archive,
XH Series.
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sacrifices to secure war production and now expected something in retum. Above all, the concem

over the problem of demobilisation and its results - a proletariat trained in the use of firearms and

hardened to warfare, loomed large. To the European powers these political considerations were

paramount.s

Of the four leading ideas underpinning the establishment of the lLO, three, the holding of

periodical conferences for the conclusion of international agreements, the creation of a specialist

institution, and the administration of Conventions, derived from the experiences of the Basle

Association. What was radically different from the blueprint of the past - and all other intemational

organisations - was the ILO's tripartite make-up. While its Conferences were to be like those of the

Basle Association - a conference of representatives of member countries - the representatives

were drawn not just from govemment, but from national employer and labour organisations.

Moreover, each was able to support their interests, independently of the others, by speech and by

vote and decisions could be made on the basis of two thirds majority. However, Conference

decisions were not binding and the penalties for the non-observation of ratified Conventions

remained'highly theoretical'.6e

lf the ILO had been founded to defend the interests of workers, the final decisions on the

protection of these interests lay not with the ILO or workers but with govemments. As a result the

initial reaction from trade unions to the provisions of the Peace Treaty and the new organisation

was cool, L6on Jouhaux, Secretary of the French Conf6deration G6n6rale du Travail (CGT),

complained about the ILO's lack of legislative power to put its decisions into immediate effect, and

o tuio, p.2oz.
ut Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, p. 36.
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described it as little better than the old Basle Association.To For its part, the powerful Intemational

Federation of Trade Unions detailed the differences between the Resolutions of its Beme

Conference in February 1919 and the Treaty provisions. ln particular, whereas the Treaty refened

to an eight-hour day as an aim, Beme had wanted it established. Whereas the Treaty only spoke

of twenty-four hour unintenupted rest period, Berne wanted thirty-six hours. Whereas the Treaty

only recognised the right of association 'for all laurful purposes' (a wording that offered the

opportunity for govemments to declare the right to strike illegal), Beme wanted all laws against the

right to association suppressed. lf the Treaty sought the payment of a wage 'adequate to maintain

a reasonable standard of life', it effectively ignored the Beme minimum wage Resolutions;

whereas the Treaty said nothing on the issues of unemployment and immigration, Beme wanted

intemational ceoperation on the former and a lifting of bamers (with some restrictions) on the

latter.71

Summary and conclusion

The British and French proposals to the Peace Conference remained largely inspired by the

conclusions of the Leeds and Beme programmes, The bulk of trade union demands were faithfully

reproduced in the preamble to the ILO Constitution, though in terms of legislative aspiration rather

than the constitutional requirement demanded by the IFTU. However, as Emst Haas observed,

while the specific programmatic consensus was hardly ovenlrfielming in its scope, what remained

important was the ideological conviction on which all the trade union representatives and several

of the govemment delegates did agree - without social justice there could be no permanent peace.

t0 Edward Phelan. 1934, The Commission on Intemational Labour Legislation, p. 189.
tt J.r.. T. Shotwell. 19?r4, origins of the lLo, p. 269.
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Moreover, social justice was attainable only by way of progressive labour legislation, a process,

govemments argued, that was dependent to a large extent on the conditions of international

competition. As such, they were forced to concede that only joint intemational action was likely to

produce un iform conceptions of social justice. t2

The acknowledgement was largely symbolic. The final power of action, in relation to what was

a purely voluntary process of ratification of intemational labour standards, still rested with national

govemments. However, beyond the grand gesture of Part Xlll of the Treaty, few had developed

any coherent policy on the lLO. The roots of the apathy lay in the experiences of the Intemational

Association for Labour Legislation. Despite the energies of the small group of socially conscience

middle class, no clear constituency emerged to champion the work of the Association. Moreover,

despite its relative success in developing intemational agreements on the use of white phosphorus

and the employment of women in night work, the Association itself was subject to a mixture of

suspicion and indifference from govemment, employer and workers alike, In relation to the lLO,

concerns that the labour provisions of the Peace Treaty did not fully realise trade union aspirations

had been voiced by the IFTU. Govemments, satisfied that their gesture toward labour was done,

were more preoccupied by the wider political questions associated with the dismantling of German

militarism and the remapping of Europe. However, the new round of suspicion and indifference

was tempered by the formal backing granted to the new organisation under the Treaty. To this

end, officials were permifted to embark on radical new departures in the constitutionalconstruction

of an intemational organisation on the basis that the final power of action still rested with national

govemments.

t'Emst 
Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation State, p. 142.
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For some, such as the British, the ILO was an exercise in social cooptation. lts tripartism was

an extension of the productivity-related labour reforms introduced in Britain by the Lloyd-George

government during the war. A specialist Ministry of Labour was established to reconcile labour and

employer interests with government policy and to produce expert studies on economic and social

requirements that would be difficult to challenge.tt Thus the British officials drafted to the

Commission on Intemational Labour Legislation, most notable Harold Butler and Edward Phelan,to

brought with them not only a belief in the link between peace and social justice but experience in

the role of tripartism and research as tools in the co-optation of labour and employer interests.

Yet it was tripartism which was to foil British govemment attempts to get its delegate, Harold

Butler, appointed as the first Director of the lLO. Instead, the Frenchman Albert Thomas was

elected thanks to an ad hoc coalition of worker and employer interests; who prefened Thomas's

industrial experience to Butler's largely civil service background.tt lt was an appointment that was

to prove critical in the formative years of the lLO. As the first Goveming Body meetings were held

in 1919 and 1920, govemment indifference beyond the 'grand gesture' of the Treaty left its

delegates with little in the way of policy. Without it, delegates floundered in the face of the ILO

Directo/s determination to bring to life the ideology of social justice through the mechanism of joint

intemational action. As a result, the research staff Thomas gathered at the new Geneva-based

Intemational Labour Office became the main source of policy formulation. lf a dynamic lLO,

through the leadership of its Director and the dedicated work of its staff, caught two components of

the tripartite system by surprise it attracted the crucial support of the third - labour.

t 'tbid, p, t+a.
to Both Brtl., and Phelan took part in the planning of the Lloyd4eorge reforms and were later to serve as ILO Directors.
tt In 1920 Buller was elected Deputy-Director of the ILO while Phelan was appointed Chief Assistant to Albert Thomas.
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, \[4ilh the oupporfi of ]idbour, Thomas embaftedl upon a radical progftilmme of regime building.

Flowever, urithout the l4islative s€Rotion of govemrnents, hopes for a robust and dynamic

intsnationa organireation dedicated to Sre developrnent of ,an intemational labsur shndards

regime seemed Oes-tined to remain unrealieed. Thomas coneluded ftat tn'e impor ant proces of

ilrterac.tion, debate and uofng 'during' ilre anrual lntemational Labour Cotlferences was not

enough, To be universdly relelant, the dynamisrn of the ILO trad to extend out of Geneva and,

beyond ttrE csn$nerlt of EuroPe.
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Chapter Three

A Policy of Autonomy

'The new feature introduced by the Peace Treaties consists in the fact that equitable labour conditions eslablished by national
law or adopted by means of Intemational Conventions are hencefonrard to constitute an inevitable condition and a natural necessity

wilh which industrial employers must reckon in the same way as they reckon with geographical factors'.

'l rather think that New Zealand is frightened of the word 'labour' in the title of the organisation'.'2

lntroduction

In the previous chapter we identified and examined the antecedents of the International

Labour Organisation. lf the ILO was lo be successful in fulfilling its objective of defending the

interests of workers then the establishment of an intemational labour standards regime -

comprising principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures - was a political and

institutional priority. While the need for internationalcooperation was recognised as a necessity in

this respect, the final power of action still remained with national govemments. Moreover, ILO

finances drew from the League of Nations coffers and thus its activities remained open to League

scrutiny and control. Potentially then, and despite the provisions of the Peace Treaty, the

constraints on the new organisation were real and substantial. lf an intemational labour standards

regime was to become a reality then a self+onsciously dynamic process of organisational activity

had to be initiated. At its heart lay aftempts at procuring autonomy from the League of Nations - an

t Albert Thomas quoted in Herbert Feis. 1927, lntemalional labour legistation in the light of economic theory.lntemationalLabour
Review, XV,4, April. Reprinted in Wemer Sengenberger and Duncan Campbell (eds.) 19??, lntemational labour standards and
economic interdependence, Geneva, Intemational lnstitute for Labour Studies, p, 30.
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organisation which Thomas viewed as being 'divorced from peoples'3 - and garnering tripartite

support for the ratification of intemational labour standards through the dedicated energies of ILO

staff.

It is the intention of this chapter to examine how the lLO went about these activities during its

formative years with regard to relations with New Zealand. To reiterate a point made in Chapter

One, our purpose is to examine how domestic and intemational interests influenced the

construction and maintenance of an international labour standards regime, using lLO/New

Zealand relations as our focus. More specifically, the following chapters (Three, Four, Five and

Six) deal with the years from 1919 to 1945 when New Zealand changed from a reluctant and

passive member of the ILO to an active and resolute supporter of its principles. In doing so, they

also examine the role of successive ILO Directors in guiding the institutional development of the

organisation. Accordingly, the tasks of the following chapters are three fold; first to determine the

nature of these relations; second, to plot the changes in these relations and to identify reasons for

these changes; and third, to locate New Zealand-llO relations in the intemational political

economy of the time,

Internationalism by proxy. Early reactions to the ILO in New Zealand

It is our contention that three substantive policies govemed ILO activities in its early years

and laid the foundation for its survival. First, a policy of autonomy established its independence

from the League of Nations and became critical in influencing opinion toward the ILO in later years

2Interview with E J Riches, Nal ZealandHerald,2E January 1930. ILO archives, CAT Series
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- in particular the policy of the United States, Second, a policy of presence prompted the

information gathering and research activities of ILO - activitres based upon close and regular

contact with the govemment, employer and worker organisations of member countries. And third,

a policy of relevance underpinned the key Convention-settrng and research activities of the

organisation. lt was accepted early on that the ratification of international labour standards

represented the raison d'6ke of the Organisation and that all other principles and activities,

particularly the Intemational Labour Conference, underpinned this process. Thus, the importance

of setting Conventions that were realistic, legislatively robust and widely applicable was located

firmly in efforts to ensure the long-term survival of the lLO. However, as the standard-setting

activities of the Organisation declined, the executive leadership looked to extend the functional

relevance of the regime into the economic sphere, in particular, the relationship between social

and economic policy.

At this point it is worth reiterating a point made in Chapter One. At the institutional core of

intemational organisation are the rules, regulations and agreed procedures for which it is

responsible. In this respect, the primary function of intemational organisation is the formation and

development of intemational regimes which address and regulate areas in which there exists a

convergence of intemational interest and cocperation. The early optimism which sunounded

labou/s success in the Peace Treaty was tempered by a realisation that the survival of the

intemational labour standards regime was dependent upon continued intemational support and

the rapid establishment of the ILO as an independent and politically viable entity. The support of

the industrial powers was therefore important in providing the economic and political infrastructure

3 Edward Phelan. 1936, Yes and Albert Thomas, Cresset Press, London, p. 240.
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for the ILO to develop its regime. Critical to this process were the activities of the officials charged

with ensuring that regime foundations were firmly established in the increasingly unstable tenain of

intergovemmental politics and anchored in the international concems of member states.

A distant detachment

In May 1919 a circular arrived on the desk of the New Zealand Secretary of Labour, F, W,

Rowley. lt was from the Organising Committee of the International Labour Conference giving

notification that it had been appointed in accordance with the Annex to Part Xlll of the Peace

Treaty and gave details of the agenda for the Conference to be held in Washington in October of

that year. The circular explained that Part Xlll provided for the creation of the Intemational Labour

Organisation which would be a tripartite body made up of govemment, employer and labour

representatives. The ILO would aspire to the maintenance of universal peace based upon social

justice and, more concretely, promote social policy of the League's members by means of

Intemational Labour Conventions and Recommendations. The forty Articles of the ILO Constitution

were contained in section I of Part Xlll of the Peace Treaty, the annex to which called for the first

Conference of the new organisation to be held in Washington during October 1919. ln a letter

addressed to the Secretary of the Organising Committee Rowley wrote:

I shall be obliged if you would kindly inform me of the extent, if any, to which New
Zealand is affected by the various terms contained in this part of the Peace Treaty. I
gather that Great Britain, being a party to the above Treaty, has entered into some
agreement respecting the labour conditions but it is not clear whether the Dominion of
New Zealand is itself bound in any way.o

In reply the Committee's Secretary was specific to the points raised in Rowley's letter:

a Letter to The Secretary, Intemational Labour Conference, 12 July, 1919. ILO archives, ORG Series.
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I am directed by the Organising Committee to say that as the King has ratified the Peace
Treaty on behalf of the British Empire, following on its approval by the Parliaments of the
United Kingdom and of the British Dominions, including New Zealand, the latter is bound by
the Labour Part of the Treaty in the same way as the United Kingdom and as an original
Member of the League of Nations has become under Article 387 a Member of the Intemational
Labour Organisation.5

lf being a founder member of the lLO had come as a surprise to the Secretary of Labour,

neither were the existence of the Organisation, New Zealand's membership and the convening of

the Washington Conference, widely understood among New Zealand employer and worker

organisations, ln August 1919 the Intemational Labour Office suggested in a letter to the Acting

Prime Minister, James Allen6, that a pamphlet on the labour provisions of the Peace Treaty be

given wide circulation in New Zealand, particularly, it emphasised, among labour leaders.T The

response was slow. Not until November did the Prime Ministe/s Office reply that the Secretary of

Labour had been instructed to circulate the pamphlet to worker and employer organisations in

New Zealand.

Once the pamphlet was distributed, requests to the govemment for additional copies were

quick to follow. During January 1920, the New Zealand Federated Painters and Decorators

Association, the Federated Newspaper Proprietors Association and the Denniston Coal Miners

Union, all asked for more pamphlets. Not surprisingly, the lack of information caused some

confusion. In April, the New Zealand Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners sent a letter

to Prime Minister informing him that its National Council had passed a resolution demanding that

New Zealand be represented by labour delegates at the Washington Conference - an event that

had taken place during October the previous year. No doubt using its own channels of information,

s Reply to Rowley, 15 September, 1919. lLO archives, ORG Series.
6 Prime Minister William Massey was still not back from the Paris Peace Conference.
7 Letter dated 13 August, ',|919. New Zealand National Archive, EA (Department of Extemal Affain).
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the Federation of Labour was the quickest to respond to the news of the Treaty provisions. On the

24th September 1919, it sent a telegram to the Prime Minister requesting information on the lL0

and the matter of New Zealand representation at its Washington Conference. With no response,

another telegram was sent on the 4th of October. This time the govemment responded on the

same day declaring that as no labour organisations had asked to be represented at the

Conference, the matter had not been discussed.8

The situation was no different among political parties. lt was not until November 1920 that a

question on ILO membership raised in the New Zealand Parliament. Addressing the Minister of

Labour, Peter Fraser (Wellington Central)e asked what was the relationship of the New Zealand

govemment to the Intemational Labour Bureau (sic) which had been created under the authority of

the League of Nations? He held in his hand the Proceedings of the Intemational Labour

Conference held in Washington during the previous year, which had been laid on the table of the

House by the Minister of Labour the day before. Fraser continued:

'So far the labour organisations of this country had received no indications that such
a body as the lntemational Labour Bureau was in existence nor had they been offered the
opportunity of being represented at any of the Conferences. Did the Govemment take the
Bureau and the League of Nations seriously? Or did they treat them as a farce?"o

The reply from W.H. Henies, the Minister of Labour, was dismissive. The documents had

been laid on the table on the advice of the Crown Law Officers in accordance with the procedures

laid down by the League of Nations. Moreover, as to the question of representation at the

lntemational Labour Conferences 'Home representations could be well served by the High

8 
New Zealand National Archive, EA (Department of Exlemal Affairs).

e 
Peter Fraser was later to become the leader of the Nery Zealand Labour Party and Prime Minister of New Zealand. See Chapter 6.

10 
Parliamentary Debates of the Neur Zealand House of Representatives, No 41, 192G21. pp. 96!5. November I 1, 1920.
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Commissioner (in London) rather than go to great expense in sending representatives to every

Conference that was held by the League of Nations'.tt

In the debate that followed, Henies revealed that three conferences had been held, including

an International Maritime Conference in Genoa, and admitted that in each case the Govemment

had been requested to send representatives from New Zealand labour organisations, Henies

stuck to his argument of expense but began to wifi under the pressure of opposition questioning.

Prime Minister Massey rose in support:

'With regard to the activities of the League of Nations and the conferences it held, the
authorities seemed to forget that New Zealand was twelve to fourteen thousand miles away
from Europe and the documents generally anived too late for action to be taken. This had
been the case in regard to the Conference held in Genoa to which New Zealand
representation had been requested'

Mr Fraser rose 'How did Australia send a representative?'

Mr Massey replied 'Perhaps Australia was a little nearer...,"2

The debate revealed both the position and attitude of the Govemment to the new

Organisation. lt had become a founder member of something it little understood or cared for and

did not intend to spend either time or money on its affairs. The general question of Dominion

representation in the affairs of the ILO had indeed been problematic. In the negotiations that

preceded the enactment of Part Xlll, the United States had been particularly opposed to having

British Dominions on the Governing Body of the lLO, arguing that public opinion in the United

States regarded the British Empire as having too much influence in the League of Nations.

tt 
rbid.

t ' rb id.
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The result was a section in the labour clauses of the Treaty which declared that 'no State

including its dominions or colonies, whether they be self-governing or not, could have more than

one Government representative on the Governing Body'. The purpose was to exclude British

Dominions for the Governing Body of the lLO. The Dominions had faced the same problem

conceming the right to sit on the League Council. In response, the Canadian Prime Minister Sir

Robert Borden managed to push through a Resolution in a Plenary Session of the Peace

Conference requiring the Treaty Drafting Committee to make amendments in the provisions

sefting-up the ILO so that they conformed to the Covenant of the League and the membership of

its Council. When the British Dominions finally got what they wanted in the Covenant, Borden then

moved the adoption of the ILO amendment and the United States-inspired clause was removed.t3

The Washington Conference of the ILO was the first opportunity for countries to show their

support for the new world order which the League of Nations hoped to symbolise. Thirty nine

countries sent delegations including the Dominions of Canada, India and South Africa who

appeared as independent entities for the first time.la In terms of the aims and aspirations of the

ILO itself, it was the first time that govemments, employers and workers appeared at an

intemational conference as equal partners, lt was the first time that labour had the concept of

'faimess' applied to it in intemational labour law, and it was also the first time that an institution

provided for in the Peace Treaty came into effective operation.

New Zealand viewed these events with a sense of distant detachment. lts economy had

entered into a period of prosperity during the 1890's. Rising wool prices and the impact of

refrigeration on meat and dairy produce had expanded an export sector that benefited from rising

13 
Antony Alcock, History of the lLO, p. 3r4.
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prices on intemational markets. The Liberal Government, which had won the election of December

1890 with trade union support, introduced a range of labour laws including the Industrial

Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894. The success of the Act saw New Zealand depicted as a

'country without strikes', attracting the attention of researchers from around the world,tu lt was from

the comfort of this economic and legislative success that New Zealand observed the wider world

and questioned the relevance of a distant international body whose purpose seemed to be the

promotion of labour standards lower than those prevailing in New Zealand.

The onset of economic depression

When New Zealand's economic boom came to an end in the 1920's, it was replaced by

widespread disillusionment, political instability and economic insecurity,tt As a result, relations

between the New Zealand govemment and the ILO became even more distant. ln 1922 an

internal ILO report noted:

The New Zealand govemment has hitherto ignored the Intemational Labour
Organisation except insofar as it has been compelled to recognise it on account of its
Treaty obligations. These, however, as far as the Intemational Labour Organisation is
concemed, it is always interpreted in the nanow sense ... As reasons for holding aloof
from the activities of the International Labour Organisation, the New Zealand govemment
has alleged,l) the remoteness from New Zealand conditions the subjects treated at the
lntemational Labour Conference, 2) the prohibitive expense of participation. These
objectives have been answered by the Intemational Labour Office in many eloquent
letters, but as each successive reply from the New Zealand govemment seems to show a
stronger disinclination to collaborate with the Intemational Labour Organisation, and even
to understand the elements of its Constitution, for example the difference between
Recommendations and draft Conventions, the Office has for a year desisted from attempts

to ruid, p. 32,
tu Roth, H. 1978, The HistoricalFramework, in John Deeks et al, Industrial Relations in New Zealand, Methuen, pp.25-26.
rG 

Tom Brooking. 1992, Economic Transformation, in Geoffery W. Rice (ed), The Oxford History of New Zealand, Second Edition,
Oxford University Press, p.231.
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to persuade by letter. This restraint is wise as the present Prime Minister, Mr W,F.
Massey, a strong imperialist, suspicious of ideas both of intemational and of industriat
relations cooperation, will certainly remain impervious to any arguments which the
International Labour Office may use on paper, except such as concem the Treaty
obligations of New Zealand. lt should, moreover, be remembered that the expense of
participation in the Conference, even when the extravagant ideas which the New Zealand
govemment has on the subject are conected, will remain a genuine difficulty, as the
govemmenl is bent on cutting down every penny of avoidable expenditure.lT

New Zealand's attitude toward the Organisation during the 1920's can be gleaned from

conespondence between the Department of External Affairs and the lLO. During October 1921

Extemal Affairs took over responsibility for the ILO from the Department of Labour. From then

onward, the tone of conespondence seemed to shift from reluctant cooperation to outright non-

co-operation. Three examples serve to illustrate this,

A drafted response to an lLO questionnaire surveying views on the reform of the Goveming

Body's Constitution read:

I may add that the Goveming Body of the Intemational Labour Office is constituted to
include twelve persons representing Govemments, six persons elected by the delegates to the
Conference representing the Workers; and of the twelve representing the Govemments eight
are to be nominated by the countries of chief indushial importance and four by the countries
selected for the purpose by the Govemment delegates at the Conference. As New Zealand is
not represented on the Goveming Body, and as no delegates have as yet been sent to any
Conference, it does not seem desirable to make any comment on the matter.ts

The final version of the response personally signed by New Tealand Prime Minister William

Massey and in which the final paragraph read:

'ln reply I have to inform you that the Govemment of New Zealand has no
observations to make on the different points raised in the questionnaire"e

tt Rdrtions of the Intemational Labour Ofiice with New Zealand. Intemal ILO Report, 21 September 1922. ILO archives, RL Series.
18 Memorandum for Under- Secretary, Department of Extemal Affairs. Suggested reply to communication from the Intemational
Labour Office, 25 October, 1922. New Zealand NationalArchives, EA (Extemal Affairs) Series.
le Letter dated 31 October. 1 921 . New Zealand National Archives, EA Series.
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Finally, in response to a request for observations on unemployment statistics a letter to the

ILO read:

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16r' September last
asking for the observations of the New Zealand Government on the question of statistics
on unemployment. In reply I have to state that there is usually very little unemployment in
this country and especially in view of the fact that New Zealand is so far removed from
Europe it does not appear to be necessary to submit any observations on the proposal.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servantr

A dubious distinction

At the beginning of 1928, the Christchurch Press commented on the observations of a Dr

Hight, a Canterbury University College academic who had recently retumed from an exchange

visit to the University of Leeds in England. Dr Hight had argued that New Zealand's minimalist

policies toward the ILO drew on the smug belief that it still led the world in social reform and had

nothing to gain from closer involvement in its affairs. The Christchurch Press quoted him as saying

that 'we do not occupy the position we had in the nineties' and that New Zealand was not

contributing what it should to 'the political, economic and general intelligence of the world' and

needed to 'take a much more active part than we do in the activities of the League of Nations and

the Intemational Labour Office'. However, the newspape/s editorial was dismissive:

...it is particularly interesting that he should have said (if he has been conectly
reported) that the govemments attitude to intemational gatherings is 'making it very
difficult for the people of New Zealand in years to come'. So far as Geneva is concemed,
the attitude of the Govemment has been, to date, that we are taking no great risk in
leaving most of the issues raised there to the consideration of the Homeland, and that
when Conferences are held at which it seems desirable to be represented directly it is
sufficient to have our High Commissioner present ... Dr Hight is on very thin ice when he
laments our greater world prominence in the 'glorious nineties', lt is true that we did in the
nineties get ourselves accepted abroad, or in some countries, as a community with

m Letter dated 17 November, 1921. New Zealand National Archives, EA Series.
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advanced social and industrial ideas which we were successfully applying in practice, But
everybody knows today that many of the experiments we made with so much confidence
then have been proved since to be blunders and that opinion has hardened against them
even during Dr Hights absence in England. lt would be no great advantage to us to be still
remembered abroad as the community that tried once to fly before it had leamed to walk.2'

By 1930 New Zealand had the somewhat dubious distinction of being, along with San

Domingo and Ethiopia, one of only three member States of the fifty-five strong lLO which had yet

to attend one of its Conferences. However, with the onset of a world depression, New Zealand's

ability to retain a firm grip on the control of its own destiny became increasingly fragile. Mounting

budget deficits and rising levels of unemployment prompted a shift from decades of interventionist

experimentation and ad hoc social interference to policy initiatives based upon the fostering of an

export-led recovery.' How other economies were responding to the Depression and to what

extent their ability to take part in a recovery had been affected became questions directly related

to New Zealand's own economic destiny,

As the Depression began to bite, unemployment became a worldwide phenomenon.

Countries retreated behind trade baniers both in an effort to protect their own industries and in the

realisation that neither the self-healing powers of laissez{aire nor the classic instruments of

govemment interventionism seemed capable of tuming the tide. The machinery of world trade

ground to a halt as economies retreated from international cooperation and tumed instead to the

protection of their own national markets. The worldwide depression became the first common

problem faced by govemment, business and labour since the conclusion of the war,

21 'NZ and the World'. Christciurch Press, 31 January, 1928. ILO archive, CAT series.
2 Tony Endres and Ken Jackson. 1993, Policy Responses to the Crisis: Australasia in the 1930's in, W.R.Ganside (ed) Capitalism in
Crisis. Intemational Responses to lhe Great Depression, London, Pinter, pp. 14&149.
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The cnsis prompted a renewed search for political as well as economic altematives as faith in

liberal capitalism melted away. Some looked again toward the Soviet Union which observed the

chaos from the sidelines, its economy seemingly impervious to the slump.z3 Others, in Germany,

Italy and Japan turned to fascism and began planning the complete destruction of the old liberal

system through the rapid expansion of a militaristic empire. Yet while intellectuals of the time wrote

in fear for the world as the aggressive expansionism of the radical Right spread into China and

Ethiopia, politicians looked upon it as a threat that could be appeased and contained.2a lnstead,

they saw a greater danger elsewhere, one which had helped in the rise of fascism in the first place

and on which they found common ground - the rise of working class power and the spread of

communism,

The United States was no less immune from this fear than countries in Europe and was keen

to portray its workers as capitalists at heart and to persuade them of the dangers of organised

politics, Comparing the lot of European workers with those in the United States provided, at least

in one prominent case, a backdrop to the propaganda:

Certainly some of the labor difficulties in Europe arise, at least to a degree, from that
lack of generally practised, "understanding" collaboration between employer and employee
such as we find so often in the United States. Our advantage is primarily due (as my friend
John Frey, of the Federation of Labor, has put it) to the firm refusal of the American worker
to recognise any baniers of class lines, any sharp, permanent segregation of privileged
groups. He knows, and is proud of the fact - as are all of us - that the wage eamer of
today is the shop foreman of tomonow, and the manager and perhaps plantowner of the
near future. lt is mobile, dynamic industrial democracy of that sturdy, virile type which
makes for healthy, vigorous growth in the business body of this Nation, European labor is
much more deeply involved in organised in politics than is labor in the United States.
Sometimes it is organized as a political party, and that has not always been beneficial to
the true interests of labor, since it tends to impair and becloud the presentation of the
workers problems. The American labor movement today is largely free of such mingling

" Srrrn Cunuthers. 1997, Intemational History 1900-1945, in J. Baylis and S. Smith (eds.) The Globalisation of World Politics,
Oxford, Oxford University Press.
tn Eri. Hobrb*r. 1995, Age of Extremes. The Short Twentieth Century, London, Abacus, p. 90.
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motives as between economics and what we might call professional politics. Advocates of
a labor party in this country should study carefully the consequences to the worker himself
of the frequently grave political entanglement of labor groups in Europe.2s

Political consensus held that the Depression and mass unemployment offered a breeding

ground for Communism. Speeches by politicians everywhere mixed comments on the slump with

references to the threat. They pointed to the growth of the German Communist Party and the 85%

unemployed which made up its membership while seemingly ignoring the equally rapid growth of

the Nazi Party.* Communism was portrayed as the common enemy and guarding against the

radical politicisation of the masses played a significant part in stimulating inter-govemmental co-

operation on the question of mass unemployment. In the face of economic protectionism and the

growth of domestic nationalism, the fragile intemational order, which the League of Nations

seemed increasingly incapable of sustaining, found itself on the point of collapse. What helped the

continuation of some form of intemational collaboration was not intemational concem about

militarist aggression of the radical Right but the collective fear of communism. For Hobsbawm,

'The Keynesian argument for the benefits of eliminating permanent mass unemployment was

economic as well as political. Keynesians held, conectly, that the demand which the incomes of

fully employed workers must generate, would have the most stimulating effect on depressed

economies. Nevertheless, the reason why this means of increasing demand was given such

urgent priority ... was that mass unemployment was believed to be politically and socially

explosive, as indeed it proved to be ...'2t

25 Quoted from a radio broadcast 'Labor Conditions in Europe by the United States Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Dr Julius
Klein, May 1, 1932. ILO archive LE Series.

" H.*rnn Weber. 1969, Die Wandlung des deutschen Kommunismus: Die Stalinisierung der KPD in der Weimarer Republik (2
volumes), FnnKurt. Quoted in Eric Hobsbawm. 1995, Age of Exlremes, pp. 93-94.

" Eric Hobsba*,m. 1995, Age of Extremes, p. 95.
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A sense of autonomy

lf the League was now showing itself to be increasingly incapable of co-ordinating any

significant form of international action,28 the ILO provided an altemative forum for discussion of the

problem of mass unemployment and offered the opportunity to gather and collate information on

national and intemational responses to the Depression. As Alcock points out 'if Govemments,

business and labour were in trouble, they needed help and they needed ideas, and the ILO was

given the opportunity to take the initiative',m

Thomas's attempt to inspire a sense of autonomy in the organisation proved to be critical in

this respect. Despite the intention of the architects of the Peace Trea$ to set up two international

organisations that were constitutionally linkeds, with the League as the main body and the ILO as

part of the 'League system'3t, the ILO was quick to stress its autonomy both in thought and action.

This it did in a number of ways. First, the key protagonist in this strategy was Albert Thomas

himself who from outset - through individual action and force of personality - intended to afford the

ILO a sense of purpose and vitality that would distinguish it from the moribund political

bureaucracy of the League. This he saw as vital if the ILO was to establish and retain the support

of workers, Second, by sefting up direct and independent channels of communication with the

" Fo, , disqrssion on the creation and demise of the League of Nations see, David Armstrong, Loma Uoyd and John Redmond'
'1996, From Versailles to Maastrictrt: Intemational Organisation in the Twentieth Century, London, Macrnillan, Chapters 1 and 2'
Willaim Olsen and A. J. R. Groom. 1992, lntemalional Relations Then and No,n: Origins and Trends in Interpretation, London,
Routledge, Chapter 5. Samuel Northedge. 1986, The League of Nations 1920-1946, Leicester, Leicester Universi$ Press. Ruth
Henig (ed.). 1973, The League of Nations, Edinburgh, Oliver and Boyd. F. P. Walters. 1952, A History of the League of Nations (2
Vols.), London, Oxford University Press.
ru Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, p. 99.
m To expand on a point made earlier, membership of the League entailed membership of the ILO; the expenses of the ILO were met
out of the League's general budget; the League Council was legally competent to put into force amendmenls to the ILO Constitution
and the ILO's right of access to the Permanent Court of Intemational Justice and to rule on which States comprised those of 'dtief

industrial importance' (in cases of disputQ. Provisions also existed for the General Secretary of the League to be associated with the
ILO'5 adminislrative and budgetary affairs. See Francis Wlson. 1934, Labour in the League System. A study of the Intemalional
Labour Organisation in relation to intemational administration, Stanford, Stanford University Press.
tt Viclor-Yues Ghebali. 1989, The lntemational Labour Organisation, p. 15.
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labour ministries, employer and worker organisations of member countries, he provided a profile

for the ILO he hoped would pay dividends in the years to come, Third, despite the requirement that

all members of the League were automatically members of the lLO, the view of Thomas was that

the provision did not preclude the right of the ILO to admit its own members. This was a position

that challenged both the constitutional links between the two organisations and the senior status of

the League. The ILO had already admitted Germany and Austria into its ranks during the first

lntemational Labour Conference in 1919 while the League still deliberated over their status, The

action prompted friction between the two Organisations but the issue remained academic until

Brazil left the League in 1926 but continued to remain a member of the lLO.u As a result, the

membership of the two organisations were effectively de-coupled, paving the way for the ILO to be

construed as an international organisation in its own right and accepted as a key forum for

intemational debate on the Depression. Thus, while disillusionment with the League splead, the

ILO was sufficiently distanced from it - institutionally and politically - for the intemational

community to continue to support its activities.

As the crisis deepened, inflation became the oveniding factor in the economic responses of a

number of European countries, prompting a reduction in govemment expenditure, tight controls on

credit and a rise in taxation.3t In New Zealand, the impetus for an exportJed recovery was

tempered by domestic concems about increasing wage demands and their impact upon inflation.

The onset of the Depression prompted an attack on its underlying causes at home. In examining

policy responses to the economic crisis in both New Zealand and Australia, Endres and Jackson

point out that, 'Nominal wage levels were attacked in both countries as reaction set in to any

32 The General Secretary of the Le4ue made a vigorous protesl that Brazil's continued membership of the ILO was 'constitutionally

impossible' but lhe took no further action. See Edward Phelan. 1954, Some Reminiscences of the lLO. Sludias, 43, p, 253.
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deliberate expansion of demand either by fiscal or wage-fixing mechanisms. The tone of policy

throughout the Depression yeans was contractionary, tempered only by the fear of creating social

and political upheaval'.3 lt was in these circumstances, and following a Cabinet meeting at the end

of January 1930, that the New Tealand Govemment finally decided to send a delegation to the

Intemational Labour Conference held in Geneva that year.

Edward John Riches

A figure who was to become pivotal in relations between the ILO and the New Zealand

Govemment was Edward John Riches. A New Zealander, Riches joined the ILO in 1927 soon

after graduating in Economics from Canterbury University College.s For the next ten years Riches

became the llO's main liaison with New Zealand, responsible for gathering information on New

Zealand labour conditions during a period when such information was a scarce commodity in

Geneva. At a time when the work of the ILO was either unknown or misunderstood in New

Zealand, raising the profile of the Organisation became an important part of Riches' activities. In

his Missions to New Zealand, Riches would embark on a series of speeches and talks to groups

and organisations throughout the country. For example, in his Mission Report of 1930 he wrote:

'During February, March and April I delivered a total of more than twenty addresses
on the work of the Organisation to audiences in nine different centres. The size and
character of the audiences varied greatly. The attendance ranged from about a dozen
(N.2. Employe/s Federation Executive Council) to over five hundred (secondary school

s 
G.W. Garside (ed), Capitalism in Crisis, p.3.

s 
Tony Endres, and Ken Jackson. 1993, Policy Responses to fhe Crisis, p. 162.

* 
Hit trtor, lhe economist J,B. Condliffe described Riches as 'the outstanding economics student of his time'. J.B. Condliffe 30

November 1928 (lLO archive, RL series). Riches appointment at lhe ILO was won in a competitive examination sel and marked in
Geneva. Riches performance was such that he attracted offers of positions at the League of Nations and the University of New
Zealand. He declined both, prefening instead, to develop his carea at the lLO.
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boys), and in most cases was between fifiy and one hundred and fifty. The audience
included, in addition to the two examples already cited, trade unionists, employer's and
manufactureds association members, branches of the League of Nations Union, Rotary
Clubs, Worker's Educational Association group's, one University Club, a Women's
Institute, University students and public meetings'.s

In the course of these talks, it had become clear to Riches that general understanding of

international affairs among the New Zealand public varied considerable. He criticised a general

lack of intellectual leadership in country cut off from international contacts through geographical

isolation and preoccupied with the 'pioneering problems of a young and rich economy'.tt He

accused the University of New Zealand of being hampered by 'limited resources and inadequate

staff and lamented an educational system that, while highly efficient, 'has not succeeded in

supplying the intellectual leadership that is the country's greatest need at the present time'.s

In all respects the importance of the print media stood out. Newspapers remained the only

medium through which most of the general pubtic of New Zealand could be reached and, thus,

they were the primary mechanism for moulding public opinion. In this regard, Riches paid

particular attention to ananging meetings with newspaper editors whenever he could. The

activities of the ILO were outlined and the aims and methods of the Intemational Labour

Conference were explained to any editor willing to see him. In the majority of these cases,

knowledge of the ILO proved to be scant. Riches' purpose was to 'winove/ editors of the leading

newspaper in the country and procure greater press interest in the activities of the lLO, In the

context of Riches criticism of the general lack of discussion of intemational affairs at the time, and

in the light of continuing attempts to persuade the New Zealand govemment to send a delegation

s Report on Mission (E.J. Riches) to New Zealand, February-lVlay 1930, p. 27. ILO archive XH Series
tt lbid, p. 23.
o ruid, p. z+.
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to the lnternational Labour Conferences, the role of newspapers became critical in winning support

for the ILO in New Zealand.

As it tumed out, the decision of the New Zealand government to send a delegation to the

Conference in 1930 prompted greater press interest in the lLO and led to editorials on the issue in

a number of leading newspapers.tn There was some irony in the timing of the New Zealand

government's decision. While the expense involved had in the past been 'a convenient excuse for

not sending a delegation', 1930 proved to be a year when expense was for once a real obstacle.

After years of lobbying the New Zealand government to participate more fully in ILO activities,

Riches was aware that unfavourable reports from any of the delegates to the Conference would

result in the same arguments for non-attendance being employed with considerable force the

following year.oo

Riches' Mission in 1930 was to be the latest aftempt to persuade the New Zealand

govemment to send a delegation to the lnternational Labour Conference and to raise the vexed

issue of international labour conventions and their ratification. His intention was to avoid talking to

the press until he had the opportunity to talk representatives of the New Zealand Govemment.

When the news of the decision was announced Riches abandoned his plan and instead gave an

interview to the press on the advantages and procedures of New Zealand's representation at the

next Conference. He also took the opportunity to raise the issue of intemational trade, 'Because of

the ramifications of intemational trade, New Zealand, with its high standards of living and good

3t Riches made particular note of lhe favourable editorial in the 'Dominion' which was othenrise an avid supporter of the Reform
Party and critic of the lLO. Report on Mission, 1930, p. 22.
4 

Letter to Albert Thomas, 15 May, 1930. ILO archive, CAT Sedes.
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working conditions and labour legislation, should have a particular interest in the organisations

efforts to raise the standard in other countries'.at

The interview was, as he hoped, widely reported. Although inelevant to a decision already

made, the press reports prompted the Govemment to despatch quickly circulars calling on

employer and worker organisations to nominate representatives. While the nomination of the

employer and worker delegates seemed to Riches clear cuto2 - T. Shailer-Weston, President of the

New Zealand Employers Federation for the Employers and Jim Roberts, Secretary of the New

Zealand Alliance of Labour, for the workers. Riches wrote of Shailer-Weston, 'Mr Weston is not

noted for his progressive outlook, but is, I fear, in that respect as in others, truly representative of

the majority of the employers of this country'. 0f Jim Roberts he observed 'Mr Roberts ... will I

imagine, in spite of a slight fondness for bluff and a tendency to combativeness (of a rather good

natured kind) prove himself to be a definite acquisition to the Conference'.0'The nomination of the

Govemment delegate was far more controversial.

The Prime Minister Sir Joseph Ward was, during this period, constantly absent from the

House through ill-health. Riches requests to meet him were tumed down as Ward convalesced in

Rotorua on the advice of his doctors. Instead, three meetings with the Minister of Labour, W.A.

Veitch, were aranged in Ward's absence. The meeting's proved to be revealing. Riches wrote:

'l had three interviews with Minister of Labour ..., in the cource of which the relations
of New Zealand and the lntemational Labour Organisation were discussed at considerable
length. On the first of these occasions (at Christchurch on 4 February) our conversation
was concemed almost entirely with the nature, composition and functions of the

ar New Zealand Herald, 28 June, 1930. ILO archive, XH Series.
o' Ri.h., letter revealed that considerable pressure had been put on Walter Nash to accept the nomination as the worker delegate.
Nash declined insisting that a delegate from the industrial rather than the political side of the labour movement was {ar more
desirable.
a3 Letter to Albert Thomas. '15 May, 1930. ILO archive, CAT Series.
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delegation to the XIV Session of the Conference. Mr Veitch apparently knew very little
about the work of the lntemational Labour Organisation and was not greatly interested in
it, He showed some desire to hear as much about it as I could tell him in an hour's
conversation, but evidently retained at the end of that time his original conviction that New
Zealand could gain little except in the most indirect way, from the work of the
Organisation, and that consequently it mattered very little what he or his govemment did
about it... I came to the conclusion that the Governments decision to send a delegation to
the Conference this year had been dictated by political expediency rather than by any
appreciation of the work of the lLO. Facts which have since come to my notice show that
the concession of representation was, indeed, little more than a sop to the Labour Party,
the support of which is indispensable to the continuance in office of the present
Govemment'.*

The United Party had come to power in 1928 to the surprise of those who had predicted a

straight fight betw'een the incumbent Reform Party, led by Gordon Coates, and the Labour Party

led by Harry Holland - who, along with Walter Nash and Peter Fraser, had transformed Labour

from a protest party to a credible altemative govemment.ns The election result tumed out to be

more a rejection of the Reform Party than a victory for United - a coalition of anti-Coates

independents and the Liberal Party led by Joseph Ward. Similarly, Labou/s support for Ward's

government stemmed more from a fear that a retum to power by Reform would lead to an attack

on wages than from any punitive perspective on the United Party. ln his seventies, Ward thus

found himself leader of a minority govemment dependent upon the Labour Party to stay in

power,* and Prime Minister of a country in the throes of an economic depression. The political

uncertainty was exacerbated by Ward's conslant absence through ill health and his refusal to

delegate any real decision making to those around him. The result was political inertia in the face

{ Report on Mission 1930, pp. 6-7. His impression of the Department of Extemal Affairs was somar/hat mote positive. Cad
Berendsen, Secretary for Extemal Affairs, revealed a detailed understanding of the ILO and its aciivities and seemed 'keenly aware'
of shortcomings in New Zealand's relalions with the Organisation. Report on Mission, pp. 10J 1. For an accounl of Berendsen's rde
in the developnent of New Zealand's Foreign Policy during this and the post-1945 period see, Ann Trotter. 1986, Personality in
Foreign Poficy. The New Zealand Joumal of History,Zl,2, pp. 167-180.
as Len Richardson. 1993, Parties and Polirical Change, in Geoffery W. Rice (ed.) The Oxford History of New Zealand, p. 222.
* Ttt. 1928.bAion gave the United Party lhirty-four seats, Reform twenty+ine and the Labour Party nineteen.
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of an alarming increase in the overseas deficit, crumbling business confidence and nsing social

hardship among many New Zealanders.aT

ln May 1930, the ailing Joseph Ward resigned. Soon after, Labour withdrew its support for the

coalition, leaving a weak and disorganised Government struggling with a depressed economy and

facing a very difficult Parliamentary Session. As a result it was in need of all the support it could

muster. One consequential outcome was the nomination of Professor A, H. Tocker of Canterbury

Universig College as the Govemment Representative to the XIV International Labour Conference.

Harold Butler, the ILO Assistant Director, sent a letter of congratulations to both Shailer-Weston

and Jim Roberts. The letter to Shailer-Weston drew attention to the same issues Riches had

raised in his interview to the New Zealand Herald a few months earlier, including intemational

trade, 'Asia has now become a competitive field of its own, particularly with regard to

textiles,..(but)...when they meet with European delegates, the Asiatic delegates are somewhat

inclined to sit by and offer the excuse that their countries standards cannot be expected to come

up to the European ones'.n

Riches was confident that favourable reports from the Conference would be forthcoming from

both Roberts and Shailer-Weston. Of Tocker there was less certainty. His nomination came as a

surprise to everyone outside of the Cabinet and was immediately the subject of controversy.

Minister of Labour W. A, Veitch announced that Tocker had been chosen as the Govemment

representative to the ILO Conference because he was a leading economist who could bring back

'an unbiased report based upon scientific lines'.osA delegation representing the Labour movement

a7 Tom Brooking. 1992, Economic Transformation, in Geofiery W. Rice (ed.)The Oxford History of New Zealand, p. 232.
4 Letter to Shailer-Weston, 17 July, 1930. ILO archive, XH Series.
as Nen, Zealand Herald, 6 March 1930. ILO archive, XH Series.
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protested vigorously against his appointment. They accused Tocker of arguing for the competitive

advantage of lower labour standards and the unrestricted right of employers to manage without

interference from the New Zealand Govemment or trade unions, For their part, the Labour Party

and some employers expressed their own reservations over the Govemments choice.

Despite his position as Professor of Economics at Canterbury University College, Tocker's

reputation as an economist was a controversial one. ln May 1930 Riches described Tocker as:

'...a sincere exponent of laissez-faire doctrines in economics...regarded by the
majority of the labour movement as reactionary and incompetent. Most of the employers,
though they applaud rather than condemn his point of view, probably share to some extent
the labour distrust of his ability as an economist, Neither side is altogether satisfied with
his (sic)choice as Govemment delegate's

Riches believed that despite the concerns over the choice of Tocker, his report would 'on the

whole' be a fair and favourable one. Moreover, he was hopeful that the decision to send a

delegation to the Intemational Labour Conference was evidence of a lasting change in the New

Zealand Government's attitude toward the lLO." Two things influenced Riches conclusions. First,

he believed that despite Tocke/s faith in laissez-faire, exposure to the thinking and experiences of

other delegates at the Conference and a closer understanding of the work of the ILO would help

modify Tockers views and have a favourable influence on his report to the New Zealand

Govemment. Second, despite the Govemment describing the delegation as an 'experiment', the

outcome of which would influence decisions on whether or not to send future delegations, Riches

judged that once the New Zealand Govemment had committed itself to sending a delegation to

the Intemational Labour Conference, the principle of representation would have been established.

* Rupott on Mission to New Zealand, February-May, 1930, p. 3,
51 Letter to Albert Thomas, 15 May 1930,p3. ILO archive, CAT Series.
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He reasoned that once this had happened, future Govemments would find it difficult to reverse 'for

reasons of expense alone'. As it turned out, Riches was wrong on both these counts.

A short fat man with a florid face and a spade.like beard.

At the beginning of October 1930 Riches wrote to Butler informing him of the outcome of a

meeting he had ananged with Tocker as the latter was on his way home to New Zealand from

Geneva.u2 The meeting cleady indicated that Tocke/s experience of the Conference had not been

a happy one and that his report to the New Zealand govemment, while laudatory of the

International Labour Office, would be a critical of the Conference. Riches admitted his hope that

Tocker's exposure to altemative thinking in Geneva may have modified his thinking, was 'over-

sanguine'. He suspected that Tocke/s 'own natural scepticism and deep-rooted faith in laissez-

faire', combined with the conservatism of the employer representative at the Conference, Shailer-

Weston, had'influenced considerably' his conclusions. Riches continued:

Tocker's report, if it is as critical as his comments lead me to expect, will probably
constitute a fairly serious obstacle - though not necessarily an insuperable one - to the
sending of a delegation from New Zealand next year. Newspaper comment on it will be
illuminating, but the main determinate of the Govemment's decision will, of course, be the
position and strength of the Labour Party s

Tockeds comments proved to be critical beyond what Riches had expected. At the end of

October, he wrote to Butler again:

'The newspaper account of Professor Tocke/s address confirms my impression that
his report would be laudatory of the Office and critical of the Conference; but I scarcely

52 Letter to Harold BuUer, October 3, 1930. ILO archive, XH Series.
ut rbid, p2.
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expected him to make such sweeping and unguarded statements in public's

Riches' letter referred to an address Tocker had given to the Canterbury Employers'

Association at the end of October 1930. The address was reported in some detail by the

Christchurch Times - whose editor, Riches believed, was a supporter of Tocker's nomination as

the Government delegate to the Conference.ut ln his address, Tocker described his reactions at

the end of the Geneva Conference, 'l left the Conference feeling that it was useless. lt was really

nothing but a background for flamboyant Continental oratory',$ He went on:

'There was an enormous amount of rubbish talked. The temperature was about 85
degree's in the shade, everybody smoked, and the atmosphere was very thick... One of
the British workers delegates, a rather pompous individual, railed against the capitalist
system; we got that sort of rubbish again and again. Perfectly fair clauses were thrown out
because of prejudice, and a tremendous amount of sloppy sentimentalism was talked... Mr
Thomas is a short, fat man with a florid face and a spadelike beard. The gesticulations of
the Continental people nearly made us laugh. I tried hard to listen to A. J. Cook, the British
miner delegate, but he was so emphatic that he was almost unintelligible. What had the
Conference achieved; what could it achieve. Voices: Nothing'.t

Despite these comments and the negative perception of Tocke/s abilities as an economist,

his address to the Canterbury Employe/s provides an insight to the difficulties the ILO was facing

at the time, With the onset of economic depression, countries were beginning to shift away from

policies of intemational cooperation in favour of 'national, political and economic autism'.s The

shifi led to a psychology of mutual suspicion and distrust which permeated the Intemational

Labour Conference and undermined its standard setting activities.ss Moreover, the Conference's

preoccupation with Europe was beginning to divide lLO members and become a subject of real

s Letter to Harold Butler, October 30, p1. ILO archives, XH Series.
* tuiu, p. z.
* 

Lrbor, ffice. Geneva Conference. Fifty Nalions Negotiate. Chrislchurch Times, Oclober, 1930, pl6. ILO archive, XH Series.
t 

rbid.
s 

G.W. G*id. (ed). 1993, Capitalism in Crisis, p.2.

" Lrborr Oflice. Christchurch Times, October 1930, p16. ILO ardrive, XH Series.
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concem for the Organisation's permanent secretariat. On these and other issues Tocker

commented:

'Many countries consider ratification an expression of sympathy. Several have ratified
conventions, but passed no legislation whatever; others have done the same but rendered
them inoperative by providing no legislation; and others have even passed the laws but
have not canied them into effect. Countries which have ratified the eight hours day
convention work a ten, and in some cases a twelve hour day. The Continental countries
distrust one another too much to carry them into effect. The Conference is obsessed with
Europe, lt is really trying to raise the standards of Eastem Europe to those of the West of
the Continent. The South American delegates have a pleasant time and voted here and
there, but I don't think they do much afterwards. No great contribution was wanted from
New Zealand, and the delegates, I found, were not particularly interested in us.'m

Tocker's address was widely reported. However, the response of the New Zealand press was

mixed - giving some credence to the effort Riches had devoted in lobbying various editors on the

ILO's activities. For example, while the editorial of the Christchurch Times endorsed Tocke/s

criticisms, the Christchurch Press, erstwhile a supporter of Tocke/s views on the New Zealand

economy, rebuked him.ut Elsewhere, an account of Tocker's criticisms published in the joumal

Economic Record prompted a detailed response by Riches himself.62

Tocker's report served to reinforce the New Zealand Govemment's ambiguous attitude

toward the lLO. While it saw value in the research activities of the Organisation, it found little

relevance in its Conventions and the activities of the Conference. This position was echoed by

Shailer-Weston, Employer representative to the 1930 Conference, 'As far as industrial relations

are concemed, New Zealand is ahead of all the nations represented, other than Australia,

especially in the spirit of conciliation and confidence now growing up between employers and

* tbid.
51 Letter to Harold Butler, 30 October, p. 1. ILO archive, XH Series
u' Noto. Economic Record, May,1 931, pp. 102-107 .
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labour organisations. This is an-all important point, and it will be many years before other countries

reach this position',63

In his report Shailer-Weston once again turned to the perennial issue of expense and argued

that the 'economies' of sending a regular delegation to the Conference 'were not sufficient' but

maintained that New Zealand should keep in touch with the research and reports of the

Organisation:

This is the most useful work to New Zealand now being canied out by the lLO. lt has
become a great clearing house for information upon all industrial and commercial matters.
It has some very able and enthusiastic officials at its head. Moreover, especially as we go
with Japan, China and India, and other eastem countries, it is an important safety valve
against Bolshevistic and Communistic activitiesil

Shailer-Weston's final comment refened to a concem among employers and Govemment

that the 'communist menace' was having an increasing influence in the industrial life of New

Zealand. Rising unemployment, and a perception that the lndustrial Conciliation and Arbitration

Amendment Act 1932 and the decisions of the Arbitration Court were the outcome of political

attempts to undermine labour, led to a growing disillusionment with the ability of trade unions to

defend the interests of their membens. Some, such as the coalminers, hoped to rekindle

grassroots activism by calling a national strike. Others, such as the freezing workers, simply

refused to accept wage cuts of between 16 and 66 per cent for the 1932-33 season. Elsewhere,

the dissatisfaction and agitation of the growing army of unemployed saw riots in Dunedin,

Christchurch and Wellington and, most seriously, in Auckland as a 20,000 strong protest march

* R.port on the XIV Session of the lntemational Labour Conference. Honourable T. Shailer-Weston, Employers Delegate and
President of the New Zealand Employers Federation, July 3, 1930. ILO archive, XH Series.
6 1 . . . .

tDro.
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against unemployment and wage cuts erupted into riot in Queen Street.s The Prime Minister, G.

W. Forbes, attributed the riots to the work of Communist agitators. The various, and often

draconian, pieces of legislation that the Coalition Government rushed through Parliament as a

result were merely interpreted as panic measures and confirmed a belief that Government inaction

in the face of a deteriorating economy rather than Communist agitation was the root cause of the

disorder. In reality, the New Zealand Communist Party, despite its groMh in numbers, had little

impact apart from its influence in the National Unemployed Workers Union whose only really

radical demand was the abolition of the Arbitration Court.s

The New Tealand Govemment struggled with an economic depression without parallel in

living memory. With a fall in the price of its primary exports - particularly wool, butter, cheese and

mutton - a halt on the traditional baleout of overseas bonowing, a drop in national income and the

value of national production, and with the level of unemployment at an historic high, a period of

economic and political austerity swept over the country.tt ln 1933 Riches was moved to write:

'ln these circumstances, it is not surprising that New Zealand is in the throes of a
severe psychological as well as economic depression, The spectacle of a Govemment
whose policy is a curious combination of drift, deflation and doubtful expediencies; the
small results from the great expectation of Ottowa;ffi the repeated failure of intemational
conferences; the lack of agreement among local economists - such factors as these have
destroyed public confidence in established leaders and led to wide-spread discontent. To
a greater extent, perhaps, than in most other countries, the depression is regarded as a
sort of natural calamity, a phenomenon that no amount of human foresight could have
avoided; and to this extent the public reaction is one of resignation rather then
constructive planning. There is a tendency, not without reason, to regard the causes of the
depression as almost entirely intemational, and the possibilities of recovery as dependent
wholly on intemational co-operation. Lip service to the ideals of freer trade and

t'S"" 
L.n Richardson, 1992, Parties and Political Change in, Geoffery.W. Rice, The Oxford History of New Zealand ,pp.22628.

* 
B*." Brovrn. 1962, The Rise of New Zealand Labour. A History of the New Zealand Labour Party, Wellin$on, Price Milbum, pp.

17+175.
67 For fuller accounts of policy and social responses to the Depression in New Zealandsee Endres and Jackson 1993; Richardson
1992; Brooking 1992 and Olssen 1992.
ffi Agreement on exchange rates reached by Commonwealth Govemments, Ottowa, 1932.
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intemational co-operation is, however, accompanied, as in other countries, by tariff, trade
and cunency problems of the very kind which tend to aggravate the world situation.
Although some of the recent legislation of the present Government has been radical
enough, the main body of opinion in the country is still conservative, and there is an
almost hysterical fear of communist ideas,'5e

So it was no surprise when New Zealand faibd to send a delegation to the Intemational

Labour Conference in the years following the 1930 'experiment'. lt was a country run by a

politically fragile govemment struggling with an economy in the throes of a deep depression. ln

sum, Riches' concerns about the reports of Shailer-Weston, and Tocker in particular, had to a

large degree been justified. However, perhaps a more critical influence on the decision of the

Govemment had been the resignation of Sir Joseph Ward. Ward's minority United Party had held

power after the election of 1928 on the basis of Labour Party support. Among the concessions

extracted from Ward in retum was the establishment of regular delegations to the Intemational

Labour Conference, Once Ward resigned for health reasons in May 1930, the chances of Labour

getting similar concessions from his successor, G. W. Forbes, were slight. Labour withdrew its

support for United, prompting a new coalition between the United and Reform Parties. In

December 1931, a general election saw the new coalition in power and with it the realisation that

any further delegations to the lnternational Labour Conference would only be forthcoming

following the election of a Labour govemment,

Summary and conclusion

The inability of the League to deal with the world depression provided an opportunity for the

ILO to offer an altemative forum for international discussion on the crisis. ln this respect, the ability

of ILO staff to gather and collate information on national responses to the Depression, and the

tt Richer, E.J. Report on Mission in New Zealand, February lo April 1933, pp. 2S27. ILO archive, XH Series.
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determination of Albert Thomas to distance the lLO from the League, institutionally and politically,

proved critical. lf the Organisation was to retain the support of labour it had to demonstrate a

vitality that made the prospect of an international labour standards regime a real and dynamic one,

The Intemational Labour Conferences remained a critical part of this process. lt was the forum in

which government, employer and labour representatives of ILO member states examined the

research, debated and finally voted. Thomas viewed this process of interaction, collaboration, and

tripartism, as the life-blood of the Organisation. lts function was to generate support for social

justice and worker rights through intemational Conventions and Recommendations. Supported by

research ftom its Geneva-based secretariat, the bulk of ILO activity lay here.

In pursuing social justice, the radicalisation of the working class occupied the minds of

political decision makers throughout the industrialised world. The economic depression, and its

most visible face - mass unemployment - became a worldwide phenomenon. The perception of

unemployment as a breeding ground for political unrest Jrom the Left rather than the Right -

prompted greater intemational collaboration, In such circumstances, New Zealand's 'distant

detachment' from the activities of the lLO became more tenuous. A politically fragile coalition

government struggled with a deteriorating economy which manifested itself socially in rising

unemployment and street riots in its major cities.

However, attendance at the XIV Intemational Labour Conference was more an outcome of

political expediency than a genuine belief in the value of the ILO to New Zealand, lt remained an

organisation of which the govemment and its supporters had little understanding. Except to

proclaim that industrial legislation in New Zealand was already in advance of other countries, the

ILO was largely ignored. New Zealand govemment's relative lack of interest in intemational affairs
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seemed to reflect the attitude of most New Zealanders.to Even the League of Nations, on whose

foundations hopes for lasting peace were constructed, was viewed as a waste of money and

nothing more than a dangerous rivalto the British Empire."

Success in raising the spectre of international competition as an argument for the benefit of

supporting an international labour standards regime remained limited. The New Zealand

govemment continued to interpret the value of the ILO strictly in terms of its research role. Apart

from submitting information on labour practices New Zealand exhibited liftle interest in the ILO and

cooperating in regime development. Political support for other issues - attendance at Intemational

Labour Conferences and the ratification of intemational labour standards - evaporated in the wake

of the 1931 election. Drawing on the work of Koskenniemit'we can deduce that the regime

exercised only a limited compliance pullon New Zealand. For Koskenniemi the central problem for

regime theorists is to establish that principles and norms exercise a compliance pull in their own

right, at least partially independent from the power and interests responsible for their creation in

the first place. Attempts by Albert Thomas to distance the activities of the ILO from the League of

Nations represented a conscious aftempt to minimise the influence of these, predominantly

European and strictly govemmental, interests on regime development. He reasoned if an

intemational labour standards regime was to have any relevance beyond Europe, then the

principles and norms of regime membership required a broader, more universal, significance.

Moreover, labour remained the primary interest group the ILO sought to serve. Unless the

intemational labour standards regime developed into something that took a positive and proactive

to Angus Ross. 1972, Nen Zealand and the Commonwealth to 1939, in The Commonwealth, Past, Present and Fulure, Wellin$on,
New Zealand Institute of IntemationalAffairs, p. 7.

tt Bro Brown, 1962, The Rise of New Zealand Labour, p. 116.

I
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approach to serving these interests then, for Thomas, the ILO ran the risk of isolation and

abandonment. Constructing a regime with the lLO at its centre operating largely independent from

the LeaEue of Nations, constituted the principle objective of the policy of autonomy,

72 Koskennlemi, M, 1989, From Apology to Utopia: The Stucture of Intemational l-egal Argument, Helsinkl Also, Andrsr Hurell.
1993, lnternational Society ard the Study d Reglmes, A Refleclive Approactr in Volker RittDugel and Peter Mayer (eds.) Regine
Theory and lntemational Relations, Odord Clareruton, p.53.
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Ghapter Four

A Policy of Presence

'...during that unique period dating from lhe Beme Conference to lhe Washington Conference, workers, govemments and
employers believed in the possibility of creating an organisalion which would be able to minimise the injuslice, poverty and privation
suffered by the great mass of wage+amers. This thought they had in common. The Intemational Labour Organisation is, as il were,

the outcome of that remarkable time. The spirit which should still animate it may have been dulled by the resumption of social
warfare.lts powers neverlheless remain intact. Conventions embodying even a halthearted justice are none the less possible. The
first foundations remain firm. lt was during such moments of intense and unanimous faith that the communes of the Middle Ages

decided to build their cathedrals. Then, often enough, the violent, bloody struggles of parly against party, class against class, would
re@mmence. Yet, slorly, through the course of centuries, the cathedrals rose stone by stone, as it were the visible witness of that

first act of faith. Similarly, on the bold plan of its first builders, the Intemational Labour Organisation will also rise'.r

'Happily New Zealand's attitude towards the ILO has substantially improved in recent years. The Govemment sends
reasonably complete answers lo the questionnaires circulated as part of the preliminary preparatory work for Conference disclssion

ofconvenlions;theNewZealandsectionofthelLOlibraryis nolongerfullofjaggedgaps,andinl930thefinststepwastaken,
through representation at the Annual Conference, towards ensuring lhat New Zealand should at least shoulder in a worthy way lhe
responsibilities imposed by munbership of the Intemational Labour Organisation. lt would however be rash to claim that even now

New Zealand realised fullv the value of the ILO for her own economic development'.2

lntroduction

ln the previous chapter, we identified and examined the ILO's policy of autonomy. The driving

force behind this policy was lLO Director Albert Thomas. He believed that close association with

the static political bureaucracy of the League would undermine his attempt to construct a

organisation that possessed a clear and active sense of purpose. In this respect, he hoped to

create a dynamic and autonomous profile for the ILO based upon direct communication with

' 
Albert Thomas. 1921, The Intemational Labour Organisation. lts origins, development and future. Intemational Labour Review, 1,

'f 
, January. Reprinted in lntemationalLabour Review,135 (1996), 34,p.276.

2 
Allan Fisher. 1931 , New Zealand and the Intemational Labour Office, p. 1 . ILO arcfiive, XH Series. Fisher was Professor of

Economics at the University of Otago.
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govemment ministries, employer and worker organisations of members countries. We examined

how this process developed in the case of New Zealand. Here the Reports and activities of the

various 'Missions' by ILO economist E. J. Riches revealed how an insular and conservative

govemment remained a banier to New Zealand's support for an intemational labour standards

regime. Despite a deepening economic depression and rising intemationalcompetition, particularly

from Asia, the government remained unconvinced of the benefits in regime membership. As a

result, only one delegation had been sent to the International Labour Conference since 1919.

The purpose of this chapter to examine how the ILO's Policy of Presence underpinned its

activities during the 1930's. Regular contact with govemment, employer and worker organisations

- through letters, Reports, Mission visits, Conferences - constituted the heart of the policy.

However, we have seen in the New Zealand context how conespondence and personal contact

with national and regional newspaper editors, and non-governmental organisations such as the

League of Nations Union, also formed a significant part of these activities. The policy had two

objectives, To make the ILO ideologically relevant by linking its efforts to promote socialjustice at

the intemational level with activities of social reformers and trade unions at the national level; and

to maintain a profile of the Organisation in the minds and policies of those in a position to influence

public opinion. With New Zealand slipping deeper into recession, overseen by an increasingly

discredited coalition government, persuading opinion on the benefits of regime membership

became a priority. ln this respect, New Zealand opinion had to be convinced that national labour

standards had an international dimension to them - one which linked national interests with

intemational concerns. The roots of this approach derived from Albert Thomas's conception of the

ILO as a 'living thing'. lt also formed a fundamental part of Harold Butler's attempts to bring the

United States into the ILO fold.
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An organic'l iving thing'

To a significant extent, Albert Thomas was elected the first Director of the ILO on the basis of

his knowledge and experience of the working class and the intemational labour movement. This

experience, gleaned from his years as in the French Ministry of Labour, was in contrast to the civil

service background of his rival for the Directorship, Harold Butler.3 This experience helped him to

procure the vote of the Workers Group and develop an early but clear vision of the role of the lLO.

For Thomas the purpose of initiating intemational discussion was to promote improvement in

labour legislation. This would be achieved not only through the promotion of greater understanding

of the forms of labour legislation in different muntries but also by way of linking variance in these

forms with issues of internationalhade and competition,

An important task for the ILO was to persuade govemments, employers and workers alike

that there was always an intemational dimension to the construction of national labour standards -

a dimension that drew on a complex mix of humanitarian, political and economic concems. lt was

portrayed as a dynamic process requiring dynamic responses. Restricted to a strict interpretation

of the articles of the Peace Treaty, the ILO would become a bureaucratic institution with no real

authority and of diminishing relevance to a world still nervously coming to terms with changes

wrought by war and revolution.

For Thomas the ILO was organic, a 'living thing'.4 The concept was given legal endorsement

in January 1922. Following its attempts to restrict the activities of the lLO, the French Govemment

appealed to the Intemational Permanent Court of Juslice for an advisory opinion on whether the

3 
Edward Phelan. 1936, Yes and Alberl Thomas, pp. 13-17, See also, Antony Alcock. 1971,History of the lLO, pp. 4142.

o 
Albert Thomas. 1921, The Intemational Labour Organisation, p. 262.
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Organisation was competent to address labour issues in the agricultural sector under the articles

of the Treaty.s The Court found in favour of the lL06 and in a series of decisions between 1922

and 1932 Thomas's'living thing'was given substance by the principle'unity of labour'which the

Court incorporated into its legal doctrine, lt was a principle that was:

.,,defined by the ILO itself in the axiom "The Organisation is labour, and nothing that
concerns labour is alien to it". lmplicitly, the Court also confirmed Albert Thomas's doctrine
holding that social justice must be considered as a tendency and not a state of being. lt
thus sanctioned the notion that the competence of the lLO was an essentially dynamic
concept, a continuing creative process,'

The factor that moved the ILO from the bureaucratic to the organic was, for Thomas, public

opinion.s The First World War had shifted the issue of labour legislation to the forefront of national

and intemational debate. Public opinion, prompted by national unrest and the threat of further war

had compelled govemments to take labour issues to their intemational conferences. Thomas

recognised at an early stage that workers of the post-war world wanted two fundamental things:

stability in daily life and security against the threat of war. From this, he mnceived for the ILO a

dual role - to lessen the tension wrfhln nations and to lessen the tension between nations. To

achieve this, he had to construct an organisation that utilised Article Xlll of the Treaty to its fullest

effec!. This involved moving beyond the establishment of humane conditions of work and the

collection of information on the condition of labour, to the establishment of political, economic and

moral rights for the individual - a doctrine which Thomas believed could give to the ILO a real unity

5 
The French govemment took lhe words industn'e and induslnel/e from the French text of the Treaty as refening to manufacturing

industries and argued that any interpretation of Article Xlll should be confined to these industries. The move can be seen as a
reac{ion to lhe first of lhe post-war crises in 1920-21 which struck an 'economically depressed and politically fragile Europe'. See
Ruth Henig. 1984, Venailles and After: Europe 1919J933, London, Routledge, p. 37.
6 

By examining the Littrd and Oxford dictionaries the Courl held that neither excluded agriculture from their definition of industrial
pursuits and added that agriculture had been discussed openly in lLO forums since 1919 and at no point had its status as an
industry been challenged. See Alcock, 1 971 , History of the lLO, pp. 53-55.
t 

Viclor-Yues Ghebali. 1989, The Inlemational Labour Organisation, p. 10.
'Alberl 

Thorrs. 1921, The Intemdional Labour Organisation, p. 265.
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and personality.e lt was an idealism based upon the cold recognition that a failure to take a positive

and proactive approach to fulfilling worker interests would result in the political isolation of the lLO

and its abandonment by not only by workers but by employers and govemments, already sceptical

of the its role and achievements. For Thomas, the ILO was an organisation in which the pursuit of

peace through social justice meant projecting worker needs into the realm of intemational

relations.

It was a high risk strategy. For it to succeed, it needed two vital ingredients; the continuing

support of the workers and the increased support of countries outside of Europe. Thomas knew

that organised workers were still perceived as posing a threat to political stability by some

European govemments which had the Bolshevik Revolution and its emphasis on worker rights still

fresh in their minds. The Intemational Trade Union Federation, representing some 27 million

workers, had reformed in 1920 and dominated Worker representation on the ILO Goveming Body.

Its Secretary, the Dutchman Jan Oudegeest, warned govemments against ignoring the power of

worker organisations and their role in post-war reconstruction:

Formerly Govemments reached their decisions without consulting the workers
organisations, The war has shown the Govemments the power of these organisations, a
power which, properly utilised, may cement the whole economic system and safeguard our
well-being and civilisation, but which, if neglected, will inevitably become a force
overwhelming allothers. The Supreme Council has recognised this influence by its appeal
to labour on behalf of the reconstruction of the world, and as the Labour movement has
responded to this appeal, it would be dangerous to obstruct its collaboration in that
reconstruction and to force it to choose other ways...t0

It was a threat that Thomas played on when the need arose. In the run-up to the International

Labour Conference of 1921, mindful of the activities of the French Govemment in trying to

t Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, pp. 4$50,
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constrain the lLO, and concemed with delays in the ratification of draft conventions, he raised the

spectre of Bolshevism. On the surface, he offered both challenge and warning to all sides,

particularly the workers whose support he so desperately needed to maintain, but the message to

the European governments was clear enough:

...the possibility, or rather the necessity, for action appears clearly inspite of all
opposition. Some courses are clear and certain and cannot be disregarded. Are these
possibilities much removed from the intentions of the originators of the Organisation? At
first sight it would seem so. ln reality however it may prove otherwise. ln any case there is
an obvious connection. The application of the solemn principles laid down in the labour
charter may yet seem far off and uncertain. As a matter of fact they are already beginning
to be applied. To those who stilldoubt: to those who, having hoped, now anxiously wonder
whether this hope was justified: to those who are tempted to lose faith in an organisation
which has been in existence for hardly a year; the questions may be put Do you know of
any other methods which have proved effective? Have you any means of realising
practically the high ideal of justice laid down in the Covenant of the League of Nations?
Has Bolshevism, which exercises a powerful fascination for the masses, shown itself
capable of doing anything more than organising a Jacobin dictatorship on the one hand,
and of causing discontent and poverty on the other? To what constructive work can it
point? Has it really secured for men, women and children the hours, wages and hygienic
conditions provided for in the labour charter, or even the conditions of life which the
traditions of labour legislation promise to the world? As a result of Bolshevism the former
socialist intemational has been broken up. lts numerous fragments spend their time in
discussions of principle, while most of the various national groups of which it is composed
have not sufficient influence to affect legislation or state policy. Even if from the point of
view of policy they are thinking rightly, what immediate hopes of betterment do they offer
to the wage-eamers? Certainly, in spite of the intemal dissension threatened by extremist
propaganda, the great trade union federations of the industrial countries are still a living
and essential force which makes for the development and application of intemational
labour legislation."

The second ingredient, the support of countries outside Europe, was in a number of respects

a more politically complex task. The Goveming Body of the ILO was dominated by the European

10 
Oudegeest, J. 1921, The intemational trade union movemenl and the LabourOfficn. lntemationa! Labour Review, 1, 1, January.

Reprinted in I ntem ation al Labour Revi ew, 1 35 ( 1 996), 34, p. 27 8-27 9.
tt 

Albert Thomas. 1921, The Intemational Labour Organisation, p. 275.
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powers." While lndia and South Africa protested the eurocentric makeup of the Goveming Body -

moving a Resolution to include more countries from outside of Europet3 - New Zealand seemed

quietly content to follow wherever Britain led. Yet it was clear to both Thomas and Butler that the

world was changing and the ILO had to change with it.lo The post-war European economies were

challenged by the industrial growth of the United States and Japan - two economies whose mere

presence in international affairs seemed to symbolise the decline of the European powers. To

survive, the ILO had to distance itself from this decline, The introduction of institutional reforms

designed to reflect the changing contours of the intemational political order became one aspect of

this attempt, Continuing lLO activities in New Zealand represented a small but nonetheless

significant attempt to reflect these changes.

The ILO under Harold Butler

ln 1932 the executive leadership of the ILO changed following the sudden death of Albert

Thomas, His successor Harold Butler was already sensitive to the new cunents that were to shape

the World in the future." While entry of the United States into the ILO remained the key objective of

Butler's tenure, he remained committed to ensuring that the ILO remained relevant to smaller

t'Until thr mid-1930's, the ILO Goveming Body comprised twelve countries, including eight designated'of chief industrial
importance, six representatives of employers and six of workers. The eight were Belgium, France, Great Britain, ltaly, Japan,
Germany, Switzerland and Denmark (elected as substitute pending the entry of the United States). Spain, Argentina, Canada and
Poland made up the remaining for countries. In total nine of the twelve govemment representatives, all six employers and five of the
six workers came from European countries.
t3 The amendment to Article 393 (iv) of the Perce Treaty provided for an expansion of the Goveming Body from 24 seats to 32 - the
objective being to inoease representation of countries outside Europe. ln 1922 the amendment was passed by the lll Intemational
Labour Conference. However, it still required endorcement from the European dominated League of Nations Suprene Council but
due to a mixture of League bureauoacy and ltalian intemal politics this was not forthcoming until 1934 - the year of United Stales
entry into the lLO. See Alcock, 1971, History of lhe lLO, pp.73-75.
la See Harold Butler, 1941, The Lost Peace, London, Faber.
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nations beyond Europe. His correspondence with key actors in New Zealand serves to illustrate

this commitment and underline the role direct communication played in gathering support for the

intemational labour standards regime.

More than an ordinary share of insularfi
The exchange of letters during 1933 between Butler and Jim Roberts of the New Zealand

Alliance of Labour,'6 revealed the frustration and disappointment that Roberts was feeling in the

face of a solidly intransigent New Zealand govemment. Both Riches and Butler recognised that

Roberts had become a key motivator behind the New Zealand labour movement's regular

delegation to the Government on the subject of representation at the International Labour

Conference, At the end of 1932, Roberts sent information to the ILO on the trade union movement

in New Zealand. lt had been hit hard by the Depression and some saw the abolition of compulsory

arbitration in April 1932 as the death knell for a labour movement which had relied on arbitration

as the main defence against wholesale wage cuts.l7 The attitude of labour leaders was one of

bittemess tempered by a realisation that labour militancy was neither successful on the

increasingly rare occasions it took place, nor supported by a rank and file acutely conscious of the

growing army of unemployed. The Alliance of Labour was weak and on the defensive as the

general wage cut of 1931 was followed the next year by the abolition of the Arbitration Court's

tu 
Wlfr"d Jenks. Introduction to the penonal memoirs of Edward Phelan (unpublished). Undated copy received in personal

conespondence between the author and Mr Elsmark, ILO Archivist, Geneva.
t'Th. 

N.* Zealand Alliance of Labour replaced the older and largely impotent United Federation of Labour in 1919. Based upon
major industrial unions such as those representing transport and mine workers, the Alliance struggled in the face of a deepening
economic depression. Union membership, which had first exceeded 100,000 in1925, dropped to 71,888 (in 407 unions) by '1933,

while wage rates declined by between 10 and 16 per cent in the years between 193G1933. In the case of farm workers wage rates
fell by more than a third. See Bert Roth. 1974, Trade Unions, pp. 1G11.
tt 

E. J. Ri.hrr. Reporl on Mission to Neur Zealand, 1933, p. 10. ILO archive, RL Series.
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compulsory powers,tt Faced with a declining membership and nsing unemployment, workers were

forced to accept whatever employers offered.

In the letters that passed between Butler and Roberts during 1933, Roberts concluded that

the issue of New Zealand representation at the International Labour Conference would not be

resolved 'until we have a change of Government'.1e Butler wrote again after the Conference, 'lt is

particularly unfortunate that your effort was unsuccessful, as it turned out to be an exceptionally

interesting and valuable Conference at which the Dominions were more strongly represented than

perhaps on any previous occasion'.m

Roberts and the Alliance of Labour could do little to change the position of the Government.

In the event, Butler's news only served to increase Roberts frustration. ln August 1933 Roberts

wrote:

...the present Government appears to be not only indifferent to the decisions anived
at Geneva but hostile to the League of Nations generally. I realise that it is difficult for you
or any person living out of New Zealand to understand the policy of the New Zealand
Govemment, but all members of the labour movement who meet these men from day to
day realise that the only reason why New Zealand is not represented at the lntemational
Labour Conference is due, first, to the fact that the Prime Minister and his Cabinet are not
conversant with the work done by the League of Nations, and particularly by the
Intemational Labour Office and secondly, that the Conservative Govemment of this
country is endued (sic) with more than the ordinary share of insularity.zl

Finally, in October 1933 Butler replied:

I appreciate the difiiculties as regards representation of New Zealand, and I am very
grateful to you for the constant efforts which the New Zealand Alliance of Labour and the
labour movement have made to induce the Government of New Zealand to send a
delegation to the Conference. lt is most important that the countries with advanced labour

tt Bert Roth. 1 974, Trade Unions, p. 1 1 .
leLetterto Butler, May 5, 1933. ILO archive, XH Series
rc Letler to Roberts, July 1, 1933. ILO archive, XH Series
21 Letter to Butler, August 9, 1933. ILO archive, XH Series
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standards should give their full weight to the Office at a time when the differing standards
of one part of the world to another are causing increased friction between nations. In the
long run I do not believe that any tariff provisions can succeed in creating conditions of fair
competition, and that the best guarantee is the firm establishment of intemational
standards of hours and conditions of employment. The progress already made in that
direction is considerable, as may be seen from the number of Conventions which have
been ratified, but the work cannot continue unless we are steadily supported by countries
which already enjoy enlightened standards of living and labour conditionsz

However, the New Zealand Govemment was not alone in its indifference to the ILO and the

League of Nations. In his report three years earlier,2s Riches had expressed a hope that press

attention to the presence of a New Zealand delegation at the lntemational Labour Conference

would help stimulate public interest in the lLO. However, the failure to send delegations to

subsequent Conferences saw this interest evaporate from the pages of the New Zealand press,

The activities of groups such as the League of Nations Union (LNU) - whose objective was to raise

a wider awareness of the League and stimulate public discussion on intemational issues -

generally went unnoticed. However, there were exceptions, The Dunedin branch of the Union was

led by Sir James Allen who had been New Zealand's representative at the League of Nations from

1920 to 1926 and whose national profile gave the branch and its activities some prestige,'o More

generally however, people often found themselves confused between the rhetoric of LNU

members and the policies of the League of Nations,2t For example, in Auckland, Wellington and

Christchurch, local supporters of the Labour Party often dominated LNU Branch Councils which

they used as a platform to attack Govemment policy on intemational affairs.fi The result was a

2 
Lelter to Jim Roberts, 19 Oclober 1933. ILO archive, XH Series

" E. J. Ri.ho. Mission, 1930. ILO archive, RL Series
'o 

G. Chaudron. 1989, New Zealand and the League of Nations. PhD thesis, Canterbury University, p. 49.
tu 

Fo, an extended discussion on the activities of the LNU in New Zealand see, Bain Attwood. 1979, Apostles of Peace: The New

Zealand League of Nations Union, MPhil (History) Research Essay, The University of Auckland, February
ft 

From its inception in 1916 the New Zealand Labour Party was fervently anti-League of Nations. Drawing on its support fol

Socialist Intemationalism it accused the League of militarism and imperialism and called for a league of peoples rather than an
league of nations. Gradually this stance changed. During the 1920's and 30's, as issues of intemational securi$ grew in Europe and
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general public confused and apathetic toward the League of Nations and with it, the activities of

the lLO.

United Sfafes entry intothe ILO

1933 proved to be a year of historic significance for both organisations. The World Economic

Conference, convened that year to discuss the Depression and reach some intemational

agreement on how to revive the ailing world economy, was a failure, Proposals for the restoration

of a stable intemational monetary standard had been rejected by the United States. Thus, with

little prospect of stable exchange rate anangements, other questions requiring intemational

agreement became impossible. As a result, the Conference seemed to demonstrate that attempts

to solve the economic crisis through intemational co-operation were condemned to failure. The

world political situation was also deteriorating. In March 1933, the National Socialist Party led by

the new German Chancellor Adolf Hitler won the German elections having mobilised popular

resentment against the Peace Treaty. In June, Germany stopped paying her foreign debts. In ltaly,

the National Fascist Pafi under Benito Mussolini began giving greater prominence to military

expenditure as Mussolini's belief in force and conquest found expression in expansionism,a

Meanwhile, in the Pacific, Japanese expansionism led to war with China in Manchuria ,

The League's failure to broker any solutions to the deteriorating global situation rendered it

increasingly impotent. There were two dimensions to this impotency: one economic, the other

political. Economically, the failure of the World Economic Conference resulted in nations rejecting

intemational economic cooperation and instead tuming inward in an effort to build their financial

Asia, it increasingly looked to the League as an instrument for arbitration and collective securi$. However the more inactive the
League became in these matters lhe more labour party activists used the LNU to voice their criticism. See W. David Mclntyre. 1992,
From Dual Dependency to Nuclear Free in, G. W. Rice. 1992, The Oxford History of New Zealand, p. 522. Also, E. J. Riches,
Mission, 1933, P19.
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and economic shength 'for whatever the future held in store',fr Politically, the inability to reach

agreement on what the League of Nations should be - policeman or arbitrator - resulted in a body

that lacked both enforcement powers and machinery for collective security. Thus the confusing

picture of the League presented to New Zealanders had a wider and more critical dimension to it.

As a result, the League's efforts to control a worsening political situation 'tumed out to be not

detening aggressors but confusing the democracies'.8

Morbid disillusionment now coloured League of Nations activities. As a result, the ILO was left

to take the lead in finding an intemational solution to the social effects of the Depression.

However, while the Depression and the reaction of the intemational community to it had a

negative, and ultimately terminal, effect on the League of Nations it had the opposite effect on the

lLO. Two reasons can be identified for this. First, there was the question of ILO independence

from the League of Nations. The autonomy and freedom of action which the ILO developed within

the League system protected it from inclusion in the political decline of its parent organisation. ln

examining the exogenous evolution of the lLO, Ghebali argues that the 'natural limits' of the lLO

within the League system were more budgetary rather than political. During the Depression and in

light of the League's decision to impose a general policy of austerity, relations between the two

organisations became particularly tense. Beyond the question of finances, the determination of

Albert Thomas to develop independent and direct channels of communication with Govemment,

employer and trade union representatives in member countries led to the political and functional

u Kennedy, 1988, p.32.

" Antony Alcock. 1971 , History of the lLO, p108.
a Kennedy, 1988, p.374.
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autonomy of the ILO becoming 'de facto an inviolable principle'.m Second, there was the important

question of United States membership of the lLO. As the political importance of the League

declined, the ILO's conespondingly increased as the United States, and soon afterward the Soviet

Union, became members. Soviet membership came about as a result of it joining the League on

18 September 1934 in an attenrpt to bolster collective security against Nazi Germany.3'Although

this meant it overcame, albeit temporarily,32 its hostility to the ILO - which it accused of being a tool

of capitalism - its participation in lLO affairs was both limited and sporadic to the extent that the

Soviet Union failed to ratify a single intemational labour Convention during its period of

membership.s

Of more significance was the entry of the United States. Concems over the Iinkage between

the League and the lLO had been a major factor in United States reluctance to become a member

of the lLO.s As a result, between 1919 and 1934 policy loward the ILO remained subordinated to

broader United States policy on the League of Nations. Two factors played an influential part in

changing this position; the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt to the United States presidency in

1932 and the impact of the Depression on the United States economy. The fact that the United

States was no more immune to the effects of the Depression than other countries came as a

* Vidor-Yurs Ghebali. 1989, The lntemational Labour Organisation, p16.
tt Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, p131.
t2 lt left again in at the end of 1939 following a decision by the League Council to exclude it from the League of Nations.
o Th"n, and as it would prove to b€ later, the membership of the Soviet Union attracled controversy. The Employers Group in the
ILO argued that as there were no private employen in the Soviet Union, and therefore no independent employers organisation, the
tdpartite mmposition of the Intemational Labour Conference would be undermined by state officials representing employers. As a
result, lhe credentials of the Soviet employer representatives were contested at the Intemational Labour Conference of 1937.
Horvever, several membens of the Goveming Body argued that expelling the Soviet Union was not in the long term interest of lhe
ILO at a time when a number of countries had either left, or were contemplating leaving, the lLO, and when the Soviet Union was
becoming a serious competitor for Westem industrial countnes. ln the end the matter was quietly dropped. See Harold Jacobson.
1960, The USSR and lLO,lntemational Organisation,XlV,3, Summer. Also, Victor-Yves Ghebali, The Intemational Labour
Organisation, p. 105.
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shock to a nation which had grown prosperous and inward looking on the success of what

Lazonick describes as the planned co-ordination of managerial capitalism.3t A few years earlier

and on the eve of the Great Crash of 1929, President Coolridge told the legislators and people of

America that they could 'regard the present with satisfaction and anticipate the future with

optimism'.36By 1933, GNP in the United States was almost one third less than in 1929, its credit

and banking system required emergency legislation to prevent its collapse and one in every four of

the United States labour force was out of work. lt was also the year the United States sent its first

delegation to the lntemational Labour Conference.3'

The dramatic downtum in domestic economic activity and its impact upon American jobs

prompted the Roosevelt administration to examine seriously the question of ILO membership. Of

significant influence in this decision was the impact of competition on the increasingly precarious

United States trade position. In 1930, Thomas sent Butler to the United States to examine its

responses to the Depression. ln December, Butler wrote to Thomas:

Unless I am uttedy wrong, the United States has seen the end of an era ... A new
period has already begun in which America, with her home market no longer expanding
through immigration, an agricultural population declining owing to the competition of
foreign produce.^.with her export hade dwindling on account of the tariff, will be slowly and
painfully reduced to adapting herself to the social and political obligations which have
been assumed by the old countries of Europes'

s See, Gary Ostrower. 1975, The American decision to join the lntemational Labour Organisati on. Labor History,16, 4, Fall. Also,
Alcock, History, p, 119.
36 Lazonick, W. 1993, Business Organization and lhe Myth of the Market Economy, Cambridge University Ptess, New York, p. 14.
s Galbraith credits Coolridge with 'the great definition of unemployment' vis \rhen a great many people are out of work,
unemployment results'J. K. Galbraith, The Great Crash 1929, Penguin, Harmonsworth, p. 30.

" As the United States was still not a member of the ILO the delegation was given observer status. Nonetheless despite the
absence of an employer representative il was an important precedent for both the United States and the ILO'
s Quoted in Antony Alcock. 1 971, History of the lLO, 1 971, p. 122.
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The championing of the ILO by Secretary of Labor Francis Perkins3e 'stemmed not merely

from abstract humanitarian concems' but also from a fear that a rise in United States labour

standards would result in a proportional rise in its labour costs and result in a 'competitive trade

disadvantage and an intensification of an already disastrous unemployment problem'.oo The

debate in the ILO over the proposed Convention for a forty hour week was of particular interest to

Perkins.al She reasoned that the adoption of such a Convention on a world-wide basis would be

advantageous to the United States trade and employment situation. Moreover, the years of self-

imposed isolationism had left the United States tacking in information on the legislative activities of

other economies struggling with the Depression and the ILO was a primary source of that

information.

Entry of the United States into the organisation had become a matter of some urgency for the

lLO. The contraction of domestic economic activity in the United States not only had a

fundamental impact upon the world economy but also the impact on the Convention setting

activities of the ILO was profound. Ratifications, which had peaked at 79 in 1928-29, began a

downward spiral to 44 in 1929-30, 38 in 1930-1 and 28 toward the end of 1933.a2 For an

organisation whose raison d'6tre at that point was the setting of intemational labour standards, the

decline was a cause for real concem. The Depression was an obvious factor in this decline' More

specific was the increasing reluctance of member states to ratify new Conventions due to the non-

3eAs Secretary of Labor and a close friend of Roosevelt, Perkins was the most influential advocate of ILO membership in the
Roosevelt administration.
o Gary Ostrorer, 1975, The American decision. P 499.
ot rbid.
a2 Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, p. 99.
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participation of important industrial competitors such as the United States and the Soviet Union.a3

Another factor was the political dimension to the Depression. The rise of fascism in Europe and of

Japanese militarism in the East had dramatically increased the threat of war. Nazi Germany,

second only to the United States in terms of the global production of iron and steel, was on the

verge of leaving the League and the lLO. lf the industrial skength of Germany stood outside the

lLO, others might follow suit. With the United States and the Soviet Union already outside, the

economic and political importance of the lLO would be marginal,

However, the economic costs of Roosevelt's New Deal reforms, their impact on the United

States trade position, the promotion and institutionalisation of trade unions under the proposed

Wagner Act, and a more intemationalist foreign economic policy,4 elicited a greater commitment

to the possibility of United States entry into the lLO. On August 18 1934 the United States finally

accepted the invitation to join the ll0,a5 giving the Organisation the political support it needed to

survive and avoid the kind of fate the League of Nations now faced,

A Shrfi in the centre of gravity

When Albert Thomas died the principles and policy foundations on which the Organisation

stood allowed Butler to introduce important, and far reaching changes. Butler believed that

unemployment was the worst of all social evils, He consistently emphasised in his annual reports

to the Intemational Labour Conference that economic and financial policy was inseparable from

social policy. Any search for a solution to mass unemployment and social injustice could not be

* rt'id.
fl Peter Gourevitch. 1986, Politics in Hard Times, p. 26.
ou Unitrd States policy tolard the League of Nations remained firmly against membership. The resolution on ILO membenship
passed by the House of Representatives during June 1934 included the qualification 'in accepting such membership the President
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conducted in isolation from other policies. lt was as essential to examine the social implications of

financial and economic policy as it was to consider the financial and economic implications of

social policy. In his report to the International Labour Conference 1933 Butler said:

It is now becoming more and more generally accepted that the root of the crisis lies in
the failure of purchasing power. Unemployment breeds unemployment, because the fewer
the number of wage eamers, the fewer the number of effective consumers ...There
appears to be a growing volume of opinion in favour of making every effort to expend
money destined for the relief of the unemployed in a manner which will provide them with
work rather than the distribution of cashot

Butlers' vision of the general political scene was acute, as was his ability to see the dangers

and opportunities it presented.o' ln the Depression and mass unemployment, he saw the potential

for national unrest in many economies to create the conditions for international conflict,n His

letters to Jim Roberts referred to an 'increased friction between nations' and the growing role of

the Dominions in the Intemational Labour Conference. Butler was also becoming increasingly

frustrated at the dominance of European countries in the activities of the llO.as In particular, he

was aware that the United States would be reluctant to take the ILO seriously until a more

representative group of countries were on its Goveming Body.s At a time when the standard

setting activities of the Organisation were falling and countries were calling into question the

relevance of lL0 membership, fostering the interests of non-European states became critical.

To shift its centre of gravity away from Europe and to decuropeanise its Goveming Body was

vital to the long term survival of the Organisation. The Depression seemed only to underline the

shall assume on behalf of the United States no obligation under lhe Covenant of the League of Nations' (quoted in Gary Ostrower,
1975:501).
s Report of the ILO Director€eneral. 1933, Intemational Labour Conference, 17th Session, Geneva, pp.21-23.
tt 

Phef rn, E. 1954, Some Reminiscences of the Intemational Labour Organisation. Studr'es, An lrish Critical Quarlerly, 14, p.243.
* 

tbid.
ae 

Harold Butler. 1941, The Lost Peace, p. 141.
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decay of the European powers and with it the necessity to change the focus of the lLO, lt had also

brought a marked increase in anti-imperialist activity prompted by the protectionist responses of

metropolitan powers and the collapse in commodity prices on which the colonial economies

depended. ln short, the Depression marked the beginning of an indigenous political and social

discontent directed against European states who could no longer keep together empires 'imbued

with an infinite complexity of producer interests'.u' This discontent was fed by the rise of

altematives to the political and economic orthodoxies of the imperialist powers. At a time when the

USSR appeared immune to the Depression and kept its workers free from the unemployment lines

which grew in its wake, communism offered one alternative. Another was fascism. lts German

version (National Socialism) drew from an intellectual tradition in Germany that was hostile to the

orthodoxy of economic liberalism, and offered the apparatus of govemment ruthlessly determined

to eradicate unemployment at allcosts.

Both appeared to deal with the Depression successfully, underlining their appeal as

altematives to the failed traditional liberal capitalist policies of the European imperialist powers.

They also added further to the conosion already spreading through the foundations of the political

institutions and intellectual values of nineteenth century liberal bourgeois society.52 The

implications of this conosion for peace, social stability and the ILO were not lost on Butler. In

response, he suggested a radical shift in the Organisation's emphasis:

I do not feel that u/e can continue to rely on Conventions as the principle test of our
activity and progress. I think we ought to take this opportunity of shifting our centre of
gravity, so to speak, from the purely social to the economic sphere by devoting the whole

* tuio.
tt Holland, R.F. 1985, European Decolonisation 191&1981: An introductory survey, Macmillan, Basingstoke, p. 134.
tt Eti. Hobsbrrrm. 1995, Age of Extremes, p. 108.
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of our attention to the effects on the workers of the world Depression, and the analysis of
some the principle factors from the purely industrial point of view ...The real issues in
industry are going to be the method and extent of rationalisation, the necessity of high
wages to maintain purchasing power, the effects of the tariff war from the workers point of
view ...1 think we should go ...and try to create a body of coherent thought from the labour
standpoint.53

Already South American countries had set up a regional forum of their own with the potential

of replacing the work of the lLO. Butle/s response was to devolve the activities of the Organisation

into more regional structures in an effort to develop a fairer balance between its European and

non-European members.* In 1934, the problem of wider representation was addressed through a

number of initiatives including the adoption of the amendment to article 393 of the lL0 Constitution

which increased the number of non-European countries represented on the Goveming Body.$

As the Depression deepened, the standard setting activities of the ILO slowed. In response

the Organisation began to look for new approaches to dealing with its traditional concems. Albert

Thomas had been the first to recognise the value and importance of personal contact with

Govemments and other tripartite organisations in an effort to develop a mutual understanding of

needs. He had seen to it that members of the Directorate visited different centres, made contact

with leading figures of Govemment, employers and trade unions to discuss, 'on the spot', issues of

concem.$ lt was a policy which Butler followed and then expanded. In New Zealand's case it was

E.J. Riches who enacted it.

s3 
Quoted in Antony Alcock, 1971, History of the lLO, p. 1 23.

s 
Victor-Yves Ghebali, 1989, The Intemational Labour Organisation, p. 14.

s 
Folloning the introduction of a system of rotation in 1932 India became the first non-European Chair of the ILO Goveming Body.

* 
Atbert Thomas. 1931, The Intemational Labour Organisation: The first decade. Allen and Unwin, London.
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A muddled henevolence. Labour and the question of ratification.

On the 6tr December 1935, Labour finally took office as the Government of New Zealand.

With the United and Reform parties largely discredited, it's strength was unequalled in New

Zealand politics since the days of the Liberal Govemment under the popular Richard 'King Dick'

Seddon.uT With Michael Joseph Savage as Prime Minister, the principal ministers in the new

Govemment were, Peter Fraser, Deputy Prime Minister with the portfolios of Education, Health

and Police; Walter Nash, Finance, Customs and 'everything to do with money'; Richard Semple,

Works and Transport; DG Sullivan, Industries and Commerce; H.G.R Mason, Attorney-General

and HT Armstrong, Labour.

A brief conversation took place between Riches and Armstrong following the latte/s

appointment as Minister of Labour. Armstrong told Riches that although he had not yet had the

opportunity to examine the general question of New Zealand's relations with the lLO, he assured

him that New Zealand would be represented at the next Intemational Labour Conference,* The

two met again in January 1936. At Armstrong's request, Riches prepared a five page

memorandum on New Zealand's relations with the lLO.se Copies were given to Savage, Nash and

Fraser. The memorandum had four sections:

i Representation at the lntemational Labour Conference

ii Parliamentary Discussion of Conventions and the Reports of Delegates

iii The Ratification of Conventions

t Brc. Bro,'rn. 1962, The Rise of New ZealndLabour, p182.
* E*tract of a letter to Harold Butler from Riches, I December, 1935. ILO archive, XH Series
ut E. J Riches. New Zealand's Relations with the lLO, 10 January, 1936. ILO archive, RL Series.
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iv The ILO as a source of information

Riches urged the New Zealand Govemment to select, as soon as possible, the New Zealand

delegates to the Twentieth Session of the lntemational Labour Conference. Drawing on the

experience of Worker delegates to previous Conferences, he requested that advisors be

appointed to those attending for the first time, in an effort to overcome the problem of

representative continuity and delegate efiiciency. 0n the thomy issue of ratification, Riches drew

heavily on the article by E.P. Haslamff which compared New Zealand labour legislation with

existing Intemational Labour Conventions and argued that a significant number of Conventions

could be ratified with little or no adjustment to existing legislation. Riches underlined why

ratification was important to New Zealand and the ILO:

Early ratification of these Conventions by New Zealand would be valuable gesture
and would constitute tangible proof of New Zealand's goodwill toward the objects and
work of the lLO. lt would raise New Zealand from the undignified position which she at
present occupies as one of the few important countries which have ratified none of the
Conventions; and it would be a definite contribution towards the effectiveness of these
Conventions, and thus toward the general upward influence exerted by the lLO on
conditions in backward countries. Moreover, it is worth remembering that even when
existing legislation is ahead of the provisions of a Convention, ratification is no mere
formality from the point of view of the workers, to whom it provides a guarantee that
standards set will not at any later date be lowered.s'

Armstrong kept his promise. New Zealand sent a full contingent of delegates to the 1936

lntemational Labour Conference and brought to an end the political inertia which Riches and

others had worked hard to overcome. Yet on the subject of ratification, the new Labour

Govemment remained cautious. In response to questions in Parliament, Savage argued that the

matter was under consideration but the legislative programme for the cunent sitting would

s See Economic Record, December 1935.
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concentrate on New Zealand's domestic needs. However, he suggested that specific Conventions

could be ratified either without amendment, or with only slight modification, of existing law. The

matter of ratification, Savage told the House, would be 'brought up for consideration when the

legislative programme for the next session is under review',62

The historian F.L.W Wood was a regular critic of the Government's policy on ratification. He

was particularly critical of the technical advice the Government was receiving from its civil service,

ln a letter to Riches during February 1937, Wood wondered 'how far a Govemment is likely to get

these days on a basis of good intentions, personal ability and energy - not always backed with

adequate technical advice.63 Wood was Professor of History at Victoria University College and

President of the Wellington Branch of the League of Nations Union (LNU). lt was the regular

practice of the LNU to call on the New Zealand Prime Minister following the conclusion of its

annual conference. Wood's letter to Riches refened to the response of Michael Savage when the

LNU raised the ratification of ILO Conventions. Wood wrote:

The Prime Minister was entirely sympathetic - but in a vague and pleasant way only.
The New Zealand Govemment in effect would do all that it was right to do, but would not
ratify Conventions which fell below New Zealand's standards and thus endorse 'mediaeval

conditionsH

Riches was disturbed by the news. lt seemed to contradict Savage's comments to the House

on October 1 1936 and represented a sharp contrast to the positive responses he had gleaned

from Armstrong since his appointment as Minister of Labour. Moreover, Savage's comments

tt E. J, Ri.h... 1936, New Zealands Relations with the lLO, 3(a) pp. 34. ILO archive, RL Series. The same arguments were
conveyed to the MP Robert McKeen when Keen otfered to present lhe case for ratification to the New Zealand Parliament.
il Ne,r,, Zealand Parliamentary Debates, Firsl Session, Oclober 1st, 1936. Vol. CCXLVII, pp. 518-9.
a Letter to Riches, 15 February 1937. ILO archive, RL Series.
il Letter to Riches, 15 February 1937. ILO archive, RL Series.
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suggested a significant lack in understanding of the rationale for ratifying intemational labour

standards. On April 7 1937, Riches wrote to Wood:

The statement which you report calls for certain comments. In the first place, New
Zealand cannot, until it passes further legislation, ratify Conventions which set standards
higher than those of existing laws; the only Conventions which it can ratify are those of
existing laws; the only Conventions which it can ratify are those which at the time of
ratification, are fully covered - which either, that is to say, are identical with or'fall below'
New Zealand standards. Cases of absolute identi$ are likely to be rare so that if
Conventions which fall below New Zealand standards are to be ruled out, the number
which it will still be possible to ratify will be very small, To subscribe to the objects of the
lntemational Labour Organisation and at the same time to refuse to ratify Conventions
which can be ratified without any difficulty would be to show a striking inconsistency. In the
second place, it should be noted that the suggestion that the ratiflcation of Conventions
which 'fall below' New Zealand's standards would involve the endorsement of 'mediaeval

conditions' is based on a complete misunderstanding of the nature and purpose of the
Conventions. To endorse a certain standard as a minimum below which conditions in no
other country should be allowed to fall is not in any sense to imply that higher standards
are not urgently desirable. Progress in less advanced countries must be by gradual stages
and to set impossibly high standards would be to rob the Conventions of all practical value
in the very cases in which they can be of greatest service. A country which ratifies a
Convention undertakes to maintain standards at least as good as those set in the
Convention. For it, as for other countries, the standards set in the Convention are
minimum standards and there is nothing to prevent a ratifying country from enacting
legislation of a more advanced type. Paragraph 11 of Article 19 of the Constitution of the
Intemational Labour Organisation provides expressly 'ln no case shall any member be
asked or required, as the result of the adoption of any recommendation or draft
Convention by the Conference, to lessen the protection afforded by its existing legislation
to the workers concemed.

The ratification by New Zealand of a series of Intemational Labour Conventions
would, in fact, have an effect precisely opposite to that suggested in the 'mediaeval

conditions' statement. Each additional ratification by a country which effectively observes
the provisions of the Convention tends to strengthen the upward influence exerted by that
Convention on the standards of more backward countries. The exertion of such an
influence is one of the principle objects of Intemational Labour Conventions, and to refuse
to make use of them for this purpose would be to rob them of a large part of their value.
There is a strong moral obligation on the more advanced members of the Intemational
Labour Organisation to make the most effective use possible of these and other methods
which the Organisation provides for furthering the objects to which all its members have
subscribed; and it would ill become a country who claims to lead the world if it sought to
evade its responsibilities in matters of this kind. lt was natural enough that the present
Govemment should not be able to find time during its first parliamentary session to put
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through the ratification of International Labour Conventions, but it would be difficult to
understand a failure to do so during the session which opens next August,s

Riches' letter represented a detailed exposition of the rationale underpinning the ratification of

intemational labour standards and an insight into the motivations behind the activities of first Albert

Thomas and then Harold Butler. In reply, Wood restated his original impressions of the meeting:

I may have misled you slightly by not attracting an adequate character sketch of the
Prime Minister whose remarks I quoted. But I am afraid that his statement gives a true
indication of the rather muddled benevolence with which the govemment views some of
these questions, plusffi an element of ultra caution which [may] originate in the civil
servicett

The letter confirmed the caution Riches had expressed to his ILO colleague W. L. Crocker,

who was to visit New Zealand on his way to Australia during the Winter of 1937. In a six page

memorandum Nofes for your Mission to New Zealand - the primary purpose of which was to lobby

the Govemment on ratification, Riches gave detailed advice to Crocker on who to meet and what

to do while in New Zealand. Yet Riches was clearly not optimistic on the outcome in the meantime.

He wrote:

lf no action has yet been taken, it will be necessary to emphasis that the Office and
supporters of the Intemational Labour Organisation in other countries are confident that
the Labour Govemment, which in opposition showed much interest in the work of the
Organisation and urged the ratification of Conventions, will not fail to give tangible proof in
lhis from, and during its first term of office, of its goodwill towards the aims and objectives
of the Organisation. lt was quite well understood that the volume of legislation which had
to be handled during their first session and the consequent pressure on the time of
Parliament and the Labour Department were sufficient to account for the failure to take
action on the Conventions last year, but no such excuse will be available for the session
which is due to open August next.il

* 
Riches reply to Wood, 7 April 1937. ILO archive RL Series.

* 
Undertined as in the original letter.

6t 
Letterto Rictres, 24 June, 1937. ILO archive, RL Series.

* 
E. J. Riches. 1937, Notes for your Mission to New Zealand, p. 2, ILO archive, RL Series
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Riches urged Crocker to try to persuade New Zealand to adopt a formal procedure for the

adoption of International Labour Conventions by Parliament. Previous Govemments had ignored

the ILO's constitutional requirement that each member submit Draft Conventions and

Recommendations to their respective Parliaments within one year following the close of the

Intemational Labour Conference. Riches added ' lf we can get New Zealand to adopt a proper

procedure for the consideration of Conventions by Parliament, the chances of satisfactory

collaboration in the future will be greatly improved'.6s

There had been some progress earlier. The 1936 Report of the Department of Labour

contained a list of the Conventions adopted at the XIX Session and a summary of the agenda

prepared for the XX Session of the Intemational Labour Conference. Moreover, the agenda of the

Conference, together with decisions taken on Conventions, were printed as a Parliamentary

Paper. Yet the all consuming problem remained - no Conventions had been ratified by the New

Zealand Govemment. lf Wood was correct in his assessment of Savage's attitude, then the

opportunity for securing ratification had once again receded.

As it tumed out, Armstrong used the 1937 Conference to announce that the New Zealand

Department of Labour was preparing proposals to ratify Conventions which 'could easily applied in

New Zealand'.7o Armstrong himself had taken an active and energetic part in the Conference,

chairing a committee and giving a final speech which presented a very positive impression of the

Conference. Nonetheless, Riches took nothing for granted and wrote to Wood suggesting that the

League of Nations Union make representations to both Savage and Armstrong on their retum from

" rbid.
^ Speech to the XX Session of the Intemational Labour Conference, 1937. Published in Conference Proceedings.
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Geneva and attempt to persuade them that the necessary Parliamentary time should be made

available to debate the question of ratification.ttRiches was careful to enclose with the letter two

copies of the Provisional Record of the 1937 Conference containing the Armstrong speech.

On the March 1 1938, the New Zealand Govemment tabled a motion to ratify twenty two

Intemational Labour Conventions. The debate that followed two days later lasted from 2.30 in the

afternoon until 10.30 in the evening but, with MP's calling the Speakers attention to the dwindling

numbers in the House, the motion was canied and one of the main goals of ILO activity in New

Zealand was finally achieved. In an editorial the Wellington Evening Post wrote:

Ratification by the House of Representatives of 22 Conventions of the lnternational
Labour Organisation does not effect labour conditions in New Zealand. The Intemational
Labour Conferences have, in a course of years, adopted 62 Conventions fixing standards
for the employment of labour. These Conventions are binding upon the member nations
only when they agree to accept them. The New Zealand law conforms to 22, probably
more, of them, and the effect of ratification is formal notification to other nations of
Dominion approval. The domestic significance, therefore is not great, Nevertheless, it is
desirable that this action should be taken, The great value of the International Labour
Organisation is the influence it exercises in improving industrial conditions uniformly.
There are many reforms that are desirable and practicable. A nation can be isolated from
competition; but they become impracticable if competitive nations lag behind. The
reforming nation, therefore, should not only affect reforms in its sphere, but should, for
self-protection, put its weight behind a movement to make the reforms generally
applicable. This is a consideration that can't be ignored, One of the principle objections to
the forty-hour week arises on that very point - that it is too far in advance of the stage
reached by competitive countries, and consequently places New Zealand industry under a
serious handicap. Support of the work of the International Labour Organisation may help
lessen the handicap by bringing the nations into line. ln the meantime a day given to
discussion of the work is not wasted, as it is a means of bringing that work under public
notice and securing for it a measure of understanding and supportt2

By linking the issue of labour standards to intemational competition, the Evening Post's

comments reflected the arguments Riches expressed in his letter to Wood and those expressed

11 
Letter to Wood, 4 July 1937. ILO archive, RL Series

t2 
Wellington Evening Post, 3 March, 1938. ILO archive, RL Series
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by Butler in his conespondence with Jim Roberts. Drawing attention to the potential for labour

standards in one country to impact upon the economic performance of another was more than

simply an educative process. The observation in 1933 that '...the ILO has done much useful work,

though this has been rather in the field of promoting intemational discussion and spreading

information about the various countries than in the direct improvement of industrial legislation''3

misunderstood the politically complex nature of ILO activity. Had it been an organisation based

purely on information gathering, then it would have not survived its formative year.

Summary and conclusion

The world beyond Europe was growing in importance economically and politically. Both

Thomas and Butler recognised that in order to survive the ILO had to reflect this change, They

attached great importance to the task of building an organisation that had universal and not just

European relevance, Following the death of Thomas in 1932, Butler made the task a priority of his

office. A significant factor in this respect was the entry of the United States into the lLO. Butler

knew that once the United States became a member, European dominance would be broken,

changes in the underlying structure of power would become more visible, and broader, more

inclusive intemational coalitions would gradually emerge, As a result, he worked hard to make

United States membership a reality.'a The United States and New Zealand represented two

extremes of Butle/s task. Both looked upon the ILO with some suspicion. Yet both were vital, in

tt 
G.D.H Cole and Margaret Cole, 1933, The Intelligent Man's Review of Europe Today, Gollanncz, London p. 801, quoted in A. M.

Endres and G. Fleming. 1996, Intemational Economic Policy in the Inter-War Years:The Special Contribution of lLO Economists.
lntemational Labour Reiew,135, 2, p. 208,
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their own way, to its survival, In each case, the issue of state sovereignty rendered lLO

membership and the ratification of international labour standards a politically sensitive process. In

the years between 1919 and 1934, the United States represented the most important example of

these sensitivities. New Zealand, with a mixture of guarded and dismissive responses to ILO

questions by its government, represented another.

In both countries, political change was the catalyst for more positive, more proactive, relations

with the lLO. Following the election of the Roosevelt administration, entry of the United States

symbolised the end of European dominance and began the evolution of the international labour

standards regime into a broader, more inclusive phase. ln New Zealand's case, the election of a

more outward looking Labour government marked the tuming point in relations with the lLO. The

success of Labour's programme depended on the co-operation of the unions. Part of the price of

this co-operation was closer, more active engagement with the ILO who now saw its long years of

lobbying for the ratification of intemational labour standards by New Zealand finally fulfilled in

1938. Behind both successes lay the leadership and policies of the ILO Directors. This underlines

Robert Cox'stu argument outlined in Chapter One, that since 1919 the ILO has survived to a

significant extent on the activities and initiative of its executive leaders. Thus, if we are to develop

a deeper, more comprehensive understanding, of the link between domestic and intemational

interests in regime development, we must present a fuller examination of this executive role. This

is particularly relevant in preparing the foundations for our discussion on the years during, and

immediately after, World War ll. ln essence, the survival of the ILO drew largely upon the

to Lrt r, David Morse Director General of the ILO from 1948 argued that changes in the membership and structure of the ILO under
Butler proved to be decisive in the survival of the Organisation both during and after the Second World War. See David Morse. 1969,
The Odgin and Evolulion of the ILO and its Role in the World Community, Comell, lthica, pp.20-23.
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philosophical and intuitive legacy of its first Directors in engineering a role for itself in posl-war

reconstruction.

tt Rob.tt Cot. 1973, ILO: Umited Monardry in, Cox, R. and Jacobson, H. (eds). 1973, The Anatomy of Influence. Decision Making
in Intemalional Organisation, Nar Haven, Yale University Press.
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Ghapter Five

A Policy of Relevance
'li is gratifying to know that the words 'social dumping' have almost completely disappeared from reliable newspapers of the

world. However there remains the difficult problem of seeing Eastern countries industrialised, without lowering the worke/s standard
of living in the Westem nations. As a matler of fact, during the first 12 years lhe ILO occupied itself mainly with the task of

constructing an inlernational code and the mechanism to render it effective. Since the economic depression, it has inevitably been

drawn into a wider field'.'

'To put it bluntly, an implicit purpose of the early ILO was to prevent any country, and particularly the less industrialised

countries, from entering into inlemational trade and competition on the basis of cheap labour standards...'.2

lntroduction

In the previous chapter we examined how the ILO aftempted to maintain a presence in the

minds of those in a position to influence public and political opinion in New Zealand. With the world

in the throes of an economic depression and New Zealand slipping deeper into recession as a

result, a process of persuasion on the benefits of regime membership was instigated. In this

respect, opinion had to be convinced that national labour standards had an intemational

dimension to them - one which linked national interests with intemational concems. The election of

a Labour govemment in 1935 provided the political wherewithal for the ratification of intemational

labour standards and laid the foundations for a closer identification with regime maintenance and

development. A similar process was discussed with regard to the United States. The election of

the Roosevelt administration saw a hitherto reluctant United States join the ILO in 1934 and

provide the Organisation with the important political support it needed in avoiding the fate of the

' 
lntemal ILO Report Japan and the lLO, March 1935, p. 13. ILO archive PS Series
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increasingly impotent League Nations. The changes - the appointment of Harold Butler as

Director, as well as the entry of the United States into the ILO fold - prompted new directions in

regime emphasis. Butler shifted ILO activities toward a closer examination of the economic effects

of the Depression on workers, More importantly, perhaps, he began the politically fraught process

of breaking the dominance of European countries over ILO structures and processes,

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the third of our substantive policies - the policy of

relevance. ln Chapter Three we argued that the introduction and ratification of Conventions that

were realistic, legislatively robust and widely applicable constituted the initial rationale for a policy

of relevance. However, in Chapter Four we noted that as the standard-setting activities of the lLO

declined, the executive leadership looked to develop the functional relevance of the regime into

the economic sphere, by examining the relationship between social and economic policy. This

raises issues regarding the significance of executive leadership on institutional and regime

development. To reiterate our argument in Chapter One, during the historical period under

examination - 1919-1945 - intemational regimes were free of single power dominance. We have

already noted that traditional European supremacy was under challenge, the balance of power in

the intemational order was destabilising and United States foreign policy rendered it largely

isolationist in outlook. As Robert Cox argued, this was a nonhegemonic period.3 For Emst Haas,

in the absence of some form of world authority or hegemon to direct or constrain its activities, the

2 
David A, Morse. 1957, The Intemational Labor Organization in a Changing World. The Annals,March, p. 33.

' 
E rmining the period 1845 to appoximately the present day Cox identifies four distinguishable periods. He identifies the first period

(184$1875) as hegemonic with Great Britain at its centre; the second pedod (187$1945) as nonhegemonic for the reasons refened
to above; the third period (1945-1965) as hegemonic with the United States at its centre; the fourth period (1965 - present) has seen
a decline in United States power inviting the possibility of some form of struclural transformation of world order. Robert Cox. 1996,
Gramsci, hegemony, and intemational relaiions: an essay in melhod. Milleniun: Joumal of lntemational Sfudies, 12, Summer.
Reprinted in Approaches to World Order, Cambridge, Cambridge Universily Press, pp. 135-137 and Stephen Gill, (ed.), Gramsci,
Historical Malerialism and Intemational Relations, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. See also Cox, R. 1987, Produciion,
Power and World Order: Social Forces in the Making of History, New York, Columbia University Press, pp. 107-109.
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scope and authority of the ILO increased through a 'conscious strategy of leadership'.4 This

requires us to recognise that intemationalorganisations are not merely passive reflectors of power

and preference but actively seek to shape them through institutional anangements, prevailing

norms and the enforcement of rules.s Thus, without a more detailed examination of institutional

leadership and its role in the enactment of the policy of relevance, our understanding of regime

development would be weaker.

A symbol of European arrogance

The activities and foresight of Albert Thomas and Harold Butler ensured that the lL0 not only

survived the Depression but became an organisation of universal relevance in the future. 0n his

appointment as the first Director of the lLO, Thomas set out to organise the Intemational Labour

Office into three main Divisions - a Diplomatic Division to deal with member Govemments, a

Scientific Division to undertake research work, and a Political Division to deal with employer and

workers organisations, Structuring the lLO in this way Thomas signalled a strong rejection of a

British suggestion that the ILO be modelled on the British Civil Service - which would have

rendered the fledgling organisation an administrative arm of the Governing Body, Instead, Thomas

proposed that the ILO become an 'instrument of action'.u What he meant by this became evident in

the functions he assigned to each of the proposed Divisions.

'Robett Cox. 1996, Multilateralism and Wortd Order in, Approaches to World Order, p 506. See also, Robert Cox. 1996, The
Executive Head: An Essay on Leadership in Intemational Organisation in, Approaches to World Order, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press. Emsi Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation-State, pp. 144150.
' S* Rob.tt Keohane. 1988, Intemational Institutions: Two Approches . lntemationatOrganisation,32, pp. 379-396. Also, J. March
and J. Olsen. 1984, The New Institutionalism:Organisational Faclors in Political Ltfe, American Political Scrence Rew'ew,79, pp.
7U-749.
6 Edrvard Phelan. 1936, Yes and Albert Thomas, London Cresset Press, p. 38.
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While the research activities of the Scientific Division seemed in line with the expectations of

the Goveming Body, Thomas's underlying ideas for an 'instrument of action' became clear in the

functions he proposed for the other two Divisions, The Diplomatic Division would organise an

inspection branch and approach member States to secure or hasten the ratification of

Conventions. The Political Division would be responsible for branch offices set up 'in all important

centres' to liase with employers and workers and collect information on social and economic

change. Thomas underlined the importance of the Political Division when he said, 'This local

organisation should be undertaken immediately. The very life of the Office depends on its

success'.t

For Thomas, the energy and dynamism of the ILO was derived to a large degree from its

tripartism, particularly the 'masses of the workers and the 'employing classes'. By emphasising

workers and employers as 'the strength of the Organisation' and structuring the activities of the

ILO on the basis of 'keeping in close touch with the organisations upon which its strength

depends', Thomas distanced the lLO from a criticism made of the League of Nations that it 'was

nothing but a meeting of Govemment delegates with no proper mandate'.8

When Albert Thomas died, he left an intemational Labour Office that possessed a sense of

identity, spirit of purpose and administrative cohesion that was in stark contrast to the troubled

League of Nations.s Yet it was also an organisation struggling to hold on to its centre. To a

significant extent, the ILO's survival and development as an inlemational organisation in its own

right drew heavily on the vision and tenacity of Thomas. For some, the ILO would have become a

t rbid, p.42,
t tuio, p. +t.
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much more modest institution without his'brilliant leadership",'0 while for others the dominance of

his personality had a tendency to render it a "one man sholt''.'1 The contrast sheds some light on

the increasingly serious problems the lLO was facing around the time of Thomas's death.

Specifically, two problems had become particularly acute. ln South America and the Balkans,

plans for the establishment of regional labour organisations, modelled on the lLO, and with the

capacity to adopt regional-specific labour conventions, had been given formal recognition in 1933.

The threat to the Organisation and regime maintenance was clear. Altematives to the convention-

setting activities of the ILO would seriously threaten the uniformity of intemational legislation,lz

undermine the all important philosophy of universalism and once again call into question the

relevance of the ILO itself.

Of particular moment was the convening of a Pan-American Labour Organisation and the

related attitude of the United States. The proposal for its establishment had been put forward

during the Seventh lnternational Conference of American States held in Montevideo during

December 1933.13 Although concluded in the form of a recommendation, the Conference granted

the proposal sufficient legal basis for a regional organisation to be formed. Despite the United

States decision to abstain, it was clear that the development of a Pan-American Labour

Organisation would largely depend on United States support in the future. However, it was equally

- 
Emst Haas.1 964, Beyond the Nation State, pl 51 .

'oPhelan. lg54,someReminiscencesofthelntemational LabourOrganisation,sludres, AnlishCritic;rt Quafterty,14,p.242.
tt 

Report of the 15th Intemational Labour Conlerence May-June 1931 by the South African Employers Delegate, Mr William
Gemmill, p.2. ILO archive XH Series
12 

The Problem of Co+rdination Between Regional Labour Organisations and the lLO. Unsigned intemal ILO document, 2 June,
1934. ILO archive RL Series.
13 

The establishment of a Balkan Labour Organisation was recommended at the Fourth Balkan Congress held in Salonika during
November 1933.
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clear that this support would itself be contingent on the manner and form in which relations

between the ILO and the United States developed.

To a significant extent, the regionalist issue grew out of another problem the lL0 faced at the

time. Since the establishment of the Organisation in 1919, the perception of the ILO as a

European organisation, dominated by the European powers and serving European interests had

been sensitive. Attempts to increase the size of the Governing Body and better reflect the non-

European character of ILO membership had fallen victim to national, notably European, politics.

The frustration of non-European countries increased to the extent that Reports from delegates

attending the annual Intemational Labour Conference openly advocated withdrawal. A significant

voice in this respect was the South Aftican Employer delegate William Gemmill. At the first

Intemational Labour Conference in Washington, Gemmill had been particularly vocal in protesting

that the ILO was an intemational and not a European organisation and moved an amendment to

Article 393 of the Peace Treaty - an amendment that would expand the number of non-European

countries represented on the Goveming Body.to However, the domestic politics of some European

countriesls rendered the important amendment ineffectual and by the time of the 1931 Conference,

it had still not been implemented. In his Report, and conscious of the llO's continuing failure to

introduce a change he personally had advocated, Gemmill retumed to the theme of European

dorninance:

Facts were placed before the Conference which showed that, although the countries
outside Europe contributed nearly forty per cent of the total subscriptions to the
Organisation, no less than eighteen out of the twenty-four members of the Goveming

ra Antony Almck. 1971, Hisrory of the lLO, pp. 4041.
't The main banier to the amendment arose fiom the tension between the ltalian socialist trade union the Confederazione Generale
del Lavoro (CGL) and Mussolini's Fascist regime. For a detailed discussion of evenls arising from this tension and their role in
delaying lhe amendment to Article 393, see Antony Alcock, 1971 , pp. 68-75.
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Body represent European States; in the Employers' and Workers' groups of the Goveming
Body there are no less than five European members out of six: in the Office itself only
eighteen out of the 420 employees' come from countries outside of Europe, while all the
chief officials, including the Chairman of the Governing Body, the Director and the Deputy
Director, are from European countries .,. The Expert Committees of the Office are filled
with members from European countries, but a parsimonious attitude is too often evident
when the appointment of oversea (sic) experts to Committees directly affecting the
oversea countries is suggested. These facts elicited strong protests from the oversea
representatives - so emphatic, indeed, that I am of opinion that the Office must either give
practical effect to them or face a withdrawal of oversea participation.16

Particularly contentious for the non-European Govemment and Employer delegates was the

proposed Convention on Hours of Work in Coalmines. ln 1929, the Assembly of the League of

Nations asked the ILO to secure intemational agreement on this issue and suggested that a

Preparatory Conference involving the principle European coal producers be convened. The

Canadian Govemment representative on the lLO Governing Body pointed out that the strictly

European make-up of the Conference rendered any agreemenl applicable to European producers

only. However, it became clear that any agreement would in fact be open to ratification by all

countries - a situation wholly unacceptable to the uninvited non-European countries. ln attempt to

deflect criticism, the ILO issued a Questionnaire on the subject to all its members, in which it

stated 'any possibility of criticism that the previous consultations had been limited to European

coalgroducing countries is removed'. Gemmill described it as 'an absurd contention ,..[thatl...

gave no adequate opportunity for the proper presentation of the conditions in various coal mining

countries'.r7 The Australian Employer delegate, Marshall Eady, recorded, 'lt was really amazing to

say to the oversea countries 'Although we have ignored you throughout in this matter, and indeed

have told you, you are not concemed in it, you must now toe the line and consider as applicable to

16 Report of the 15th Intemational Labour Conference May-June 1931 by the South African Employers Delegate, Mr Wlliam
Gemmill, p.2-3. ILO archive XH Series
tt rbid, p.7.
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you a Convention which has been drafted for and by Europe only',l8 In its own response, the

South African Govemment said 'ln their present form, its appears that the Questionnaire and the

Draft Convention fonvarded therewith are drawn up from a purely European standpoint and

without consideration of the wholly different conditions in many respects which prevail in overseas

collieries'.te

In the end the Convention on Hours of Work in Coal Mines was adopted - an outcome also

notable for the decision by several of the Worker delegates from non-European producer countries

to take part in the discussions of the Conference Coal Committee while Govemment and Employer

delegates boycotted it. However, to the non-European members, the Convention became a

symbol of European arrogance and indicative of an Organisation which was European in nature

and outlook. The Indian Govemment delegate dismissed the Convention as theoretically universal

but in practice purely European. ln what was to be a generally irate but occasionally intuitive

comment, Gemmill wrote:

The attitude of the Office towards oversea countries under the Coal Convention is a
glaring example of the extent to which the Organisation is European in control and
direction. I fear that there is no satisfactory remedy for this unless the Unites States of
America should become a member of the Organisation - which if that country is wise, it will
never do - and I suggest that the Union Govemment should seriously consider whether it
should continue to participate in the Organization unless its outlook is broadened. I have
reason to believe that several other ovesea countries are considering the same question
... Let no one be under the impression that open, frank discussion is the keynote at
Geneva. The opposite is the case. I regret to say that intrigue, wire-pulling, and the
thimble+igging methods of the professional politician are outstanding features of Geneva
methods ... The Intemational Labour Office has enormous possibilities for good, but it is
being strangled by bureaucratic methods, and stifled in an atmosphere of legal
technicalities and European political intrigue .., The European States who, so far, have
dominated the Organization, are responsible for its comparative failure. The position can

t8 
Report of the 15th Intemational Labour Conference MayJune 1931 by the Australian Employers Delegate Mr Marshall Eady,

Presented to lhe Australian Commonwealth Padiament, 24 February 1932. ILO archive XH Series.
le 

Quoted in William Gemmill. 1931, p.7.
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be saved if ... members of the League, assert themselves, take a definite, sincere and
active interest in the Organization ... with the single aim of bringing the Office back to
realities.20

The key to unlocking the discontent lay with the United States rather than the League. lt was

a situation that Butler had come to recognise and with which to associate his energies more and

more. Nonetheless, he tesponded to Gemmill's Report in detail, defending the position of the ILO

as best he could. Butler highlighted important instances, such as the Native Labour and Silicosis

Committee's, on which non-European interests were represented and perhaps more importantly,

the recent decision to introduce a system of rotation for the Chair of the Goveming Body.z'

However, Gemmill was unimpressed and in a mordant reply he wrote:

I would suggest to you, and I hope you will convey this to the Director, that the
trouble which is brewing for the Office in the overseas States is due to the apparent
impossibility of its chief officials visualising any position beyond the parochial European
one. The latest example of this is the calling of the meeting of overseas representatives on
the Goveming Body, refened to in your letter, on such short notice that it is virtually
impossible for any representative other than those resident in Europe to attend that
meeting. I would suggest that, instead of kicking against the pricks (sic), the Office should
acknowledge frankly that its attitude towards overseas members has been wrong, and
should set about detaching itself from a too close association with the effete civilisation of
the continent of Europe and attempt to become really "intemational.2

Frustration was also felt in non-colonial states. In Japan, concemed by the continuing

dominance of the European powers and disillusioned by the failure of the ILO to adopt a draft

Convention on freedom of association, the fledgling Japanese labour movement led by the

Japanese Federation of Labour (Sodomei) considered withdrawing from the lLO. ln a leading

article published in the influential English language newspaper Osaka Mainichithe reasons behind

growing Japanese unrest were made plain:

m tuio, pp. t2-t3.

" ln 1932 India became the first non-European Chair of the ILO's Goveming Body,
' 

L"tlo to Harold BuUer, I January 1932. ILO archive XH Series
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Those who have kept constant watch upon the development of the Labour
Organisation and its work, are keenly impressed by the fact that in most part it is at the
mercy of - we shall throw aside false modesty and speak plainly - the British and French
Govemments. The British have advantage of usual support from dominion representatives
in their insistence, the French enjoy power arising from their predominant political
influence over smaller Continental States. In addition the former have the advantage of
their own compatriot occupying the chair of the Deputy Director of the Office, besides
sending more than a third of leading officials from their nationality. The latter also enjoy
the honour of their proud statesman Albert Thomas sitting in the chair of the Directorship
and of monopolising nearty half of the Office's posts for their countrymen. Thus for
hundreds of French and British serving in the Office, there are only two Japanese, one
Chinese, and one Hindu, all engaged in minor work .., So long as the question dealt with
are those of minor national interests, the ingenious scheme of tripartite division of
government, capital and labour seems to function, but the moment some weightier
questions are introduced, the Govemment agents of Britain and France will start activity
and somehow or other influence capitalists and labourers of their delegation, as well as
those of their dominions, etc., and manage to settle the matter to their own advantage ,..
For our workman the sole motive in participating in the Intemational Labour Organisation
is, rightly or wrongly, to oblain some support abroad for their desperate battles at home.
Seeing that the very organ to which they attach their hope is constantly flirting with certain
Govemments and acting according to their whims, can we blame Japanese labour when it
expresses it profound disappointment?z3

A detailed reply was drafted by lLO staff on behalf of Albert Thomas and published as an

'Open Lette/ in the Osaka Mainichi on the 9t', 10r'and 12u of June 1928, lt became clear that

Japanese staff at the Intemational Labour Office - whose responsibility it was to draft the reply -

sympathised with the criticisms. In an intemal ILO memo to Edward Phelan, one wrote;

I venture to confide in you my embarrassment in making the draft, because frankly I
feel that the criticism of the paper (sic), as criticisms from the Japanese point of view, are
to some extent justified, We may succeed in refuting all superficial criticisms. We may
even convince the editor of the Osaka Mainichi that he was completely wrong in most of
his criticisms, but as regards the point of a more equitable representation of various
nationalities in the Intemational Labour Office, it will be difficult to dispel the general
suspicion and ease the discontent of our Eastem friends as long as we have on our staff
only a few Orientals 'occupying posts of only minor importance', when there are more than
four hundred officials in the Office.za

?3 Osaka Mainichi,l3 January 1928. ILO archive PS Series.
2a Unsigned intemal memo. ILO archive PS Series.
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Two different personalities

It was a challenge with which Thomas and Butler had been struggling for some years. As

personalities and as Directors, the two were very different. Thomas was a politician who revelled

in the political battles which helped ensure the autonomy and freedom of movement so critical to

defining ILO/League of Nations linkages. As the Minister of Munitions during the war, he advised

the French defence industries on the setting-up of worker delegations. lt was invaluable

experience in understanding the role of workers in industrial development and added a

pragmatism to the socialism that remained at the core of his politics. Significantly, the mixture

helped him eam the respect of national and intemational worker organisations with whom he

developed close working relations. In the initial period following signing of the Peace Treaty and

the setting up of the lLO - when worker strength and the fear of political unrest were at the heart of

Part Xlll - this relationship between Thomas and labour remained crucial to the survival of the

Organisation.

In essence, the critical variable that influenced the direction in which Albert Thomas directed

his energy and skills as the first Director of the ILO most explicitly, was labour. Without its support,

the ILO would have fallen victim to the same political inertia that dogged the League of Nations.

While politicians were content to prevaricate on the activities of the League in the aftermath of the

war and constrain it in a web of political indifference and national interest,2s they found themselves

subject to much more pressure for action within the lLO. For one thing, its tripartite structure

provided a.more transparent platform for change and a forum on which worker interests and to a

significant extent, worker power, could be articulated. Thomas recognised the importance of this

25 David Armstrong, et al. 1996, From Versailles to Maastricht, Chapter 2.
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platform in giving life to his own vision of the lLO but he also saw how it was vital to provide

workers with a sense of ownership and responsibility in the ILO and the future development of an

intemational labour standards regime^ However, it was not without its problems as a New Zealand

Worker delegate was to observe:

It is in the course of their (Committees) work that you become conversant with the
attitude of mind of employers and governments and workers the world over. In the
Selection Committee the attitude of employers is clearly displayed and full attendance of
workers representatives, alive to the cunning of employers, is essential. Obstacle after
obstacle is placed in the way of dealing with the agenda of the Conference which is the
work of the Selection Committee, and time and time again these tactics had to be
frustrated .,. Employers representatives attend these Conferences with no object (save in
a very few States cases) than to defeat the passing of Conventions and Resolutions.A

By the time of Thomas' death, the economic Depression and the social consequences of

mass unemployment had a severe impact on the strength of organised labour. Though the threat

of social unrest and the spread of communism continued to loom large in the minds and activities

of politicians, the balance of political power in the lLO had switched from labour to govemment

and employer interests. The problem Butler faced was the increasingly antagonistic nature of

these interests and their threat to the lLO. Regionalism and the widespread discontent of non-

European countries were two key manifestations of this threat and the most immediate problems

faced by Butlerwhen he became Directorof the lLO in 1932.

In contrast to the open and accessible Thomas, Butler was a former civil servant, whose

reserve and shyness was in sharp contrast to the 'infectious enthusiasm of Albert Thomas'.z7 He

remained a somewhat enigmatic figure, even to those closely associated with him.E Edward

6 
Reprt by G.T. Thurston, New Zealand Worker Delegate to the 20th Session of the Intemational Labour Conference, Geneva, 4

24 June, 1936. Archives of lhe New Zealand Federation of Labour, MS Papers 400.
' 

WitfrcO Jenks. lntroduction to the personal memoin of Edward Phelan (unpublished).
28 

Edward Phelan. 1954, Some Reminiscences of the lntemational Labour Organisalion, p. 243.
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Phelan, who was to work under both men until his own appointment as Director of the ILO in 1941,

described Butler as someone who, '...lacked the politicians gift of being able to choose instinctively

in the changing fortunes of debate the tactical position best adapted to secure progress to his

objective; but his vision of the general political scene was acute and no-one was quicker at seeing

...the opportunities it might present'.2s lt was this vision and sense of opportunity which was to

prove so important in providing a path for United States entry into the ILO and ultimately Butle/s

own resignation.

An end to unlimited individualism

Although the political processes that brought the United States into the ILO were examined in

Chapter Four, a number of additional points wanant comment here, As we noted earlier the United

States provided the key to solving the related problems of regionalism and the eurocentricism of

ILO govemance. ln the former, entry of the United States shifted the gravity of its foreign policy

ftom an isolationist to a more internationalist stance. In doing so the potential for a Pan-American

Intemational Labour Organisation was considerably reduced. In the latter, as policy responses of

the ILO and the United States to the economic and social effects of the Depression began to

coineide and the possibility of United States enlry into the Organisation increased, the question of

its eurocentricism became more acute.

In conhast to the 1920's, the 1930's saw increasing United States participation in ILO

activities. Questionnaires were retumed and United States representative aftended special

Conference's such as those on Silicosis and Labour Statistics in an ofiicial capacity. The United

States needed information on responses to the Depression - information for which the lLO was the

* tbid.
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primary source. Moreover, it was becoming increasingly evident to the United States that non-

European countries were becoming disillusioned and, as the Convention on Hours of Work in

Mines was to show, disenfranchised, from the Convention-setting activities of the Organisation.

For many countries, the role and importance of the ILO as a producer of international labour

legislation was diminishing at a time when the Depression had effectively brought to a halt grov'tth

in this area. As they struggled with the economic crisis, what many lLO members demanded was

services not standards.

In this respect, the United States was no different from countries such as New Zealand and

Australia which now looked at the lLO not as a Convention-setting body but as a forum with the

potential to provide answers to many of the socio-economic questions posed by the Depression. In

the context of lhe crisis, and the significance it attached to its research activities, the ILO was keen

to nurture this role. lt commissioned reports which underlined the importance of intemational

action, the value of ILO membership and the role of labour standards in intemational trade. Rather

than encouraging the generation of new labour standards, the reports underlined the relevance of

supporting existing measures to regulate 'unfair' competition and stimulating intemational trade.

One such report was written by the New Zealand economist, Allan Fisher, He argued:

The great value of the League of Nations and its associated organisations ..,[is that]...
everything that any individual/state does is brought under the scrutiny of the whole world,
so that states which value their self+espect find it in the end impossible to maintain the
shady traditions of the past, The Portuguese were very indignant, for example at the
allegations about forced labour in their colonies, and hotly repudiated the charges of their
critics. But even if Portugal should not ratify the Forced Labour Convention, the mere fact
that the matter has been discussed and will be systematically discussed again makes it
highly improbable that conditions in the Portuguese colonies will be substantially
improved,

lf however we merely stress the protection afforded by keeping labour conditions
elsewhere keyed up to a reasonable standard, we still miss what is for New Zealand the
greatest value of the Intemational Labour Organisation. There is indeed a dilemma
involved in urging improvements elsewhere as a means of protecting ourselves against
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'unfair'competition from abroad, which eamest humanitarians have not always faced. lf
improvements in factory conditions, in China for example, are such that factories there are
compelled to shut down, the humanitarian value of our intemational agitation will not be
immediately obvious to the unemployed Chinese factory worker; but if on the other hand
Chinese factories can adjust themselves to the new conditions and carry on their work
satisfactorily, we shall ourselves still obviously be exposed to their competition, The
dilemma is not insoluble, but it is more important here to suggest that the chief value of the
ILO for New Zealand is the stimulus it gives to backward countries to improve their
production standards, so that their inhabitants will have larger incomes, and will therefore
offer a more ready market for our exports. Or they will offer a more ready market for the
exports of Great Britain which in tum will react to our advantage. A country whose exports
are largely foodstuffs is always in danger of finding the markets of wealthy countries
afready saturated, There is a limit to the amount of New Zealand butter and mutton which
even the most ardent Empire Crusader can eat, and purely competitive advertising
campaigns designed to persuade patriots to transfer their demand from one type of
commodity to another are not very satisfactory or indeed likely to be successful. Much
more important for New Zealand is to stimulate a new demand among people who at
present are not eating much butter or mutton at all, and this demand can be effective only
if the people concemed have an income large enough to buy our products. Every means
therefore, including those adopted by the International Labour Office, which is likely to
help the people of poor countries to improve their productivity standards is of direct
advantage to New Zealand, and we may indeed to go so far as to affirm that unless these
productive standards are in fact improved, a limit to our own progress will soon be
reached. lt is on account of the enormous potentialities which the ILO possesses in this
connection that the playing of a vigorous part in its counsels and work should commend
itself to New Zealanders as a severely practical policy of immediate and direct interest.s

lf the ILO was to fulfil its potential and retain the support of United States and other non-

European countries it needed to shift its cenhe of gravity away from Europe. lt was a need that

Butler identified in 1930. Following a trip to the United States, in which he concluded that the

Depression had brought to an end the philosophy of 'unlimited individualism' and the beginning of

govemment-sponsored labour legislation and social insurance, Butler felt that the turning point for

the Unites States was also a tuming point for the lLO.31

s Allan Fisher. 1931, New Zealand and the Intemational Labour ffice, pp. 4-6. ILO archive XH Series,
31 Letter to Sir Alfred Zimmern, 12 Aprit, 1934. Zmmem Papers, Bodleian Library, Oxford University.
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The worker delegates maintained the most united front in support of the ILO's traditional

function of Convention setting.32 However, as the Depression deepened and unemployment grew,

their influence diminished. With the European powers reluctant to support any new legislation and

workers no longer in a position to push the issue, the Convention setting activities of the ILO

began to stagnate, lt was in these circumstances that the changes Butler advocated began to take

effect. In 1934 the amendment to Article 393 was finally adopted. On the 25u'July he wrote to

Gemmill:

I meant to have written to you earlier to congratulate you on the final adoption of the
amendment to Article 393 of the Treaty, which marks the consummation of the movement
which you started at Washington 15 years ago. I am sure that the enlargement of the
Goveming Body and the increase of the overseas representation will be of great value to the
Organisation, and that it comes at a particularly opportune moment, The tendency towards de-
europeanisation will be further accentuated by the entry of the United States. In any case, I
think you may congratulate yourself on having initiated one of the most important changes in
the history of the Organisation ...s

Harold Butler's'feeble infant'

1934 proved to be year of significant and far reaching change in the makeup of ILO

membership. lt was the year when the departure of Germany from the League of Nations and the

ILO was compensated, at least for the latter, by the entry of the world's foremost industrial powers,

the United States and the Soviet Union. Both looked, for different reasons, on the League with

some suspicion. But while the Soviet Union joined the League to boost collective security against

Nazi Germany - despite Soviet concems that it was nothing more than a capitalist institution

" Robert Cor and Horyard Jacobson (eds.) 1973, The Anatomy of Influence, p. 1 12.
3t Letter to William Gemmill, 25 July 1934. ILO archive XH Series.
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designed to uphold unjust Treaties - the United States remained outside. As a result the ILO was

now more powerful than the League itself and in many respects, more popular,

The growing distance between the two international organisations and the value of the ILO's

policy of 'presence' was sometimes demonstrated in the Press. During April 1933, the London

Times reported that the Branch Offices of the lLO were to be abolished on the grounds of

economy. Letters of protest were immediately despatched from, among others Walter Citrine,

General Secretary of the Trade Union Congress, and Gilbert Munay, President of the League of

Nations Union and Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford. Both argued that the abolition

represented the dissolution of a vital aspect of lLO organisation, the initial point of contact with the

ILO and a threat of industrial peace and peace in general. In reply, Butler explained that the

proposal refened only to League of Nations Branch Offices and not those of the ILO which were

'on an entirely different footing to those of the League and that there could be no question of

abolishing them'.s While letters continued in support of the lLO, on the issue of the abolition of

League of Nations Branch Offices, there was silence,

Through a mixture of political shrewdness and tenacity on the part of Thomas and the

capacity of Butler to interpret change and nuance in the wider political tenain, the Director of the

ILO occupied an eminent intemational position, in many respects more important than the

Secretary-General of the League of Nations. Thomas and Butler were able to influence the coune

of action of the lLO to a far greater extent than their counter-part in the League. Thomas's vision

of the Organisation as a 'living thing' whose autonomy gave it the freedom to develop a relevance

to workers all over the world, provided it with the impetus to action rather than to the status of a

s Letter to Walter Citrine, 4 May, 1933. ILO archive XH Series.
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passive collector of information. The ability to use this information proactively, in influencing

national policy, developing international labour legislation and in bringing the United States into its

fold, proved vital in first developing and then shifting the ILO's 'centre of gravity',

This shift sought to broaden the relevance of the intemational labour standards regime.

Butler's objective was to create of 'body of thought'which made explicit the linkage between trade

and labour standards and underline the economic as well as the social role of intemational labour

legislation. While Butler saw the value of this research primarily as a way of encouraging United

States support for the lLO, he considered the policy pertinent in the case of countries, such as

New Zealand and Australia, which regarded ILO activities to be inelevant in the face of national

labour legislation "in advance of anything in Europe and elsewhere .,.".'u In an intemal ILO memo

of the time the policy was explicitly defined:

In defending the Intemational Labour Organisation against criticism from Australia
and New Zealand, it is important to remember that the economy ofieach country is based
on export trade, Thus the provision of markets overseas for the food and raw materials
which they produce is the chief concem of both countries. The Prime Minister of New
Zealand (Mr Forbes) on one occasion said in the New Zealand Parliament: "The position
of New Zealand is a remarkable one inasmuch as our economic prosperity and indeed our
existence are almost entirely dependent upon the sale of our primary products in the
United Kingdom". In Australia there is a greater disposition towards economic selt
sufficiency than in New Zealand but the recent depression has laid bare the essential
dependence of the country on its oversea (sic) markets. Thus the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court, the chief instrument for the regulation of wages and conditions of work,
has consistently stressed this point in its important pronouncements on the economic
position ... In both countries, moreover, there is an increasing tendency to seek markets in
the Far East instead of relying almost entirely on the British market, The point which ought
to be made clear to Australians and New Zealanders is that an important conhibution to
their problem of markets can be made by the International Labour Organisation in
promoting a higher standard of living, and increased purchasing power among the less
advanced populations. E.9., the adoption of higher standards in the East would increase
British exports to that part of the world and since Britain is such an important market for
Australia and New Zealand these countries would ultimately benefit from the stimulus

35 
Marshall Eady. 1932. Report of the 15u'lntemational Labour Conference
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given to British industry. More directly still, they could benefit by the development of a
demand in the Far East for the food and raw materials they produce. At a time when the
problem of markets is most acute for both countries, the above line of argument provides
the most effective general reply to criticism.s

Of particular importance to these arguments was the rise of the Japanese economy in the

region. In the1920's Japan's foreign relations were marked by a willingness to work diligently

within the westerndominated international system as long as they were treated as equals.

Permanent seats on the League of Nations Council and the Goveming Body of the lLO both

demonstrated and cemented this policy. During the 1930's, two things brought Japan to

intemational prominence, the invasion of Manchuria in 1931 and the spectacular expansion in

Japanese exports. In effect the two were related events. As nationalism grew, Japan began to

regard itself, along with Germany and ltaly, as one of the 'have-not' powers, With its foundations in

Italian fascism, the idea posited that a class struggle could exist between rich and poor nations in

the same way that it existed between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The plutocratic or'have'

nations - Britain, France and the United States - possessed vast tenitories and economic reserves

which had helped protect them from the worst excesses of the Depression, while the 'have-not's'

had suffered. Resentment had simmered during the first slump in the 1920's when western

economies denied to Japan access to markets and raw materials on an equal basis.3t For the

Japanese, the discrimination represented a repudiation of the philosophy which had guided its

activities in intemational affairs. The key to the struggle lay in economic expansion - through the

appropriation of raw materials and in trade growth - and the overthrow of liberal intemationalism.

$ Australian and New Zealand Criticism of the Organisation. Undated ILO intemal memo. ILO archive XH Series.
3t Richard Overy. 1994, The Inter-War Crisis 19191939, New Yoril, Longman, p, 78.
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The coal mines and iron-deposits of Manchuria presented the much needed raw materials

which soon after the depreciation of the yen when Japan went off the gold standard contributed to

a spectacular increase in Japanese exports. The depreciation of the yen was only one factor in the

success of the Japanese economy in the 1930's. A combination of modem technology, the

introduction of scientific management methodss and an abundance of cheap labour, also played a

part in making Japanese competition globally formidable,3t However, this expansion came at a

time when the Depression was at its deepest in most other countries. The result was a new round

of worldwide trade restrictions on Japanese goods and accusations of 'social dumping' and 'unfair

competition' from competitor countries such as Auskalia and New Zealand.s

During the 1930's, in countries such as New Zealand and the United States, government

support for the ILO was essentially mobilised on the basis of political change, economic

circumstance and the need for some form of intemational co+peration to mitigate the full effects of

the Depression. Labour for its part, while sympathetic to any approach which elicited ILO

engagement, continued to mobilise it own forces on the basis of worker rights and the broader

theme of social justice. However, there was a growing perception that most of labour's original

demands of the lLO had been achieved - a point being expressed openly by those who had

assisted in the founding of the Organisation and who agreed with the social logic of its

development,o' By 1933 most industrialised countries had legislated to provide the eight hour day,

weekly days of rest, equal pay for equal work, workplace safety inspections and limit child labour.

* Th" Jtp"noe Taylor Society was one of the first to be formed outside the United States. See Tann, J. 1992, Difr:sion of
managementthoughtand practice,'1880-1970, p. 199, in D. Jeremy, The Transferof lntemational Technology. Europe, Japan and
the USA in the Twentieth Century, Aldershot, Edvrard Elgar.
tt Jrprn and the lLO. Intemal ILO Report, Marcfr 1935. ILO archive, PS Series.
4 J. B. Condlifie. 1941, The Reconstruction of Wortd Trade, A Survey of Inlemational Economic Relations, London, Allen and Unwin
p.228.
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With the onset of mass unemployment and diminishing export revenues, govemments had to be

convinced that it lay in their economic interests to continue the ratification of intemational labour

standards. As the power of labour diminished, the shift promoted by Butler represented a

pragmatic understanding that it was in promoting State action on the basis of capital accumulation

that the ILO's energies needed to be directed.

Butler's belief that the United States - which, while convinced of the value of the lLO was yet

to be convinced of the value of ratification - held the key to the long term survival of the

Organisation remained at the heart of his activities. He reasoned that apart from the weight which

the westem world's leading industrial power canied in the decision-making of an intemational

organisation, United States membership would add a vitality to counter the diminishing interest of

the European powers in the lLO. Even New Zealand, whose interests had hitherto been largely

subservient to the lmperial relationship,t2 the actions and the attitude of the British began to

provoke criticism:

It was painful to sit in Conference and listen to the British Govemment
representatives, especially when it is conceived that the British people claim superiority of
intelligence over other races, and then hear the 'other races' actually advocate various
reforms. I consider that this is a question which should be discussed by our Govemment
with a view to submitting something to an lmperial Conference which will reflect British
Empire opinion in a more progressive and humane spirit.a3

ot Jares T. Shotwell. 1934, The Origin of the lLO, p. 189.
* B"fore the first Labour Govemment in 1935, New Zealand seemed content to follow the policy and decisions of the British in
intemational affairs. In 1926 Sir Francis Bell, New Zealand delegate to the League of Nations, went as far as to ctiticise the
suggestion lhat New Zealand be eleded to the League's Council. Bell argued that separate Dominion representation in a Council
where Britain was already a permanent member would be dangerous to the unity of Empire. Under Labour, New Zealand follored
earlier Canadian and South African initiatives and campaigned for greater Dominion independence in foreign policy. They supportd
what was in effect a Commonwealtr of nations with political independence from Britain. See Bruoe Brown. 1962, The Rise of New
Zealand Labour, pp. 1n-124.
t3 G.T.Thurston. 1936, New Zealand Worker Delegate to the 20th Session of the lntemational Labour Conference.
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The British attitude cut at the heart of Butle/s vision of creating order out of the chaos in

which the world was sliding. ln 1922, Butler described intemational co-operation as a 'feeble

infant'4 and nothing in the 1930's had moved him to change that view. Privately, he believed that

the'keystone'of British foreign policy during the 1930's was closer co-operation with the United

States in '...organising the world on a rational basis'.ou With the United States still firmly against

any involvement in the League of Nations, Butler considered the lL0 to be the most obvious forum

for Anglo/United States cooperation to develop, Yet he was aware that the United States

involvement in the ILO was still tenuous enough for the current British attitude toward the

Organisation to undermine his hopes of closer cooperation between the two. Butler decided to try

and cement United States commitment to the ILO with the appointment of an American Assistant

Director - John G. Winant.

A series of unexpected events

One of the posts of Assistant Director had been lefi vacant following the departure of

Germany in 1934. Butler used the opportunity to appoint Winant - a Republican who nonetheless

sympathised with Roosevelt's social policies and had served in his Administration. His initial

appointment succeeded in achieving two things. First, it persuaded the Goveming Body of United

States commitrnent to the ILO at a time when isolationist sentiment in the United States was still

strong; and second, it indicated to the United States at large the importance the Roosevelt

Administration attached to the work of the Organisation - in sharp contrast to the indifference and

hostility shown toward the League of Nations. In effect, the appointment represented the first

4 Letter to Sir Alfred Zmmem, 21 April, 1922. Zmmem Papers, Bodleian Library, Oxford University.
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cautious step toward a policy of international engagement on the part of the United States. In all

respects, Butler felt his efforts at nurturing Anglo/United States intemational cooperation were

beginning to bear fruit and he was quietly confident that the process of decuropeanisation was

almost complete. However, only four months after his appointment in April 1935, and to Butle/s

intense disappointment, Winant resigned from the ILO to return to the United States as the

Chairman of Roosevelt's new Social Security Board. In 1937 he resumed his position as Assistant

Director to Butler at a time when the whole of Europe was in the process of preparing itself for war.

It was against this background that Butler announced his decision to retire from the lLO and retum

to England, leaving the Goveming Body to appoint Winant as his successor.

The circumstances sunounding Butle/s decision remain a matter of conjecture but an

examination of the event helps shed light on the lrue nature of Butle/s decision, 0n the surface,

the official explanation for his resignation underlined the importance Butler attached to the

principle autonomy in the functioning of intemational organisation. ln his memoirs, Butler pointed

to the vital importance of maintaining an intemational civil service independent from the political

interests of individual countries.s When the French govemment insisted on the appointment of

Marius Viple - formerly Albert Thomas's Chef de Cabient - to the lLO's Paris Office, despite

Butle/s objections, he felt that the matter involved a fundamental question of principle that could

set a fatal precedent for all future intemational administration. Failing to persuade the French

otherwise, he resigned.

s Letter to sir Alfred zmmem, 12 April, 1934. zmmem Papers, Bodleian Library, oxford Universig.
s Harold Butler. 1941, The Lost Peace, London, Faber, pp. 5455. See also, Harold Butler. 1950, Confident Moming, London, Faber
and Faber.
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However, as an ILO Director was to record later, the pressures that brought about Butler's

resignation were not new in 1938 and indeed, continued to be partof the ILO's political landscape

well into the future.aT Nonetheless, even in private conespondence Butler took the ambiguous line

that ' ...a series of unexpected events ... led to my resignation',* The true nature of Butle/s

thinking were perhaps hinted at when at the time of his resignation he told the Goveming Body

that the ILO's centre of gravity had shifted away from Europe toward the American Continent and

that it was the opportune moment for change.tt Moreover, in the spring of 1937 Butler had

forewamed Roosevelt and his Secretary of Labour Frances Perkins of his plans to retire and his

desire that Winant should replace him.s Winant's appointment as the Director of the lLO, at a time

when Europe was in turmoil and the survival of the Organisation depended upon the support of

countries elsewhere, was the summation of Butle/s efforts to bring the United States into the ILO

fold. Committed to the entry of the United States and the de+uropeanisation of the lLO, Butler

carefully prepared the ground for his succession and the transfer of leadership and responsibility

to Washington.

Winant's tenure as the Director of the ILO lasted nomore than two years, during which he

remained an enigma to those around him. On February 13 1941, he tended his resignation and

took up the position of American Ambassador to Great Britain. His lasting contribution was to shifi

ILO headquarters from Geneva to Montreal for the duration of the war. That Winant managed to

do so over the protests of some European officials who wanted the Organisation to remain in

at 
David Morse. 1969, The Origin and Evolution of fhe ILO and lts Role in the World Community, lthica, W.F. Humphrey Press, pp.

2T24.
4 Letter from Butler to Prof. John Hilton, Cambridge University, 28 June 1938. ILO Archive XH Series.
ae ILO Goveming Body,84th Session, appendix 1,pp.21-22.
s Bemard Bellush. 1968, He Walked Alone. A biography of John Gilbert Winant, Paris, Mouton, p. 133.
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Geneva and 'sit it out' attested both to his powers of persuasion and his personal ambition. In

reality, Winant's first choice of refuge for the ILO was the United States, not Canada. However,

despite repeated plea's to Roosevelt and Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, the administration

remained unmoved. Instead, it was keen to maintain all semblances of United States neutrality

both in the run-up to the 1940 election and while Congress remained fervently isolationist.

To justify its existence and maintain any sense of relevance to the world, the ILO had to find

a place to carry on its activities. Winant recognised that by remaining in war-tom Europe, the

ability of the ILO to preserve communications with the outside wodd, retain the support of its

members, and re-establish its position in the intemational system, would be severely curtailed. In

the absence of an invitation from Washington, London and Canada were seen as the only other

possibilities. lt was the ILO Legal Advisor, Wilfred Jenksu' who laid out the rationale for choosing

Canada over London. During a meeting with Winant in July 1940, Jenks argued:

A London-centred ILO would at that juncture lose the support of neutral America and
the democratic neutrals generally. In addition, this would increase, from an acute danger
to a certainty the probability of the defection of [Vichy] France ... An ILO centred in
Canada would ... enjoy the greatest possible measure of the advantages of both worlds. A
centre in Canada might be regarded as distant, but it would not be disavowed by the
beleaguered London, and it would be sufficiently of the Americas to be accepted by both
the US and Latin America. lt would have open communications with as much of the world
as remained accessible to the ILO ... there would be abundant facilities for information
and communication, and every opportunity for developing our technical co-operation with
Latin America, and we could hope to maintain close contact with the govemments on both
sides of the Atlantic and elsewhereu2

tt Jenks was later to serve as Director of the lLO.

" Wlfred Jenks. 1969, The ILO in Wartime (Part 1). Labour Gazette, May, pp. 2Z{1 , Quoted in Antony Alcock, 1971 , History of the
lLO, pp. 159-160.
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Toward the end of 1940 the lL0 re-established itself, occupying two buildings in the grounds

of McGill University, Montreal. A few months later, Winant resigned. Phelan who worked closely

with Winant, as he had done with Thomas and Butler before him, described him as someone who:

...rarely explained his decisions and never in terms of a closely reasoned argument,
Logical exposition was not his mode of expression, and though he had no difficulty in
understanding a case put to him in that way, his reply would often seem to be so vague
and general that it gave the opposite impression. lt was therefore never easy to
understand how his mind worked, What one learned by experience was that he knew quite
well what he wanted and even more definitely what he did not. This, however, did not
always make things easier, since it by no means followed that he would reveal what his
attitude was. He would choose his own time for making his decision known and even then
one might leam of it indirectly and still be left in doubt of its precise nature. lt was said of
him that his methods were oblique. Certainly they were baffling in the extreme.s

As events following Winant taking Office were to show, there was a double irony in the

'official' reason for Butler resignation. Firstly, Winant's appointment was not without its problems.

Edward Phelan, who had been an Assistant Director at the ILO since 1919 and was senior to

Winant in ils hierarchy, threw his own hat into the ring and immediately attracted widespread

support, Only following direct and unprecedented lobbying of Govemments by Roosevelt was

Winant elected, prompting criticisms by British and Danish delegates of political interference.

Secondly, shortly after taking the oath of office as Director of the ILO in February 1939, and with

the whole of Europe at war, Winant instructed ILO representatives in the United States to consult

with officials in the Labour and State Departments in Washington on matters of policy, From that

moment, although pledged to conductthe ILO affairs as an intemational and impartial civil servant,

Winant could rarely, make major policy decisions without prior consultation with the Unites

States.n

* Edward Phelan. 1955, The ILO sets up its Wartime Centre in Canada. Studies, An lrish Critical Quarterly, 44, pp. 15S157.
s Bemard Bellush. 1968, He Walked Atone, pp.141-142.
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Apart from moving lLO headquarters from the European war zone, Winant began the task of

once more realigning the Organisation's focus. In November 1940, he made an impassioned

speech to the annual Convention of the American Federation of Labour (AFL). His purpose was to

explain his decision to relocate the Intemational Labour Office to Montreal and to continue its work

despite the war:

We are keeping the ILO machinery in motion. lt is for you to tell us how we can best
use it in your interest. We are no trying to revive the past - that is impossible and
undesirable. We are continuing from the past into the future, The justiflcation for the
Intemational Labour Organisation lies in its future productiveness and in its usefulness to
you and to member countries. The highest-priced goods of mankind are at stake to{ay:
human freedom, the dignity of man, and good will. The objective of the ILO is, as you
know, the realisation of social justice. That same objective is a part of what is at issue in
the world today. The definition of social justice varies with the passage of time as our
conception of it widens. In a not far distant past, socialjustice was a term used in speaking
of the protection of a weaker class from a stronger class less numerous but economically
more powerful. lt was part of an attempt to prevent human labour from being treated as
merchandise. The present conception of social justice is much broader. Every question
must be considered from a social angle as elements of social justice have invaded all
parts of national life. lt is now becoming clearer not only that the basis of society is
mankind, but also that the ultimate objective of society is the realisation of condiilons
under which man can live a full life and work in security and peace, with liberty. The task
of the lLO, and your task as a trade union movement, is concemed with working at a
democratic pattern for the world of tomonow. The ILO provides machinery through which
the free labour movement of the world can make known and discuss their programmes
and policies for reconstruction. The world belongs to the people. A true democracy is built
upon this fact. The ILO is built upon this fact. lt is your structure organised for human
progress, lt is your intemational platform. We want to make known your demands and
hanslate them into action, I ask your continued support of the lntemational Labour
Organisation and you use it as an agency for the reconstruction of a peaceful world and
for the shaping of a human democracy which we pray, will be the outcome of these days
of honor and of hope, of sacrifice, and of faith.s

Winant offered the ILO as a foundation for the future by distancing it from what he saw as the

narTow goals of the past. In this respect his audience was the important catalyst for the message

that Winant wanted to deliver - that the ILO was a labour organisation, set-up to meet labour's

5s 
Quoted in J. Godart. 1943, The Future of the Intemational Labour Organisation, Montreal, lLO, p. 6. See also tntemational Labour
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needs. His speech marked a return to the philosophy of Albert Thomas and an attempt to gain the

support of the American labour movement at a time when their European counterparts were

preoccupied with the war, lt was also a recognition that the ILO's post-war planning would draw,

once more, on the support of the United States. The importance of Winant, an American, lobbying

support from the American labour movement was not lost on his audience nor his predecessor

Harold Butler.

In the same year as Winant's speech to the AFL, The Standard, official organ of the New

Zealand labour movement published its own views on the ILO:

The ILO .,. was the product not of the diplomats and statesmen but (as its structure,
principles, and programme show) of those representatives of the world's workers who
made their voices heard when the treaties of 1919 were being framed. lt owes it survival,
even when the world is submerged once again in the darkness of war, to the vision of
those leaders of the useful people of the earth who were not afraid to carry trade union
conceptions into the as then unexplored realm of intemational govemment ,.. the ILO has
triumphed, because the ILO is founded on the direct representation not only of
Govemments and employers, but also of the workers own organisations. The ILO will
continue. The interests of the producers in all countries, belligerent, neutral and colonial;
the needs of twentieth century civilisation; the stupendous economic problems which will
follow the termination of this war - all demand that this effective link among the nations be
enlarged. Despite the infinite resource of reactionary statesmen in evading the will of their
peoples, there is, through the lLO, hope of the extension of socialjustice on a world-wide
basis.$

It was a message, like Winant's, which sought to re+stablish the credentials of the ILO as a

'labou/ organisation with a philosophy rooted in social justice and the rights of workers. The

message was that labour will be once more demanding to have its interests met in post-war

intemational structures and that the ILO still provided the platform on which labou/s needs could

Review, XLlll,2, 1941, p.228.
s Quoted in tntemational Labour Review,XLll, 6, December 1940, p. 381, See also J. Godart. 1943, The Future of the Intemational
Labour Organisation, p. 7.
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be most effectively met. lt was a call to arms in the protection of tripartism and a demand for the

survival of the ILO in the post-war world.

Summary and conclusions

Before the outbreak of the First World War, manufacturing was confined mainly to countries

situated in Westem Europe. The United States remained the only economy outside of Europe

engaged in large-scale production - of which only a small percentage was exported. The years

following the First World War saw the rise of new industrialising economies whose exports

challenged the kaditional markets of the European powers. Changes in the landscape of the world

economy brought new problems. While the fear of communism and social unrest had prompted

the development of protective legislation and to a large extent still remained in the minds of

politicians during the Depression, the rise of mass unemployment and the weakening of labour

power virtually halted the postwar groMh in Convention-setting at the lLO.

While the objective of the ILO remained the development of an intemational labour standards

regime, the economic realities of the Depression prompted a shift in the Organisation's traditional

focus. Under Albert Thomas the ILO focused on labour and social justice. Under Harold Butler, the

ILO faced a worldwide economic depression, stagnation in the ratification of intemational labour

standards, increasing unrest among non-European members, and the proposal by some regions

to establish their own labour organisations. All posed serious threats to the maintenance of the

intemational labour standards regime. ln response Butler shifted the ILO's focus to the relationship

between economic and social policy, An important conduit to this shift was the issue of trade and

labour standards. Following a boom in Japan's economy and the spectacular rise in Japanese

exports at a time when most other countries in the world were in the deepest part of the
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Depression, the link between trade and labour standards became the subject of intematlonal

discussion. lt was a discussion that the lLO encouraged in response to the downtum in

Convention-setting. The abundance of cheap labour available to Japan and the low cost of

Japanese exports prompted widespread accusations of 'social dumping' - a term that gradually

became embedded in the public conscience. Thus, United States isolationism ended when it

recognised the value of promoling labour legislation on an intemational scale so as not to

disadvantage American industry in the wake of Roosevelt's social and economic reforms. The lLO

used the entry of the United States as a lever to break the dominance of the European powem

and shift the Organisation's centre of gravity from Europe to the American continent. In the event,

the spread of German and ltalian aggression in Europe and Japanese imperialism in the East

moved the world's industrial economies onto a war footing. The expansion in productivity as the

world armed itself shifted the chaos from economic depression to total war, During the fighting, the

lLO, firstly under the brief leadership of John Winant, and then Edward Phelan, began to focus its

energies on the twin tasks of organisational survival and the development of post-war

reconstruction. In the interim, the appointment of Winant and the outbreak of war moved the ILO

further from the dominance of the European powers and closer to the influence of the United

States. lt was an influence that was to prove critical to the ILO's plans for post-war reconstruction

and significant in tight of new questions conceming the relevance of an intemational labour

standards regime to the post-war world.
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Chapter Six

Post-war Reconstruction

'...1 hope that sufficient people of the dght kind will give their attention to what is to happen after the war. I am not one of lhose
who believe that the conflict will be over soon, but certainly we should be thinking ahead, and I do most eamestly hope that the

League will be re+onstituted and that it will have anolher chance to do what it so nanowly failed to do last time - preserve us from

these periodical and I my opinion quite avoidable reversions to the status of animals'.|

'We simply cannot afford to await the end of hostilities which may come very suddenly and leave the peace to the

reactionaries'.2

'lf and when Amedca comes into the war, a decisive reason for her inlervention will be the inability of the United States to sell

sufiicient goods abroad'.3

lntroduction

The previous chapter examined the role of the ILO's Executive Head's, lts purpose was to

underline the central nature of this role in institutional survival and regime maintenance. In this

respect, Chapter Five demonstrated how the actions and policy initiatives of Albert Thomas and

Harold Butler prompted critical shifts in the functional activity of the lLO. Under the direction of its

executive leadership the ILO commissioned research which served to undedine the value of

regime membership in the changing contours of intemational trade. lssues concerning

I Letter to E. J. Riches from the Nerrr Zealand High Commissioner to Australia, Carl Berendsen, September 10, 1943. lLO archive RL
Series.
2 New Zealand Railway Review,May 24,1940. ILO archive, PS Series
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international competition, labour standards and social dumping were highlighted in an attempt to

stimulate regime support at a time when this support was waning in the face of a deepening

depression. Butler considered the research of particular relevance to those export economies,

such as New Zealand and Australia, on whom the regime exercised little compliance pull. In

essence, ILO research activities under Harold Butler were geared toward convincing govemments

that it lay in their economic interests to support the international labour standards regime. One of

the principle objectives of this strategy was to bring the United States into the lLO, To this end, we

argued that Butle/s resignation from the ILO was a deliberate act to move the Organisation away

from the dominance of European interests and shift future leadership and responsibility for the

intemational labour standards regime to the United States.

The purpose of this Chapter, then, is to examine this shift and its implications for the

international labour slandards regime, in the context of plans for post-war reconstruction. Like the

United States, New Zealand had become more international in its outlook following domestic

political change. We noted in Chapter Four that the election of a more outward looking Labour

govemment marked a tuming point in relations with the lLO. At a time when its European

members were preoccupied with the Second World War and with its future increasingly linked to

the United States, the lLO, looked to increase the involvement of New Zealand and Australia in its

activities, However, with Europe at war and its adminishative Office relocated to Montreal, the ILO

faced significant difficulties, Despite being lauded as a 'symbol of democracy' by the United States,

3 
New Englrsh Weekty, Apnl4, 1940. ILO archive PS Series.
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the ILO's role in post-war reconstruction remained uncertain. The growth of new intemational

organisations with responsibilities for social and economic problems challenged the ILO's

ambitions in this respect. Moreover, to the ILO's Acting Director Edward Phelan political support

for the Organisation remained ambiguous and uncertain. Without this support becoming more

substantive there seemed little hope that the intemational labour standards regime would retain

the necessary unity of purpose to survive. In an effort to establish its future role in the intemational

system, the ILO tumed to gamering support for its activities at the national level and the

construction of a definitive and constitutionally binding declaration of its role in the post-war world.

A new beginning

The 1940's marked a period of close relations between the New Zealand and the lLO.

Following the death of Michael Savage in March 1940, Peter Fraser took over as Prime Minister in

the Labour government. Like others in the Labour Party, such as Harry Holland and Walter Nash,

Fraser had a keen interest in intemational affairs and was familiar with the activities of the lLO.

Labour had evolved into a broad-based, reformist party with a welfare and development

programme that sought to undo the social neglect of the previous govemment, lts successful 1935

campaign called for state control of the Reserve Bank, credit and cunency reform, guaranteed

prices to farmers, and a host of welfare and labour reforms. By the end of 1936, it had restored
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wage rates to the level that operated in 1931, reinstated compulsory arbitration, introduced

compulsory unionism, fixed a minimum wage, and legislated a forty hour week.a

Not surprisingly, the speed and scope of the reforms attracted critics. In a letter to ILO

Director John Winant, A. C. Mitchell, President of the New Zealand Employers Federation

considered that 'to the impartial critic' the reforms of the Labour govemment had gone 'too far and

too fast'. He complained:

Today, as you have no doubt been advised, we are faced by a grave financial crisis.
Yet in spite of that the Govemment have just presented a budget to the House of
Representatives involving even more prodigal expenditure on Public Works - much of
which is of an uneconomic and non+evenue producing character, And those membens of
the opposition who counsel caution and economy are characterised as 'prophets of
gloom'. The heavy increase in taxation and public debt is however convincing evidence of
the high price we are being called upon to pay for our daring experiments in social
legislation - and the end is not yet in sight.s

lntemationally, Labour policy switched from the anti-League rhetoric of the early 1920s to a

proactive pro-League position, More broadly, while in the 1920s and early 1930s New Zealand had

abdicated responsibility for foreign affairs to Great Britain, under Labour, foreign policy began to

develop a.more independent outlook on world affairs. Historically, Labour had always possessed a

more intemational outlook than other New Zealand political parties.6 ln practice, this tradition was

largely confined to Labou/s political elite - Holland, Nash, and Fraser - and the activists who used

a Paul Hanis. 1975, Class Conflic{, Sectionalism and Social Change in lnter-war New Zealand. Posldoctoral Research Report, The
University of Auckland, pp. 36-37. Also, Bruce Brown, 1962, The Rise of New Zealand Labour, p. 183.

5 Letter to John Winant, Augusl g, 1939. ILO archive, RL Series.
t W.H.Oliu.t. 1960, The Story of New Zealand , p.237 . Quoted in Bain Attwood, Apostles of Peace, 1979, p. 9.
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the LNU as a platform to attack League policies, Once established in govemment, Labou/s

increasingly independent stance on foreign policy, and the outbreak of the World War ll,

encouraged a much broader discussion of international issues - most notably, the reconstruction of

the post-war world. lt was a discussion that the ILO actively encouraged. In New Zealand, the

Federation of Labour (FoL) was quick to offer its own ideas. Quoted in an article described as the

fint of its kind from the intemational labour movement,T the FoL called for an Intemational Labour

Conference to be held outside Europe, '... for the purpose of studying the problems which will arise

at the end of the war ... with regard to the future functioning of the Intemational Labour

Organisation and its headquarters, the ILO'.8 lt struck a particular chord with the staff of an

Organisation recently recstablished in Canada, and eager to maintain the Support of its

constituencies in an attempt develop a role for itself at the end of the war. In November 1940, Ad

Staal, Chief of the ILO's Worke/s Organisations Services, wrote a personal letter to George

Thurston of the New Zealand Engineers Union in which he observed:

... not much remains of the intemational trade union movement. The trade unions in
countries like France, Czechoslovakia, Norway, Poland, Belgium and Holland, if they exist
at all, are evidently quite under the control of the Germans, and the organisations in
countries like Denmark, Sweden, and SwiEerland are not in a position to be active in the
intemational field. For those who are firm in their belief that we are going to survive
Hitlerism all hopes are riveted on the movement in Great Britain and the Dominions, Your
own country has already given proof of its interest in intemational affairs by suggesting
that an Intemational Labour Conference should be held in the near future outside of

7 Letter to Edward Phelan trom M.R.K Burge, Head of the ILO London ffice, 24 September, 1940. ILO arciive, PWR Series.

8 Quoted in, 'Reform of the lLO. One of the many problems to be solved tomonoil'. The tntemationa!Tnnsport Workers Joumal,
August, 1940, p. 67, Also quoted in the Daily Telegraph, London (undated), who described the Neuv Zealand trade unions as'laking
the lead' on this issue. Both found in lLO archive, PWR Series.
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Europe ... The lL0 was one of the greatest achievements of organised labour after the last
war and every endeavour should be made to keep its mechanism intact and to consolidate
and extend the institution so that it can serve the workers effectively in the reconstruction
that must come after the war. lt is particularly the trade union and labour movements in the
countries where they can still function normally which will have to take the initiative and I
am very pleased that the New Zealand trade unions have made a first move. But evidently
it must be sustained and encouraged.s

An element of weakness

For the 110 to 'sustain and encourage' not only trade union support but the support of

govemments and employers, it had to do so through institutional action. Once established in

Montreal, the administrative arm of the Organisation, the Intemational Labour Office, set about this

in three ways. First, it continued to publish the results of its research activities in the /nternational

Labour Review,'o and in the release of specialstudies.tlSecond, despite a significant reduction in

its staff and operating budget, the technical assistance programme continued. The Office provided

assistance to Latin America countries - primarily in developing social insurance programmes - as

well as major nations such as the United States, Great Britain and Canada,t' For the most part,

e Letter to G.T. Thurston, New Zealand Amalgamated Engineering and Related Trades Union, November 5, 1940. ILO arclrive RL.

to Thr fiot'Montreal edition' oI lhe tntemational Labour Review was published in November 1940. An article, 'Economic

Organisation for Total Wa/, examined the role of workers in war produclion for the first time.
1l One suctr study, 'Employment, Wages and lntemational Trade' examined changes in the foreign trade of a number of countries,
including the United States, Great Britain and Japan, and their effect on the income and employment of workers. The reporl - whidl
examined trade data for the years 192$.1936 - showed that countries which experienced the greatest changes in imports and
exports, also experienced the greatest fluctuations in wage and employment levels. In general, where foreign trade declined the
most during the Depression, wage and employment levels sho,ved the greatest losses, while the @nverse lvas true durlng recovery
years. In essence, tre reprt suggested a positive relationship between employnent and increased levels of intemalional trade. lt
conduded by calling on govemments to prepare for the transition from war to peace, and lo base their planning on greater
intemational economic cooperalion as a defence against depression. The report was not only economically important - it claimed lo
be the first statistical attempt to establish a link between e@nomic movements and labour issues - but politically significant. lts
release, in March 1940, coincided with a debate in the United States Congres on its reciprocal trade agreements program. The
report not only seemed to concur wilh United States thinking on the post-war intemational trade system but illustrated the relevance
of the ILO to that system.
t'Virtor-Yuo Ghebali. 1989, The Intemational Labour Organisation, p. 19.
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technical assistance activity took place in Latin America - a region that continued to remain

important in lLO relations with the United States. Third, while the research and technical activities

kept the cogs of ILO machinery tuming over, the convening of an lnternational Labour Conference

would provide a more substantive demonshation of institutional action and regime support.

Officially, the ILO Constitution required that a Conference be held once a year, that a

Goveming Body be elected and that a budget be approved. However, the primary reason for

convening a Conference was a matter of survival, Edward Phelan, who took over as Acting

Director from Winant and remained the ILO's executive head until after the war,t3 argued that

without calling a Conference the Organisation ran the risk of declining into insignificance.

Here Phelan drew on the functionalist ideology of his mentor Albert Thomas. For Haas,'o this

ideology was based on Functional convictions and the centrality of bureaucratic leadership allied

to labour. The ILO was to usher in universal social and industrial democracy by acting as the co-

ordinator and unifier of national trade unions. lt would compel employers to deal with labour as

equals, produce impeccable research and advice to eliminate anti-labour criticism, and convert

everyone to the need for social justice." In this, the activities of the lntemational Labour Office

remained central. The functions of its bureaucracy, in research, the distribution of technical advice

and in mobilising support at the national level, were important conduits to regime development, lf

t' Ph.lrn resigned in 1948, to be replaced by the American David Morse.

1{ Emst Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation State, p 145.
tu rbid.
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the activities of the Office provided the mechanism for intemational collaboration, then Thomas

saw the Organisation as the collaboration itself:

He saw the Organisation ,., as the collaboration in full action. He saw it not in any
sense a Super-state... but he saw it as much more than inter-state. He saw it as an
organisation of the peoples of the world, an organisation in which cabinets and
parliaments, national and colonial civil services, factory and medical inspectorates,
associations of workers and employers, and the individuals composing them, ministers,
deputies, civil servants, employers and workers, had all their appointed place and
functionl6

While the lntemational Labour Office busied itself from its temporary headquarters in Montreal, the

Intemational Labour Organisation lay dormant and in danger of disintegration. Clearly drawing on

the functionalist ideology nurtured by his predecessors, Phelan observed later:

What had so far been saved was only the Office. What must be kept in being was the
lntemational Labour Organisation as a living institution manifesting in action its qualities
and its strengths. lf its members lost the habit of using it, ahophy, paralysis and death
would be the inevitable stages of its decline and final disappearance, I had reason to fear
that this decline had already begun and to believe that it would proceed far more rapidly in
wartime than would have been the case if, for some reason, the activities of the
Organisation had been interrupted in time of peace. lt is worth indicating why I entertained
this fear because it arose from an element of weakness peculiar to intemational
institutions. Whereas war strengthens national organisations, giving them an increased
sense of responsibility and greater cohesion, it produces exactly the opposite effects on
an intemational organisation. To understand why this was happening to the ILO it is
necessary to remember that the Conference, the Goveming Body and the Office are no
more than an easily visible superstructure built on the foundation of Member Govemments
and their organisations of workers and employers ... Only the Members States themselves
could repair or reinforce administrative instruments that were under their sole control. lt
was vain to imagine that, by some happy inspiration, they would individually be moved to
take such action. Only by a renewed experience of their collective function as Members of
the Organisation could it be hoped that they would become more vividly aware of its

t6 
Edward Phelan. 1936, Yes and Albert Thomas, p 240.
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potentialities and thus be led to restore, and thereafter maintain, each in its own domain, a
fraction of the Organisation's machinery which was a necessary part of the whole. The
practical conclusion that clearly emerged was that every effort must be made to secure a
meeting of the lntemational Labour Conference at the earliest possible date."

With European members preoccupied with the war, the prospects of a Conference seemed

slim. Moreover, the idea was not without its critics. H. C. Orsted, of the lnternational Organisation

of Industrial Employers, complained that in the absence of European delegations - who in the

circumstances would find the difficulties of travelling to the United States 'insurmountable' - the

Conference would:

'...provoke a definite schism in the Intemational Labour Organisation in the way that the
result would be the creation "de facto" of an American - or extra-European - Organisation'.r8

lLO staff in key centres were also aware of a sptit in opinion. Replying to a letter from Phelan,

the Head of the lLO London Office reported:

As regards the Conference ,., there is I think a considerable difference of opinion
about the need for a "manifestation of activity". There is a school of thought here which
believes that in the long run too much manifestation of activity may do more harm than
good unless it is activig which is definitely useful."

Even at the highest levels, the idea sometimes met with a cool response, Winant, still Director

of the ILO but quietly angling for the Ambassadorship to London, seemed reluctant to take any

initiative that could undermine his own ambitions.ro The key to the Conference and its success lay

17 Edward Phelan. 1956, The ILO Tums the Comer. Studies, An lish CiticalQuarlely,45, pp. 162-163.
18 Letter to Henry Haniman, Boslon, Massachusetts, 28 February, 1941. ILO ardrive, D Series,
19 Letter to Edward Phelan from M.RK Burge, 4 June, 1941. ILO archive, C Series.
m Letter to Jef Rens (Belgian Worker member on the ILO Goveming Body) from Edward Phelan, 28 February, 1957. See Antony
Alcock, 1971. History of the lLo, p, 164.
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with the governments of Britain and the United States. The latter, increasingly aware that a policy

of isolationism would do little for its economy after the war, and eager to prepare its electorate for

the lead it wished to take in post-war reconstruction, offered New York as a Conference venue.

Soon afler, a hitherto+eluctant British govemment agreed to send a full delegation.

A battle of ideas and ideals

Some saw the possibility of a depleted European representation at the Conference as an

opportunity for change, Carter Goodrich, the United States govemment member to the ILO and

Chair of the Goveming Body, lobbied for the greater involvement of New Zealand and Australia in

the ILO's work. In a letter to the British Worker representative, Joseph Hallsworth, Goodrich

argued:

,.. if the Organisation is continue as a living force, and to meet the demands of the
changing world situation, it seems to me vital that its policy should be reformulated, and
the Office's mandates and directives renewed, by the representative bodies which are the
essential elements of the Organisation ,.. with so much of Europe temporarily cut off from
participation in its work, it is desirable to assure that as many nations as possible take real
responsibility for the Organisation. This means drawing more of the American nations into
active participation and also - a point I consider of great importance for the preservation of
ILO ideals - an increase in the part played by Australia and New Zealand ... As you said in
the Emergency Committee last October, "There is also a battle of ideas and ideals to be
wonn. tt

In fact, New Zealand had been calling for an opportunity to take an active role in the

goveming structures of the ILO for a number of years. During the last election of the Goveming

" L"tto to Hallsworth, 14 December, 1940. ILO archive, RL Series.
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Body in 1937, the New Zealand Minister of Labour, H.T. Armstrong, called for the adoption of a

system of rotating membership, In what was essentially an attack on Europe's dominance of the

Governing Body, he argued that a way should be found 'to give countries like New Zealand the

opportunity to take part in the work of that Body'.z In 1938, the New Zealand govemment again

raised the issue of rotation, describing it as something in which it continued to be 'keenly

interested'.23

With the outbreak war, the next opportunity to examine the New Zealand proposal was at the

1941 Conference. While Goodrich, though sympathetic to the New Zealand agenda, had only

talked in terms of a 'more active leadership',z4 Riches was more direct. In a letter to H. E. Moston

at the Department of Labour, he wrote, '..,if anangements now under way can be completed and a

General Conference can be held in the near future, one of the things it will be able to do will be to

elect a new Governing Body. As the members thus elected would hold office for the next three

years, during which the ILO will, we hope, have an important part to play, I feel sure that the New

Zealand Govemment would wish to take an active interest in the mafter'.s

Labou/s social reforms, its industrial legislation, and a perception that New Zealand was still

a country 'without strikes', offered a model of democracy and labour relations which Goodrich and

others wanted to bring to the fore. The United States was becoming increasingly concemed that its

' Pro.*ding. of the Internatronal Labour Conference, 1937, lLO, Geneva.
a Proceedings of the lntemational Labour Conference, '1938, lLO, Geneva.
2a Letter to H,T. Armstrong, 16 January, 1941. llo archive, RL Series.
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basic ideals of the pluralism and democracy were being threatened, not only in Europe, but more

immediately on its doorstep in Latin America. With the League effectively moribund, the ILO

remained the one institution in which, despite the war, democracy could be showcased

internationally and serve as a model for a post- war world led by the United States. For Goodrich

and the United States, agreeing to host the 1941 Conference, and encouraging the involvement of

the successful 'new world' economies, were initial steps in making sure that the ILO survived 'as

an instrument of democtacy','6

As the Federation of Labour had demonstrated, New Zealand was already keen to take part

in lhe war of ideas and ideals'. Moreover, it had in govemment a Party whose leaders were keen

to stamp their policies on intemational affairs and eager to articulate them in intemationalforums.

In this respect, the lLO, its Conferences, and its staff had been important conduits in directing and

developing the intemationalisation of political thought in New Zealand.

One example was the Minister of Lands, Frank Langstone. Visiting Geneva in 1939,

Langstone had been impressed by the commitment and advice of the ILO staff that he met.

Afterward, Langstone had been subject to the usual ILO strategy of direct contact - via personal

letters and general conespondence -from Riches and Phelan, In 1941, Langstone led the New

Zealand Trade Mission to the United States. On his anival in Washington, he received a letter from

Phelan wishing the Mission success. Langstone - who unlike most of his cabinet colleagues, still

25 Letter H.E. Moston, Department of Labour, Wellington, 21 January, 1941 . ILO archive, RL Series,
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preserved some of his roots in the Left of the Labour Party - retained a close interest in economic

policf'and was nol slow in gauging the importance of posl-war intemational co-operation to world

peace and the economic health of small tradedependent countries like New Zealand. In a reply to

Phelan, he wrote:

It seems to me that trade relations between the nations is the one great vital factor
which must first be put on a proper basis ,.. Under the capitalistic order, nations fight for
economic and political ownership and control of important commodities required for their
welfare just as men and groups of men fight and struggle for the ownership and conlrol of
land, raw materials, industrial and finance capital within the nation. And just as the
tendency has been for the small scale enterprise or corporation to become merged or
eliminated by its competitor, so we have seen the small democracies disappear (at least
for the time being) from the map, Will it be possible to evolve an economic system which
will to some extent preserve the fullest liberties and autonomous rights of both small and
large nations, and at the same time preserve that freedom to trade. Can such an objective
be realised under a profit system? Could an intemational hading cartel be formed as a
kind of clearing- house for world trade and so guide into commercial channels those
exchangeable commodities to their right destinations as a signal-man guides the incoming
and outgoing trains into the right fairways and platforms?

Or must some League of Nations be formed, having the power and authority to
enforce its laws, which will regiment the nations into the right avenue of trade and foreign
dealings? This would mean that the control of armies, navies, and air forces, as fighting
forces, would police the world under the control of this intemational league. This would
mean that each nation would contribute annually in men, wealth and materials its quota to
this great intemational police force. Are the nations willing to forego this phase of their
nationhood as the price for world peace? Could the authority so set up be trusted to carry
out the obligations in a beneficent way? Would the larger nations, as represented in this
league, tend to form the "big fours" or'big fives'so as to breed discord within the league.
These are some of the questions anay of doubt and difficulties, I am certain that some
positive lead must be given if civilisation is to continue and grow to higher levels of human

s Letter to H.T. Armstrong from Carter Goodrich, 16 January, 1941. ILO archive, RL Series.

27 Despite his Cabinet position, Langstone was fully sympathetic to the criticism of Labou/s monetary policy during its first term of
office. See Bruce Bror,trn, 1962, Rise of New Zealand Labour, p. 188.
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attainments. We cannot stay where we are; we cannot retreat; so we must go forward
even to the extent of bravely entering unknown waters on uncharted seas."

Some states attempted to give 'positive leads' in their bilateral trade relations by adopting the

principle of 'Mutual Aid' rather than the 'Sale and Loan' scheme that operated during the First

World War, In 1944, the MutualAid Agreement between Canada and Australia read, 'Whereas it is

expedient ... the conditions upon which such war supplies are made available by one United

Nation to another should not be such as to burden poslwar commerce or lead to the imposition of

trade reshictions or otherwise prejudice a just and enduring peace'.* The Agreement made clear

that a policy of supply without payment was being adopted in order to avoid the creation of war

debts which would dislocate and reduce the flow of post-war trade. To underline the intention,

Article X of the Agreement stated:

The govemments of Canada and Australia reaffirm their desire to promote mutually
advantageous economic relations between their countries and throughout the world. They
declare that their guiding principles include the adoption of means designed to promote
employment, the production and consumption of goods and the expansion of commerce
through appropriate intemational agreements and commercial policy with the object of
contributing to the attainment of all the economic objectives set forth in the Declaration of
August 141941known as the Atlantic Charter.il

Both the Australian and New Zealand govemments stressed the importance of full

employment as fhe basic policy in underpinning post-war intemational economic collaboration. lt

28 Letterto Edward Phelan,3 June, 1941. ILO archive RL Series
I Ouoted in a telegram from the Minister of Extemal Affairs, New Zealand, to the Minister of Extemal Affairs, Australia, 16 March
1944. New Zealand NationalArchive, EA Series.
s Telegram lrom the Minister of Extemal Affains, New Zealand, to the Minister of Extemal Affairs, Australia, 16 Marctr 1944. New
Zedand National Arc-lrive, EA series. Article V of the Atlantic Chaftr dedared that ' ... they [the United States and the United
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seemed clear to both countries that to avoid the mistakes that led to the world-wide depression of

the 1930s, the adoption of measures designed to promote full employment, increased production,

and the consumption of goods, were of primary importance. For its own part, New Zealand argued

that for the objectives of the Atlantic Charter to be fulfilled, trade expansion and high levels of

consumption - particularly in major economies - should be encouraged.3t

It was all too evident that a fall in the level of employment in major economies such as Great

Britain and the United States would have a detrimental effect on New Zealand's exportdependent

economy. The post-war pursuit of high employment strategies among nations became an

important objective for those dependent on export trade for their economic well-being. Equally

important therefore, was the prevention of policies and methods 'associated with extreme

economic nationalism'.t With these objectives to the fore in New Zealand thinking, the lLO began

to take on a new significance.

A call for functional expansion

It was in these circumstances that New Zealand Prime Minister Peter Fraser fully supported

the idea of holding a Conference in New York. During a visit to London, Fraser discussed the issue

with a number of labour and political leaders including the British Minister for Labour, Emie Bevin,

and Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden. When Riches leamt of his plans to visit Canada on his way

Kingdoml desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between all nations in the economic fleld with the obiective of securing for all
improved labour standards, economic advancement and social seo:rity'.
tt Finton Patrick Walsh. 1946, 'Emnomic Stabilisation in the Post war Period. Report to the New Zealand Fedention of Labour.
February. ILO archive, PWR Series.
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home to New Zealand, he asked if Fraser could meet with him and Phelan 'to discuss some of the

present and possible future activities of the ILO'.$ Fraser's response was enthusiastic 'l shall be

very happy to meet you and shall not fail to get in touch with you'.s The meeting took place in

Montreal at the beginning of 1941, Supported by Riches, Phelan stressed the importance of the

Conference both as a foundation for post-war planning and in emphasising the role of democratic

nations in the survival of the lLO. Fraser listened carefully throughout, and finally promised

whatever support New Zealand was able to offer.s

Three key events defined the significance of the 1941 Conference. The first was that it took

place at all. 1941 was time of great uncertain$ for the allied powers. The war was not going well.

Europe had been over-run and Britain was subject to aerial bombardment from waves of German

aircraft. Under the circumstances, there was a marked reluctance to take part in the Conference at

a time when the responsibilities of war were overwhelming. Yet to both the ILO and United States,

Britain was the key to the support of the Dominions and the European govemments exiled in

London. As the likelihood of an invasion of Britain receded, the United States looked to British co-

operation in keeping the remnants of the intemational system intact. As part of its own agenda, the

t'J.B. 
Condliff". 1941, The Reconstruction of World Trade, London, Allen and Unwin, p. 19.

$ 
Lener to Peter Fraser, 7 April, 1941. ILO archive, RL Sedes.

s 
Letter to E.J. Riches, 26 April, 1941. ILO archive, RL Series.

* 
Br.* in NErr Zealand, Fraser ectroed United States policy when he stressed 'the great importance' of lhe Conference as a forum

for dernocracy, particularly in ensuring its survival in Latin America. The official organ of the Nefl Zealand Labour Party 'Iie

Standard'repo(ed, 'The Prime Minister said that one had only to think for a moment to realise how very important il was that lhe
employers, workers and Govemments of Central and South American Latin republics should grasp lhe viewpoinl of the democratic
countries'. The Standard,'Mr Fraser Emphasises Great lmportance of lLO Conference', 20 October, 1941. tLO archive, RL Sedes.
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ILO wanted to demonstrate the success of British tripartite collaboration in the war effort, and draw

a lesson for other countries engaged 'in the intensification of their own programs'.o The fact that

the Conference did take place is testimony to first, ILO success in utilising its international

bureaucracy to influence national preferences and second, the increasing influence of the United

States in intemational affairs.

Second, the Conference gave formal backing to the recognition that social problems are

political as well as economic in nature. Hitherto, the lLO had come under sustained criticism from

within its own ranks for attempting to portray itself and its work as essentially apolitical. lt was

accused of being in a state of paralysis since the outbreak of the war because of a belief in its own

political neutrality.3T As a result - despite its portrayal by the United States as an 'instrument of

democracy' - there had been no official ILO support for the allied struggle and no formal

condemnation of totalitarian aggression. However, the totalitarian states looked on the ILO with

considerable contempt. lt was derided by Japan and ltaly, before being pronounced dead by

Germany. Not surprisingly, the first action of the New York Conference was to declare its open

support for the Allies' cause. A number of motions served to reflect the mood of the Conference.

Sympathy was expressed for those who had suffered in the face of Fascist aggression, the Atlantic

s Letter from Carler ffiridt to Sir John Forbes-Watson, Direcior, British Employers Federation, 27 December, 1940, lLO archive.
In a letter the follo,ving month to H.E. Moston at the New Zealand Department of Labour, Riches stressed that '...accounl would be
taken of recent developments and of the urgent problems with which such collaboration now has to deal. The importance of sudt
collaboration, based on full freedom of association and extending into the economic sphere, as an essential element in the stren$h
and efiiciency of democratic countries would give this subjec a special value at the present time . Letter to H.E. Moston, 21 January
1941. ILO archive, RL Series.

37 Letter from Adrian Tixier, Head of the ILO Social Security Sec{ion, to Ednard Phelan, 29 May, 1941. ILO archive, ORG Series.
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Charter was enthusiastically endorsed, and, finally, the mood of the Conference became

belligerent as one motion declared that only the victory of the Allies could save the world from

chaos." As the New Zealand Worker Delegate was to record:

The Conference I attended was very much different from previous ones. lt did not last
half as long and the subjects discussed did not take as wide a range as usual, The
winning of the war for the democratic nations seemed to be in the minds of all delegates
inespective of their country of origin, and speakers continually stressed the point that
talking about social reforms was wasted time unless the totalitarian powers were defeated.
This unanimity of opinion was one of the surprises of the Conference.3e

Third, the Conference laid bare the lL0's claims to be the main conduit for social questions

associated with post-war reconstruction and to be represented at any future Peace Conference.

There were claims for functional expansion, based upon its expertise in the intemational aspects

of social issues, and a recognition that the lLO had no rival to challenge the legitimacy of its

position. To its Acting Director Edward Phelan, the functional logic of placing the ILO on an equal

footing with all other institutions dealing with post-war reconstruction seemed clear. The ILO's

knowledge of and expertise in social issues were unrivalled; its position that at the root of

economic problems lay the solution to social problems was widely accepted; and it argued that any

post-war measures musl be subject to national and intemational action to be effective. ln his

Report to the New York Conference, Phelan demanded that the ILO coordinate all social

questions related to posfwar planning - including the activities of any intemational institutions

* Pro.*dingt of the Ner,rr York Conference, 1941, lLO, Monlreal, pp. 1634
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assigned some aspect of social responsibility - and that its interests be represented at any future

Peace Conference. ln reflecting on his Report over a decade later, Phelan wrote:

After producing abundant evidence from the pronouncements of statesmen from all
parts of the world, and from religious leaders of all denominations, that a great surge of
social thinking was already manifest, I summarised its tendency as the demand that future
policy must be directed to ensuring for the individual not only better conditions of labour
but also economic security; and I listed the headings under which practical measures
would have to be taken if this world-wide demand was to receive satisfaction. I
emphasised that both national and intemational action would be required to make these
measures effective, and that in the internationalsphere the ILO would be indispensable, In
order, however, that it should be able to fulfil its task when the time came to carry this
programme into effect, two things were immediately necessary: first, it must be used from
now on as the cenhe for the collection and distribution of information on post-war social
planning, and, second, it position in the post-war scheme of world organisation must be
assured. Though the lLO would inevitably have a wider field of action, other intemational
organisations would no doubt be created, each being assigned its appropriate share of the
general task. Wasteful overlapping and dangerous conflicts of competence jeopardising
the whole effect could all too easily arise unless their assignments were carefully defined
at the outset. The best way to avoid future confusion and friction would be to provide that
the lLO, whose field of action was so varied and extensive, should be assured of
representatives in any Peace or Reconstruction Conference that might be convened. The
argument of the whole Report was intended to lead to this last conclusion which I
considered of fundamental importance because in no other way could there be any
guarantee that the ILO's future position would not be, wittingly or unwittingly,
undermined.no

The tLO's future position in the intemational system was indeed uncertain. Phelan's demand

for a 'co-ordination' role was not supported by the Conference. In a significant move, the United

States submitted a proposal which downplayed Phelan's demand, and instead talked in terms of

3s Hon. R. Eddy, President of the New Zealand Workers Union and Worker Delegate to the New York Conference, 1941. My
lmpression of the hnterence, p.22. Archives of the New Zealand Federation of Labour, MS Papers 4100, Alexander Tumbull
Library, Wellington

a0 Edward Phelan. 1956, The ILO Tums lhe Comer. Studies, An tish CriticalQuafterly,45, Summer. pp. 178-179.
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the ILO 'collaborating' with other intemational organisations in the process of reconstruction. The

intention was to introduce a note of flexibility and realism in the lLO's thinking. While

acknowledging the Organisation had a continuing role to play, the makeup of the post-war world

was still too uncertain for the position that Phelan demanded to be guaranteed. One prominent

trade union leader expressed his initation at talk of postwar reconstruction at a time when the war

was going against the Allies, and when it was difficult to see if it would tum in their favour.a'

Moreover, planning for the war's end was still in its infancy. The much heralded Atlantic Charter

was essentially a bilateral declaration between the United States and Great Britain. While its social

objectives were of particular relevance to the lLO, there was no guarantee that, once hostilities

were over, other countries would continue to see them in the same light, and declare any

commitment to them. Phelan recognised these. He stressed the need for a Treaty that constituted

a'peoples'peace'. Versailles, he argued, was a'politicians'peace'. Public opinion found it difficult

to discriminate between the good parts of the Treaty and the bad. As a result, public opnion

struggled to lend support to parts of the Treaty that deserved to be continued. The Versailles

peace, and the institutions set up to enforce it, remained beyond mainstream understanding. As a

result it had little relevance.n'

a1 Sir Walter Citrine, General Secretary of the British Trade Union Congress. Notes taken at a meeting of the Emergency General
Council of the Intemational Federation of Trade Unions, London, 1 September, 1942. ILO archive, PWR Series.

a2 Edwad Phelan. Quoted in an ILO internal document,'lnformal Notes on Discussion of Reconstruction Programme', Montreal, 1
Marci, 1942. ILO archive, PWR Series.
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A 'peoples peace', Phelan argued, would be one in which ordinary people have a role in its

construction, and ultimately a stake in its success, To do this, it would have to provide

mechanisms that strive to achieve a higher standard of living for all; 'lt is here that the ILO comes

into the picture because it is the only existing international organisation that can serve by having a

direct link between intemational settlements anived at and the peoples to whom the settlements

apply. This is what makes it particularly important not to attempt to separate social and economic

problems into watertight compartments but to consider the question as a whole'.ot lt was because

of this link that Phelan saw in the ILO a unique organisation whose role was vital to the success of

post-war reconstruction. Yet he was conscious of a need to prove this more vigorously than had

hitherto been the case. Despite the apparent success of the New York Conference, the ILO's

future remained uncertain. The Organisation had to make its presence felt, or risk having its role

eroded. lt had to demonstrate that, unlike the League of Nations, it had not left a vacuum to be

filled.n

For Phelan, the ILO needed to demonstrate its own dynamism and mark a prominent place

for itself among the number of international institutions that would grow as post-war planning

developed. ln doing so, Phelan wanted to send two clear signals to worken: first, that the lLO still

retained enough functional dynamism to plan its future work, despite the war and the limitation of

* bio.

s Victor-Yves Ghebali. 1989, The Intemational Labour Organisation, p. 20.
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its Montreal existence; second, that the ILO intended to remain the primary organisation from

which any post-war regime for labour protection would evolve.

The problem of International co-operation

As the war began to tum in the Allies' favour, debate on the construction of the post-war world

became more openou and increasingly formalised. As expected, once its own forces were

committed to the hostilities and its policy of isolationism abandoned, the United States took a lead

in post-war planning. As new institutions were set up to coordinate planning, Phelan's concems

began to be realised.

In an attempt to inject some of Phelan's hoped-for'dynamism', the ILO commissioned an

intemal report on possible changes to its organisation and functions. At its heart was a desire to

'...strengthen its usefulness with respect to furthering the social objectives of the Atlantic Charter'.6

To this end, the report argued that functional capaci$ needed to be strengthened in a number of

areas.ot Most significant for our purposes was the acknowledgement of ILO activities in influencing

opinion and policy in member countries. The report argued that in attempting to implement the

tt Until S,i. point there had been a marked resistance to any discussion on the issue of post-war planning. Objeclions stemmed from
the belief that any planning would divert attention and undermine the war effort. For their parl, the United States Congress
considered any post,war discrssions that would - by necessity - involve Russia, with'revulsion'. See, 'lnformal Notes on Discussion
of Reconstruclion Programme'.

* Crtt r Goodridt. Preliminary Memorandum on Possible Changes in ILO Organisation and Functions. May/June, 1942. ILO
archive, PWR Series.
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Atlantic Charter, one of the most important ILO functions would be the continuation of this role,

particularly in securing the support of worker and employer organisations. The argument was

timely. Toward the end oI 1942, the International Federation of Trade Unions convened a meeting

of its Emergency General Councilto discuss its ideas for post-war reconstruction, lt acknowledged

the importance of the Atlantic Charter in boosting morale and countering the propaganda of

Germany's New Order - which promised zero unemployment and social security. However, one

l/ear on from the declaration it argued that it was '.,,necessary to give more concrete form to the

general and vague pledges proclaimed in the Atlantic Charter, especially in our appeals to the

workers of the world'.s IFTU concerns stemmed from the lack of action following the 1941

Conference. While some countries had set up agencies to examine reconstruction,ot there

remained little international co-ordination of these efforts. While Atlantic Charter had, in effect,

charged the ILO with special responsibility for the provisions contained in Article V,s the

Organisation found itself increasingly marginalised. Twelve months after first voicing its concems

about the Atlantic Charter, and as it became increasingly anxious about the minimal role allocated

to the ILO in post-war planning, the IFTU sent a telegram to Phelan. lt read:

ot Altog.th"r, three areas were identified; influencing opinion and policy; technical cooperation; and the setting of intemational
labour slandards,

€'lntemational Trade Union Movement and the Post-War Problems. Outlines for a Firsl Discussion'. Emergency General Council of
the Intemational Federation of Trade Unions, 1 September, 1942, lLO archive, PWR Series.

as For example, in 1944 New Zealand set up the'Organisation for Economic Development' to examine and co+rdinate all proposals
relating to post+rar problems. See, lntemallonal Labour Review, December, 1944, pp 759-760.

s See Fmtnote 30.
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Emergency Council Intemational Federation of Trade Unions having met London 23
September wants to express strongest disappointment regarding position forced by Allied
Govemments particularly big Powers upon ILO deliberately kept away from practical
preparatory work re post-war reconstruction. Nearly two years ago at New York Conference
over thirty Govemments unanimously and solemnly undertook great number of commitments.
Since then responsible Govemments had several occasions to implement their pledges but
they just ignored them ... lntemational organised labour bitterly deplores this state of affairs
indicating that spirit of Atlantic Charter only in speeches of responsible statesmen not in
deeds, lntemational Federation of Trade Unions and ILO Workers Group grateful if you would
bring this protest ... to knowledge of Govemments concerned.tt

It seemed to many in the ILO that as soon as the doors of the New York Conference had

been closed, its resolutions and declarations of support had been forgotten. From the standpoint of

protecting the llO's own sphere of competence, the most significant development since 1941 had

not been the proliferation of proposals for the establishment of intemational bodies. This was

expected, and indeed welcomed, as Phelan's speech to the Conference indicated. The greatest

challenge to the ILO came from the lack of cooperation between intemational organisations that

would deal, directly and indirectly, with social and economic problems. During May 1943, a

Conference on Food and Agriculture was convened in Hot Springs, Califomia and attended by

forty-four govemments. ln June, agreement was reached between the United States, Britain,

Russia and China to establish a United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA)-

whose title alone was a challenge to the reconstruction resolution of the New York Conference.u'

51 
Telegram from Walter Schevenels, General Seaetary, IFTU to Edward Phelan, 29 September, 1943. ILO archive, PWR Series.

The reference to'onlyln speeches of responsible statesmen not in deeds' may have alluded 1o British Foreign Seuetary Anthony
Eden. On May 12,The Times reported Eden stating that the ILO should 'become the main instrument for giving effect to Arlicle 5 of
the Atlanlic Charter'. Eden repeated the message in a speech to the ILO Goveming Body on 20 December, 1943.

52 
J.B. Condlifie and A, Stevenson. 1944,'The Common lnterest in Intemational Economic Organisation'. Studies and Reports,

Series B (Economic Conditions) 39, Montreal, lntemational Labour ffice, p. 89. ILO archive, PWR Series. See also, Antony Alcock.

1971, History of the lLO, p. 173.
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ln both cases, the lLO was not invited to participate. Only after Phelan's lobbying did some

process of co+peration develoP.

For Phelan and the labour movement, developments not only fell far short of the resolutions

adopted at the New York Conference, but it seemed that the pivotal role in post-war planning the

ILO had hoped for would not materialise. At the intematronal level, the Organisation's influence

seemed to be declining. ln Montreal, it was as though the ILO's technical capacities were being

diluted in the planning and activities of new organisations. Furthermore, unless political support

became more substantive, there seemed little hope that the intemational labour standards regime

would retain the necessary unity and coherence to survive. With these things in mind, the ILO

tumed to influencing opinion at the national level.

Old arguments, new circumstances

At the heart of its campaign lay the social provisions of the Atlantic Charter and an emphasis

on linkages between economic and social policy. In Britain, significant support for the lLO cause

came from the League of Nations Union (LNU). lts official joumal Headway, camed a number of

articles on the ILO's role in reconstruction. Three examples serve to illustrate how the joumal was

used to gamer national support for the ILO's campaign and to show how the link between

economic and social policy was emphasised.

First, ILO staff, and those closely involved in its activities, wrote articles advocating the ILO's

role in post-war planning, Some, like Jef Rens, a Worker Delegate on the ILO's Goveming Body,
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and a member of the Belgian Commission on Post-War Problems,s3 took the opportunity to blame

all parties for the ILO's position. He began by pointing out that the ILO was the only intemational

organisation in which workers and representatives of small nations could make their views heard.

On this basis, Rens continued, the ILO's role in post-war planning was a 'natural one'. He then

argued that the responsibility for the neglect of the ILO in wartime could be attributed '...partly to

the Great Powers for deliberately ignoring it, partly to the Smaller Powers for acquiescing, partly to

the lack of interest among trade unions, and partly to the ILO itself for allowing itself to be pushed

to one side.'il

Second, Headway regularly reported on growing support in the British Parliament for an ILO

role in reconstruction. At the end of 1943, it reported on a debate on post-war economic

requirements in which five needs were listed. First, a policy of expansion was needed in

employment, consumption, intemational trade and the reduction of tariff baniers which inhibit that

trade. Second, 'disastrous swings'in prices for primary products and raw materials needed to be

prevented. Third, there was a need for an intemational monetary mechanism to help avoid the

need for unilateral action in competitive exchange depreciation. On the fourth need, a British

Cabinet Minister argued, ' ... there is another phase of international economic cooperation which

has proved itself and which we hope will be of increasing importance. The work of the Intemational

Labour Office, with its interest in the standards of working conditions in all countries, a matter of

53 Rens would later become an ILO Assistant Director.
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which is not only of great interest in itself but has great bearing on the orderly development of

international trade',5s

Third, LNU supporters themselves underlined the link between the economic and social

needs of reconstruction and the role of the lLO. In 1944, Tom Gillinder wrote:

The general reconstruction and rehabilitation of Europe, with the repercussions on labour
standards constitutes an issue of vital importance ,.. The opportunity to take up the question of
levelling up the general conditions of employment, which occupied the special attention of the
ILO before 1940, must be emphasised as a major contribution by the United Nations to any
sound foundation of economic equity. The acceptance of existing conventions on basic
matters such as working hours, age of entry into industry, compensation, social insurance,
throughout those countries about to be restored, would be a useful beginning towards
preventing recurrence of economic competition comparable to pre-war tragic rivalry. In any
case, the ILO having remained progressively intact amidst the falling bastions of peace,
wanants much greater attention within and without the LNU and its service to the industrial
community ca be made to provide the link where other approaches make no appeal. Never
was it more timely to assert that lasting peace will depend upon the acceptance and practice
of socialjustice.$

The growth in nationalsupport

The more open the debate became on links between economic and social policy - particularly

with regard to labour standards and trade - the more support grew at national level for the ILO

cause. Debate on post-war reconstruction resunected familiar arguments regarding intemational

competition, labour standards and social dumping. The American Federation of Labour - which

" The arti.fe was a summary of an earlier piece written by Rens for the Manchester Guardian. See Headway,SO, November, 1943.
Gilbert Munay Papers, Bodleian Library, Oxford.
s Hugh Vlvian. 1943,'A look at the Intemational Hodzon'. Headway,December. Gilbert Munay Papers, Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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had created its own Poslwar Planning Committee in 1943 - again raised the spectre of Asian

industrialisation, low cost competition and the threat to jobs in the West.sT ln New Zealand, the

Manufacturers Federation complained of the 'rising cost' of the govemment's social reforms. lt

looked to Clause 5 of the Atlantic Charter and the lLO to protect its industries. ln a repeated

message to its members in the final years of the war, the Federation argued that protecting New

Zealand's high standard of living made the implementation of Clause 5 '... of immediate interest

and importance to New Zealand'.s lt warned against raising the costs of primary and

manufacturing production '.., to too higher level' and offered strong support for moves to raise the

standard of living in competitor countries.se At the beginning of 1944, an editorial in lhe New

Zealand Manufacturer on post-war industry and trade, argued:

New Zealand is one of the nations which already has a high standard of living with an
aftendant high degree of economic advancement and social security. Very naturally this high
standard canies with it high wage rates and high production costs in our primary and
manufacturing industries. lt is therefore very much to the interests of the producers of New
Zealand as well as the community as a whole, to collaborate with the other United Nations in
raising the standard of living and the degree of social security in competitive nations. This can
probably best be done through utilising to the fullest the knowledge and efforts of the
Intemational Labour Office ... Today it stands out in intemational affairs as the one
organisation capable of rendering invaluable assistance to those who are associated with the
national and intemational problems of post-war reconstruction ... Fortunately New Zealand has
maintained ..[a].,, direct association with its work ... lts role is likely to be even more important

s 
Tom Gillinder. 1944, 'The LNU and the Industrial Community'. Headway,S4, March. Gilbert Munay Papers, Bodleian Library,

Oxford.

o'Th" 
tLO'. Draft document from the AFL Post-war Planning Committee, July, 1943. ILO archive, PWR Series.

* 
C.V. S.ith. 1943, Presidential Address to the New Zealand Manufacturers Federation, October. ILO archive, PWR Series.

5e 
lan Matheson, President, New Zealand Manufactures Federation. Wellington Evening Post,20 December 1943. ILO archive,

PWR Sedes.
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in the future and for this reason our Govemment, our workers and our manufacturers and
other industries must continue this association.m

The sentiments were manifestly protectionist. In essence, demands for 'the levelling up of

labour standards', 'economic equity' and 'raising the standard of living in competitor nations',

constituted the language of economic protectionism. lt was also a language that was familiar to the

ILO's permanent secretariat. ln Chapte/s Four and Five, it was shown how the Organisation's

functional emphasis shifted from a concentration on social justice as the rationale for regime

support, to the argument that an insoluble link existed between economic and social policy." The

shift represented the most comprehensive effort at ideological and programmatic re+valuation

attempted by the lLO.62 The success of this effort lay in persuading opinion at the national level

that the link constituted a fundamental consideration in intemational trade competition and an

essential part of post-war planning. Yet the problem remained - support at national level for the

ILO did not seem to be matched intemationally. For some, without a clear statement of its role, the

ILO's ability to participate in reconstruction would be rendered ineffectual:

I do not profess to know the reasons for not inviting the ILO to the Food Conference at
Hot Springs, but the confusion as to the role of the lLO in reconstruction is calculated to cause
repetitions of the precedent. But even if the precedent is not repeated, it is clear that there
exist ample means of making the participation of the ILO in reconstruction activities ineffectual
though, perhaps, spectaculafl

* EOitori.f . The New Zealand Manufacturer,3, 1, January, 1944. ILO archive, PWR Series.
61 See Chapter 5, for an examination of the reasons for this shifi,
62 Emst Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation State, p. 155.
s Paul Tofahm. 1943, 'Report for the London lntemational Assembly Social Section. SuLCommission for the Study of the Structural
Reform of the ILO'. Bedford, 2 July. ILO archive, PWR Series.
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The Philadelphia Declaration

In response, the Governing Body of the ILO decided to convene a Conference. lts purpose

was twofold. First, it sought to establish the Organisation's credentials as a legitimate and vital part

of reconstruction plans. Second, it sought to reaffirm political support for this role. lts agenda

comprised the ILO's reconstruction policy, proposals to integrate ILO activities with existing and

future organisations for post-war reconstruction, and, in order to undertake these new functions,

proposals for changes to ILO structures and constitution.

The Conference was held in Philadelphia from 20 April to 12 May 1944. For our purposes the

Conference was important in three significant respects.s First, it represented an opportunity to call

into account govemments who had done little to support the ILO cause since 1941. A priority then,

was to ensure that the political inertia that followed the New York Conference would not be

repeated. What materialised was the Philadelphia Declaration, lt proclaimed that labour is not a

commodity, that freedom of expression and of association are essential to sustained progress, that

poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to prosperity everywhere, and that the war against want be

based on concerted and continuous intemationaleffort.s

il 
For a broader interpretation of the Philadelphia Conference see, Viclor-Yves Ghebali, 1989, The lntemational Labour

Organisation, Chapter 1;Antony Alcock. 1971, History of the lLO, Chapter 10; Emst Haas. 196,1, Beyond the Nation-State, pp. 15S
161 .

'u 'Frtrre Policy, Programme and Status of the lntemational Labour Organisation'. Report 1, XXVI Intemational Labour Conference,
1944. Montreal, Intemational Labour ffice, p. 185.
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Second, the root ideas that informed the Declaration's contents lay in Phelan's speech to the

NewYork Conference.utAs in 1941, the Declaration attempted to place the ILO atthe centre of

post-war planning, Two things distinguished the Declaration from Phelan's earlier demands. First,

it placed human rights at the centre of the ILO's functions for the first time, Second, the

Declaration was incorporated into the ILO's Constitution. As a result, the Declaration became not

only a statement of the aims and purposes of the Organisation but also part of the constitutional

obligations of ILO membership.

Third, the demands of Phelan's original New York speech - that all aspects of economic

planning be subject to ILO scrutiny - were now legitimated by recourse to a human rights doctrine.

Moreover, commitment to these principles would not require the lengthy drafting and ratification of

a new convention, but the simple incorporation of the Declaration into the ILO Constitution. For

Haas, the reformulation of what was originally a rather sirnplistic social reformist creed is

'extraordinarily ingenious',6t

Like New York, the ILO's renewed demand for a more comprehensive role in post-war

planning remained largely ignored. lts Executive misjudged the unease of Conference delegates

over the sweeping nature about what was implied by 'scrutiny' over all aspects of intemational

s 
Edr,vard Phelan. 1941, 'The ILO and Reconstruclion. Report by the Ac{ing Director of the Intemational Labour ffice to the

Conference of the Intemational Labour Organisation', New York, Oc{ober. Montreal, lntemational Labour Office. See also, The social
o$eclive in waftime and world reconstuction. The Nafl Yort Conlerence of the Intemational Labour Organisalion. lntamational

Labour Review,45, January, 1942, pp. 1-24; Towards Our True Inheritance. The Reconstruction Wo* of the lLO. Montreal,

lntemationaf Labour ffice, 1942;The ILO and plans for a peoples Wer:-.lntematiutal Labour Review, 46, July, 1942, pp' 143. The

ILO and post war problems. IntemationalLabour Review,49, March, 1944, pp. 2n'n7.
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economic policies.os Moreover, the Executive misread the nature of United States support for the

Organisation. While the United States continued to support the lLO as an 'instrument of

democracy', it drew attention to the specialist competence of the Organisation in cooperating with

the growing number of new international institutions responsible for post-war reconstruction.ut In

essence, it did not support the idea of the ILO as functionally expanded super-agency, but it did

support the reconfigured Constitution that declared economic security and equality of opportunity

to be basic human rights.

With his vision of an expanded ILO unrealised, Phelan remained anxious about the lLO's

future until the end of the war despite United States and British assurances to the contrary. In

January 1944, British Minister of Labour, Emie Bevin declared to the llO's Goveming Body:

...the British Govemment desire to put the Intemational Labour Organisation as high
in the scale of world organisations as possible, but some way must be found of co-
ordinating the various intemational organisations so that they work in concert to bring and
keep the nations of the world together for the maintenance of peace and, in the words of
the fifth point of the Atlantic Charter, 'to secure for atl improved labour standards,
economic advancement and social security."... lt is vitally important that the position and
place in history of the International Labour Organisation should be recognised ... because
the very fundamentals of peace depend on really giving effect to the fifth point of the
Atlantic Charte/o

67 Emsl Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation State, p. 159.
s For a breakdown of which countries voiced concem and which counfiies supported a ambitious interpretation of the scrutiny
function, see Emst Haas, 1964, Beyond the Nation State, p. 543.
6e Carter Goodrich and John Gambs. 1944, 'Results of the Intemational Labour Conferene'. Monthty Labor Review,July, pp. 26.
t0 'The Place of the ILO in the System of World Organisation'. Exctract from the speech by the Right Hon. Emest Bevin at the 94s
Session of the Goveming Body of the Intemational Labour Ofiice, First Sitting, London, 25 January, 1945. ILO arctrive, PWR Series.
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Moreover, significant and far reaching support had been forthcoming during June 1945 when

an amendment to the Dumbarton Oaks proposals - setting up the United Nations Charter - made

the ILO part of the UN system. t' On December 7, 1945, Ihe New York Times examined the text

of proposals for the post-war expansion of world trade and employment issued by the United

States State Department. Among the proposals was for a Intemational Trade Organisation '.^. to

stand beside the existing intemational agencies dealing with cunency, investment, agriculture,

labor and civil aviation ."2 Fot the lLO, the proposal represented official and public confirmation of

United States support for its activities in the post-war world. The next day, a relieved and excited

Phelan cabled Wilfred Jenks, 'This official statement is significant confirmation [ofl assurances

given ... lt indicates United States policy definitely contemplates continuation [of] ILO'.'3

Summary and conclusion

Phelan's telegram to Jenks underlined the extent to which the Executive of the ILO now

looked to the United States for leadership, lt is significant that the two lntemational Labour

Conferences to take place during the war years, in 1941 and 1944, were sponsored by the United

States. The Roosevelt administration's decision to join the lLO in 1934 stemmed from a desire to

71 See David Armstrong, Loma Uoyd and John Redmond. 1996, From Versailles to Maastrichl. Intemational Organisation in the
Twentieth Century, Basingstoke, MacMillan, p. 63; Antony Alcock. 1971, History of lhe lLO, pp. 194-195.

72 'Analysis of American Proposals for World Trade and Employment. New Yorlr Times,T December, 1945. ILO archive, PS Series.

tt T.legrar from Edward Phelan to Wlfred Jenks, S December, 1945. ILO archive, PWR Series,
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construct an international dimension to the New Deal. From that moment the United States took

the lead in shaping the hegemonic consensus in the lLO.'4 lnitially, this activity stemmed from

domestic concerns regarding the impact of the New Deal reforms on the United States trade

position. As United States isolationism gave way to a more international outlook and concemed

that its basic ideals of political pluralism and liberal democracy were under threat in Europe and

Latin America the lLO took on a political significance. Attempts to encourage New Zealand and

Aushalia to take a more prominent part in ILO govemance stemmed from a desire to ensure that

the ILO survived as an 'instrument of democracy'.'u With the League of Nations moribund, the lLO

became an important forum for New Zealand's political leaders eager to articulate their policies on

intemational affairs. They, and the New Zealand labour movement, proved to be early and eager

contributors to'the battle of ideas and ideals'. For example, Walter Nash was nominated President

of the Philadelphia Conference in 1944 with the sponsorship of the United States. His nomination

symbolised New Zealand's commitment to the activities and ideal's of the ILO and was in contrast

to the period of distant detachment which marked the period prior to 1935.

The Declaration of Philadelphia lay at the head of the ILO's attempt to position itself at the

heart of post-war planning, lts emphasis on human rights and intemational economic planning

constituted a re-launch of the intemational labour standards regime and the reformulation of the

principles and norms of regime membership, Emst Haas points to the ideological significance of

to Rob.rt Cor, 1 977,'Labour and hegemony', p. 387.
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placing human rights at the centre of the Declaration. By emphasising that the pursuit of human

rights - freedom and dignity, economic security and equal opportunity - must constitute the central

aim of national and intemational policy, and in laying down a program aimed at realising this

objective:

...economic need, unequal conditions of intemational competition, and the prevention of
war are no longer cited as justification for the program: elementary human rights provide the
only justification ... The establishment of labour standards remains in the forefront; but
interestingly it is now argued that standards depend less on legislation than on industrial
prosperity .., and democracy, all justified by the popular post-war emphasis on human rights.'6

While the United States played a dominant part in attempts to shape the ILO's role in the

post-war intemational system, the ILO's own policies played a fundamental role in regime survival.

The policies of Autonomy, Presence and Relevance all contributed in mobilising support at the

national level for the intemational labour standards regime. In a number of respects the same

issues which influenced support for the construction of the lLO and the formation of an

intemational labour standards regime at the end of the First World War were once again evident at

the end of the Second World War. The fear of communism and the posfwar demands of labour

nationally and intemationally once again loomed large in the minds of those planning for the post-

war world. More significant in 1945 was that communism had spread globally to emerge as

powerful altemative to the liberal democratic system. As a result, intergovemmental organisations

7s 
Letter to H.T. Armstrong from Carter Goodridr, 16 January, 1941. ILO archive, RL Series,

76 
Emst Haas. 1964, Beyond the Nation State, pp. 155-161.
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such as the ILO were to become forums for tensions between the two systems articulated

intemationally.
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Ghapter Seven

The formation and development of an
international labour standards regime: in

conclusion

'The intemational economy presses on individual countries, and it does so through working on domestic actors. lt is these
domestic actors who are affecled by changes in intemational market conditions and who, as a result, seek changes in natlonal

policy. To understand how nalions respond to changes in the intemational economy, therefore, we cannot seek simply to mnelate
attributes of the country as a whole with policy behaviour. Rather, we must disaggregate, to ascertain who advances one or another

understanding of hol the country should respond'.1

Introduction

This chapter, identifies and reflects on the main conclusions of this thesis. In the introduction

this thesis, it was stated that the purpose of this thesis was to examine the development of an

intemational labour standard regime and the role of New Zealand in the development of this

regime. lt was noted that this was in line with Keohane's contention that regime analysts need to

keep inquiring about the impact of regimes on states capabilities, preferences and policies. lt is

also in line with Haggard and Simmons'view that intemational co-operation is not only an outcome

' Peter Gourevitch. 1986, Politics in Hard Times. Comparative Responses to Intemational Economic Crisis, lthm, Comell University
Press, p.236,
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of relations among states, but of the interaction between convergent domestic and intemational

interests. To achieve this aim, this thesis set out to examine relations between the lntemational

Labour Organisation and New Zealand from 1919 to 1945, lt used regime analysis as the

conceptual framework, historical nanative as the mode of analysis, and critically examined key

primary sources at archives in Geneva, Oxford and Wellington.

Having begun by examining the existing literature on intemational regimes in Chapter One, a

number of key questions were identified, for example, how did the ILO go about engaging opinion

in New Zealand and other states in its formative years and how did this aid in the development of

the intemational labour standards regime?; how do regimes influence national policy choices and

the interests of national actors?; and relatedly, where political decision-makers have been reluctant

to engage in intemational co-operation, can the pressure and support of extemal actors tip poticy

in favour of those who seek engagement? This chapter examines the extent to which these

questions have been addressed and the thesis objective achieved.

The formation of an international labour standards regime

It was noted in the introduction that one of the main tasks of regime analysis is to explain the

determinants of regime formation and its persistence or demise. lt also noted that the success or

failure of regime-building can be explained partially by the extent to which a regime provides

infonnation, monitoring capabilities and focal points for its members. In this respect, it was noted
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that regime creation and maintenance can be a function of the distribution of power and interests

among its members. Despite the proselytising efforts of humanitarian philanthropists such as

Robert Owen and Daniel Le Grand, it was determined that the root formation of an intemational

labour standards regime was largely buried in the political self-interest of European states. Driven

by concems over worker unrest, and a fear over the revolutionary potential of labour, European

states proposed the convening of periodic conferences to examine labour issues and the

construction of an intemational organisation to collect and distribute information on labour

legislation. lt was noted that powerful states such as Great Britain only agreed to the proposals on

the understanding that intemational co-operation would not extend to binding agreement. From

this it was determined that the retention of state sovereignty over labour issues remained a critical

factor in regime formation,

When an intemational organisation (the lntemational Association for Labour Legislation)

dealing with labour legislation was set-up at the tum of the century, it was observed that its

functional capacity remained restricted. lt did not have any intergovemmental authority, its function

was limited to the gathering and dissemination of information, and it relied for its adminishation on

the voluntary activities of middle class social reformers. Nonetheless, the Association's activities

were succ€ssful in bringing into existence the first intemational labour conventions in 1906 -

covering the prohibition of the use of white phosphorus in industry and the prohibition of nightwork

for women. lt was observed that a significant amount of agreement already existed in these areas.
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This, coupled with the research activities of the Association, provided the foundation for

intemational co-operation on labour protection.

The existence of three other influences were noted in this respect. First, by the time of the

1906 Conventions, countries were already engaging in bilateral agreements on labour protection,

Second, the research work of the Association helped breakdown the protectionism that followed

the economic crises of the late 1800's. The Association's work on social security and labour

protection systems aided the process of liberalisation by making govemments more aware of how

much they would gain or lose under a new kade regime. A growth in the number of official

govemment representatives attending the Association's lntemational Assemblies reflected a desire

to support measures that helped address unfair competition. From this, it was determined that the

political interest in regime formation increased as trade competition intensified at the tum of the

century. Third, the increasing importance of the Association highlighted its weaknesses. To a large

extenl the trade unions and employers were suspicious of the middle class reformers who ran the

Association and remained indifferent to it. Meanwhile, govemment interest seemed proportional to

the amount of labour unrest and trade competition being experienced. In essence, the Association

had no constituency on which it could rely on for support and cooperation. This led us to

determine that without the cooperative and consistent support of govemment, employer and

labour, regime formation would be limited.

Having discussed the intemational system before the outbreak of the First World War, the

thesis tumed to attempts to construct a more comprehensive and stable post-war intemational
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system under the League of Nations. lt was observed that the influences which brought into

existence the Intemational Association for Labour Legislation were again evident in the

construction of the lntemational Labour Organisation. Of these influences, the political fears

conceming the revolutionary potential of labour became more pronounced following the Bolshevik

revolution in 1917. Moreover, organised labour had became more global in its aspirations. lt

demanded a role in the peace settlement and called for the creation of an intemational labour

office to study and co-ordinate the development of post-war labour legislation. lt was noted that

other factors were also critical in influencing the creation of the lLO. lt was noted that for the

political leaders of the key powers - Britain, the United States and France - the new organisation

represented a buttress against the spread of Bolshevism. lt was also noted that, for many

countries, intemational competition was just as much a reason for supporting the labour provisions

of the Peace Treaty as the threat of labour unrest and the ideal of social justice,

When the ILO was created under Part Xlll of the Treaty of Versailles, four principle ideas

underpinned its establishment. The first was the creation of a intergovemmental organisation to

deal specifically with labour issues. The second was the convening of periodic conferences for the

conclusion of intemational agreements on labour protection. The third was the maintenance of

Conventions. And the fourth was a decision-making process based on tripartism. Recalling

Krasner's definition of a regime as 'implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules and decision-making

procedures around which actors expectations converge in a given area of intemational relations', it

was determined that the principle of social justice, norms requiring ILO member nations to
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recognise and protect the rights of labour, rules requiring the ratification of intemational labour

standards, and a tripartite decision-making process, combined to form an international regime

dedicated to the introduction and maintenance of international labour standards.

Yet the final instance, the power to ratify intemational labour standards still rested with

national govemments. Following Haas' observation that all intemational organisations are

designed by their founders to solve problems that require collaborative action for a solution, it was

noted that beyond the 'grand gesture' of Article Xlll, govemments had developed little clear policy

toward the lLO. Without their support and legislative sanction, the future of the international labour

standards regime remained uncertain. This uncertaing prompted the first Director of the lLO,

Albert Thomas, to embark on a radical programme of regime building. lt was observed that

Thomas intended to develop a dynamic profile for the ILO that would distinguish it from the static

bureaucracy of the League. This dynamism was based largely on direct communication with

govemment ministries, employer and worker employer organisations of member countries. In line

with Robert Cox,2 it was determined that the ILO Director played a critical role in the formation,

development and persistence of the intemational labour standards regime.

tRob.rt Cor. 1973, ILO: Limited Monarchy, in Robed Cox and Harold Jacobson (eds), The Anatomy of lnfluence. Decision Making in
Intemalional Organisation, New Haven, Yale University Press. Also, Robert Cox. 1996, The Executive Head: An Essay on
Leadeahip in Intemational Organisation in, Approaches to World Order, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
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The development of an intemational labour standards regime

In Chapter Three it was argued that Thomas's radical programme rested on three substantive

policies, These policies govemed ILO activities during its formative years and laid the foundation

for the development and survival of the intemational labour standards regime. First, a policy of

autonomy sought to establish the ILO's independence from the League of Nations. Second, a

policy of presence informed the research activities of the Organisation based upon regular contact

with worker, employer and govemment organisations of members countries, Third, a policy of

relevance sought to ensure that the ILO's activities remained germane to the aspirations of labour

and the politlcal and economic interests of governments.

A policy of autonomy

It was argued that a policy of autonomy established the independence of the ILO from the

League of Nations and became critical in influencing both policy and opinion toward the ILO in

later years - particularly the policy of the United States, Thomas viewed the League as a moribund

political bureaucracy 'divorced from peoples'. lt was noted that the Leagues' principal European

members - Great Britain and France - saw it as a way of institutionalising older methods of

managing international relations based on the Concert of Europe. Moreover, the United States

remained outside the League for the duration of its existence. Other significant powers, for

example, Germany, Japan, ltaly and the Soviet Union, were only members periodically. The

frustrated attempts by smaller nations to gain greater representation on the League's Council
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served to underline the self-interested dominance of European powers in the Organisation's affairs

and its inability to reflect changes in the intemational order.

It was observed that the European dominance of the ILO's Goveming Body reflected the

make-up of the League's Council and ran the risk of being subject to the same creeping

disillusionment infecting the League, Moreover, Thomas was keenly aware that the power of

ratification lay with governments. An important task, therefore, was to activate a policy designed to

persuade governments, employers and workers in member countries that there existed an

intemational dimension to national labour standards. lt was noted that the ILO needed two vital

ingredients to succeed in regime development; the continuing support of workers and the

increased support of countries outside of Europe,

Thomas defined the lLO in strict, pro-labour terms: 'The Organisation is labour, and nothing

that concems labour is alien to if. With the reforming of the Intemational Federation of Trade

Unions (lFfU) in 1920, labour had become an organised and powerful force in the international

system. Moreover, the IFTU dominated worker representation on the ILO Goveming Body and had

wamed the League against ignoring the interests of workers. Thomas recognised that without a

positive and proactive approach to fulfilling workers interests, the ILO risked isolation and

abandonment not only by workers, but by a significant number of employers and govemments

already sceptical of the Organisation's role,

This thesis then tumed to an examination of how the ILO initiated this approach with regard to

New Zealand. The main mode of analysis was historical nanative gathered from, predominantly,
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ILO archive sources. lt was determined that in the early years of regime development, New

Zealand viewed the ILO with a distant detachment and therefore made only a limited contribution

to regime development. While it responded positively to the information gathering activities of the

ILO - by fumishing it with information on New Zealand legislative and labour practices - it did not

send its first tripartite delegation to the international labour conference until 1930. lt can be argued

that in consenting to ILO requests and submitting information on labour practices, New Zealand

was complying to the principles, norms and rules of regime membership, Moreover, in doing so

New Zealand was actively contributing to regime development.

However, it was determined that the attitudinal response of political leaders in New Zealand

to the ILO rendered regime membership a passive and reactive process. In this respect, the

regime only exercised a limited compliance pull3 on the New Zealand govemment. Beyond simply

responding to requests for information, New Zealand had no interest in co-operating in the

development of an intemational labour standards regime. For a regime to have an impact on state

behaviour, and for this impact to have significant political implications, subscribing to regime norms

has to be more than an automatic and immediate reflection of self-interest. To paraphrase Andrew

Hunell,a there has to be some notion of being bound by a regime even when a state's self-interest

3 M. Koskenniemi. 1989, From Apology to Utopia: The Structure of Intemational LegalArgument, Helsinki.
t Andre* Hunell. 1993, lntemational Society and lhe Study of Regimes. A Refleclive Approach in, Volker Rittberger and Peter Mayer
(eds.) Regime Theory and Intemational Relations, Oxford, Clarendon Press, p,53.
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seems to suggest otherwise. In New Zealand's case, no such notion existed until the election of a

more intemationally oriented govemment in 1935,

A number of reasons were determined for this. First, the aims and objectives of the ILO were

not generally understood among political, employer and worker organisations. Second, with a

booming economy and the success of labour legislation that saw New Zealand depicted as a

'country without strikes' the New Zealand govemment questioned the relevance of a distant

organisation whose purpose seemed to be the promotion of labour standards lower than those in

New Zealand. Third, a consistent refrain was that time and expense of sending a tripartite

delegation from New Zealand to Geneva was considerable, Fourth, the New Zealand govemment

was content to defer to impenal interests and let Britain represent New Zealand in the lLO.

It was noted that an lLO figure who became pivotal in engaging opinion in New Zealand and

raising the profile of the Organisation was Edward John Riches. lt was noted how Riches lamented

the lack of discussion on intemational affairs in New Zealand and found that he paid particular

attention to ananging meetings with newspaper editors during his various Missions to New

Zealand. His purpose was to win over the editors of leading newspapers and procure greater press

interest in the activities of the ILO and, consequently, greater discussion on intemational issues. lt

was determined that in attempting to engage public opinion and raise the profile of the ILO in New

Zealand, the importance of the print media stood out. Newspapers were the only medium through

which most of the general public in New Zealand could be reached and, thus, they remained the

primary mechanism for moulding public opinion on regime membership.
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It was observed how the negative responses to the 1930 intemational labour conference by

the New Zealand Government and employers delegates were widely reported in the print media. lt

was noted that the responses served to reinforce the New Zealand Govemment's ambiguous

aftitude toward regime development. lt saw value in the research activities of the lLO, but found

little relevance to New Zealand in attending ILO Conferences and ratifying international labour

standards. While the responses of the delegates were clearly significant, it was observed that

other influences also acted on the New Zealand Govemment's decision not to send further

delegations to the lntemational Labour Conference.

It was observed that from 1928 to 1931, New Zealand was govemed by the minority United

Party led by the ailing Joseph Ward and that the United Party held power on the basis of Labour

Party support, lt was noted that among the concessions required for this support was the

establishment of a regular delegation to the intemational labour conference of which the 1930

delegation was the first. However, Ward's resignation in 1930 saw Labour withdraw its support,

followed by the forging of a new coalition between the United and Reform parties, and a general

election in 1931 which saw the new coalition in power, On the basis that the international labour

standards regime continued to exercise a limited compliance pull on New Zealand, it was

determined that only the election of a Labour govemment would facilitate a more active role for

New Zealand in regime development.

It was observed the 193Os saw the onset of a world-wide economic depression. lt was

observed that the ILO took the opportunity to provide an altemative forum for international
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discussion on the crisis. lt was noted that four things played critical part in the ILO's ability to

position itself in this regard. First, there was the ability of ILO staff to gather and collate information

on national responses to the depression. Second, the resolve of Albert Thomas to distance ILO

activities from those of the League was significant. Third, the fear of working class radicalisation as

mass unemployment became a world-wide phenomenon promoted the role of the lLO. Fourth, the

intemational labour conference provided a vital forum for the ILO's unique tripartite structure to

examine and debate the critical issues associated with the depression.

A policy of presence

The policy of presence drew on the llO's attempt to construct a dynamic and autonomous

role for itself in the intemational system. ln Chapter Four, it was noted that the policy had two

objectives: to make the ILO ideologically relevant, by linking its efforts to promote socialjustice at

the intemational level with activities of social reformers and trade unions at the national level; and

to maintain a profile of the Organisation in the minds and policies of those in a position to influence

public opinion. Regular contact with govemment, employer and worker organisations - through

letters , reports, Missions and Conferences - constituted the heart of the policy.

It was observed that the world beyond Europe was growing in importance economically and

politically. The post-war European powers were increasingly challenged by the industrial growth of

the United States and Japan. However, despite changes in the intemational order, it was noted

that the ILO Goveming Body continued to be dominated by European interests. lt was observed

lhat following the death of Albert Thomas in 1932, Harold Butler was appointed executive head of
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the lLQ. lt was noted that while both Thomas and Butler stressed the importance of building an

organisation of universal and not just European relevance, it was Butler who designated the task a

priority of his office. Judith Goldsteins has emphasised the extent to which intemational regimes

reflect the views of dominant states at the time of their formation. In the ILO's case, dominant

European interests continued to be reflected in the activities of the Goveming Body. This led non-

European members of the lLO to question the relevance of a regime whose norms and decision-

making continued to reflect these interests. On this basis not only did lLO claims to universality

ring hollow but also the relevance, and therefore the existence, of the regime was under threat.

Following Stephen Krasnef, if regime creation and maintenance are a function of the distribution

of power and interests among states, then these functions were heavily weighted in favour of the

European powers.

In the context of examining the policy of presence two issues were addressed; New Zealand

ratification of intemational labour standards and the entry of the United States into the lLO. Both

were examined in the context of the economic depression during the 193Os. lt was observed in

Chapter Three how the lLO had demonstrated its competence in gathering and collating

information on national responses to the depression and used this competence to take a lead in

t Judith Gofdrtein. 1986, The Political Economy of Trade: Institutions of Protection. Ameican Political Science Review,8O, pp. 161-
184. See also Robed Keohane. 1993, The Analysis of lntemational Regimes: Towards a European-American Researci Programme,
in Volker Ritherger and Peter Mayer (eds.) Regime Theory and Intemational Relations, p.45.

6 Stephen Kasner. 1993, Sovereignty, Regimes, and Human Rights in Volker Rittberger and Peter Mayer (eds.) Regime Theory and
Intemational Relations, p. 141. See also Joseph Grieco. 1990, Cooperation among Nations: Europe, America, and Non-Tariff
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finding an international solution to the social effects of the depression. In Chapter Five, it was

noted that this competence influenced the United States decision to join the ILO in 1934, and that

this decision was significant for the international labour standards regime in a number of respects.

It signalled the end of European dominance; it suggested that changes in the underlying structure

of power would become more visible; and, it was also suggested that broader, more inclusive

intemational coalitions would gradually emerge.

It was observed that the rationale for United States entry into the ILO stemmed less from

'abstract humanitarian concems' and more from the economic costs of Roosevelt's New Deal

programme and their impact on the United States trade position. The message Harold Butler took

from the United States and the general condition of the world under the depression would have far

reaching regime implications. The economic depression saw the rise of altematives to the political

and economic orthodoxies of the imperialist powers. lt was observed how Communism offered one

altemative, Fascism another. The conosive effects of the depression and their implications for

peace, social stability and the maintenance of the intemational labour standards regime were not

lost on Butler. He suggested a radical shift in the lLO's emphasis from the purely social to the

economic sphere. ln this, he sought to build on the Organisation's research competence and

create a 'body of coherent thought'on the relationship between economic and social policy.

Baniers to Trade, lthaca, Comell University Press, Robert Gilpin. 1981, War and Change in World Politics, Cambridge, Cambddge
University Press. Stpehen Kasner. 1976, State Power and the Structure of InternationalTnde, World Politics, 28, pp.317-?t47.
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Butle/s directive underlines Kratochwil and Ruggie's' point on the significance of the

epistemic dimension to regimes introduced in Chapter One. They argue that knowledge in the

intemational arena, its accumulation and its comprehension, are neither passive or automatic

processes but intensely political. In this respect intemational organisations 'manoeuvre'

themselves into the position of being the vehicle through which knowledge emerges on the

intemational agenda and from which the future demand for international regimes lie. Their

argument forces us to recognise that intemational organisations can feed the process of regime

change through the information and ideas that they are able to mobilise. lt follows that one of the

most important functions of regimes is the collection and dissemination of knowledge.

This function was apparent in the examination of New Zealand. Like the United States, issues

of state sovereignty rendered the ratification of intemational labour standards a politically sensitive

action. lt was observed how information in personal conespondence between Harold Butler and

Jim Roberts, was used to address the intransigent position of the New Zealand Govemment on

the issues of Conference attendance and the ratification of intemational labour standards. lt was

noted tha! this conespondence - and that of E.J. Riches - consistently raised issues of

intemational trade, unfair competition and social dumping to rationalise the role and importance of

ratification. Moreover, it was noted how this rationale was underlined and supported in the New

' 
friedrich Frratochwil and John Gerard Ruggie. 1986, Intemational Organisation: The State of the Art. /nfemation al Organ$ation, 40,

4,pp,Tt2-774.
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Zealand press when the Labour Govemment finally agreed to ratify twenty-two intemational labour

Conventions in 1938.

0n this last point, it was noted that the catalyst in New Zealand for a shift from a passive to a

proactive policy on regime membership was fundamental political change. The election of a more

intemationally oriented Labour govemment marked a tuming point in relations with the lLO. lt was

observed that the success of the new Government's programme rested on the cooperation of the

trade unions and noted that part of the price of co-operation was closer, more active engagement

with the lLO, In this, it was determined a key finding of this thesis. Seeking to understand why and

how states co-operate and bargain in regimes must be addressed with reference to the changing

nature of the state and the domestic political situation. As Hunell points out, state interests are not

fixed but vary according to the institutional context, to the degree of organisation of competing

political forces within the state and wider political system, and to the leadership capacities of the

major actors. lt was therefore determine that domestic politics matter in shaping responses to

intemational regimes.

A pohcy of relevance
At the end of Chapter Four it was noted that the leadership and policy initiatives of the ILO

Directors played a critical part in regime development. This follows Robert Cox's8 argument that

knowledge, in the form of political personality and elite group interests, is a primary factor in the

'See, Rob"rt Cox, 1977, Labor and hegemony. lntemational Organrbation, 31, Summer.
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formation, development and continuity of intemational organisation. More specifically, Cox argues

that the ILO has survived since 1919 partly, though significantly, through the activities and

initiatives of its own elite of executive leaders. Chapter Five, turned to a detailed examination of

these activities in order to establish their role in regime development. The increasing discontent

among non-European members of the lLO over the dominance of European interests in its

structures was examined, lt was observed that some regions were actively examining the

possibility of establishing their own labour organisations with the capacity to develop regional-

specific labour conventions. lt was noted that both issues posed serious threats to the ILO's

functional capacity to maintain the intemational labour standards regime,

Both issues established the political tenain on which the lLO Directors needed to engage in

regime construction. Having already established the principal architects as Albert Thomas and

Harold Butler, it was noted that as personalities and as Directors, the two were very different. lt

was noted that Thomas was a politician who revelled in the political battles that established the

ILO's autonomy from the League of Nations. Significantly, his background in French industrial

relations and the socialism which constituted the core of his politics helped him eam the respect of

national and intemational worker organisations. From this, it was detennined that the critical

variable that influenced the direction in which Thomas guided the ILO most explicitly was labour,

Without its support in the immediate year:s following the end of the First World War, the ILO would

have fallen victim to the same political inertia that dogged the League of Nations. ln contrast,

Harold Butler was a former British civil servant whose reserve and shyness created a somewhat
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enigmatic figure who nonetheless possessed an acute ability to interpret changes in the political

environment. lt was observed that at the time of Thomas' death in 1932, the balance of power in

the ILO had switched from labour to government and employer interests, lt was noted that a

problem faced by Butler was the increasingly antagonistic nature of these interests and their

challenge to the ILO and regime development.

It was noted that as the economic depression deepened during the 1930s, the ILO developed

its research competence. lt commissioned reports which underlined the importance of intemational

action, the value of regime membership, and the relationship between labour standards in

intemational trade. lt was observed that 1934 marked the entry of the United States and the Soviet

Union into the ILO and the departure of Germany from the League of Nations. Noting that both the

United States and the Soviet Union continued to regarded the League with suspicion - the former

still a non-member - it was determined that that the ILO was now more politically powerful than the

League itself, Moreover, it was determined that by the mid-1930s the Director of the lLO occupied

an eminent intemational position, in many respects more powerful than the Secretary-General of

the Leagqe of Nations. In this respect, the lLO Director was able to influence the course of

organisational action to a far greater extent than his counterpart in the League.

It was noted that the ILO's research activities continued to emphasis a linkage between

labour standards and trade and underline the economic as well as the social role of regime

development. lt was noted that Butler considered the activities particularly pertinent to the export

economies of New Zealand and Australia on whom the regime exercised little compliance pull. lt
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was determined that with the onset of mass unemployment and diminishing export revenues, ILO

research activities were geared toward convincing govemments that it lay in lheir economic

interests to support the intemational labour standards regime.

Throughout his tenure as Director of the lLO, Butler considered United States membership to

be a vital ingredient of regime survival and development. lt was noted how Butler, with the

appointment of John Winant as an Assistant Director, carefully prepared the ground for the latte/s

succession as Director and the transfer of leadership and responsibility for the ILO and the

intemational labour standards regime to Washington. lt was observed that Winants' tenure as

Director of the lLO lasted for just two years. lt was argued that it was notable for two reasons.

First, he led the transfer of ILO headquarters from Geneva to Montreal following the outbreak of

war in Europe. Second, in his speeches, he re+stablished the credentials of the ILO as a labour

organisation, overseeing a regime constructed to meet labour needs. The message was a

recognition that labour would be again demanding that its interests form a fundamental part of

post-war planning.

Post-w a r ieconstructio n

ln Chapter Six, the final chapter, regime durability in the face of acute uncertainty and

considerable disruption during World War Two was examined. lt was argued that the 1940s

marked a period of close relations between New Zealand and the lLO, A number of key actors in

the Labour govemment, for example Peter Fraser and Walter Nash, had long established interests

in intemational affairs and sought to develop a more independent stance on foreign policy and a
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much broader discussion on international affairs, In this respect, it was noted that the New

Zealand Federation of Labour was the first workers organisation to call for the convening of an

intemational labour conference to discuss post-war reconstruction. While its research and

technical activities kept the cogs of the ILO machinery tuming over, the convening of an

Intemational Labour Conference would provide a more substantive demonstration of institutional

action and regime support. lt was noted that Edward Phelan, Acting Director of the lLO, argued

that without calling a Conference the ILO ran the risk of declining into insignificance. Phelan's

argument drew on the functionalist ideology of his predecessor Albert Thomas. Here, the activities

of the lntemational Labour Office remained central, The functions of its bureaucracy, in research,

the distribution of technical advice, and in mobilising support at the national level, were important

conduits to regime development. While the International Labour Office had been saved, the

Intemational Labour Organisation lay dormant. Without the Conference providing members with a

'renewed experience of their collective function'e it was in danger of disintegration.

lncreasingly, the key to the future of the ILO and intemational labour standards regime was

the United States. lt was argued that the ILO took on political significance as the United States

became increasingly concemed that its basic ideals of pluralism and democracy were being

threatened in Europe and Latin America. With the League effectively abandoned, and the outcome

of the war still uncertain, the ILO remained the one institution were democracy could be

s 
Edward Phelan. 1956, The ILO Tums the Comer. Sfudies, An trish Ctiticat Quafterty,45, pp. 162-163.
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showcased intemationally and serve as a model for the posf war world led by the United States.

However, it was noted how Edward Phelan's calls for the lLO to the main conduit for social

questions associated with post-war reconstruction, and to be represented at any future Peace

Conference, remained unrealised. As the number of intemational organisations grew, and with its

future in the post-war world uncertain, the lLO tumed to gamering national support for its activities.

It was observed how the three principles of the Atlantic Chartelo dealing with social and economic

problems, were endorsed by the 1941 lntemational Labour Conference. In particular, it was noted

how Principle 5 formed the basis of arguments in favour of a central role in post-war planning for

the lLO. lt was determined that the functional emphasis of the lLO shifted from a concentration on

social justice as the rationale for regime support, to the argument that an insoluble link existed

between economic and social policy, For Haas, The shift represented the most comprehensive

effort at ideological and programmatic re+valuation attempted by the lLO.lt

However, it was determined that support for the ILO cause at the national level did not

translate into support intemationally. lt was noted that the ILO's renewed demand for a more

comprehensive role in post-war planning through the Declaration of Philadelphia remained largely

to Tho, principles are: they will endeavour, with due respecl for their existing obligations, to further the enjoyment by all States,
great or small, vic{or or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are needd
for lheir economic prospenty (Principle 4); lhey desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between all nations in the economic
field with the object of securing for all improved labour standards, economic advancement and social securily (Principle 5); after the
flnal destruction of the Nazi tyranny, they hope to see established a peace whidr will afford to all nations the means of dwelling in
safety within their own boundaries, and which will afford assurance that all the men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom
from fear and want (Principle 6).
tt E*t Hrrt. 1964, Beyond the Nation State, p. 155,
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ignored. lt was determined that the United States did not support the idea of the ILO as

functionally expanded organisation, but it did support the reconfigured Constitution that declared

economic security and equality of opportunity to be basic human rights. Finally, it was determined

that the issues which influenced support for the construction of the lLO and the formation of an

intemational labour standards regime at the end of the First World War were evident at the end of

the Second World War. The fear of communism and the post-war demands of labour nationally

and intemationally again loomed large in the minds of those planning for the posfwar world. More

significant in 1945 was that communism had spread globally to emerge as powerful altemative to

the liberaldemocratic system. As a result, intergovernmental organisations such as the lLO were

to become forums for tensions between the two systems articulated intemationally.
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Primary Sources

Archives of the Internatlonal Labour Organisation, Geneva'

ILO Archive Classifications

ILC - Intemational Labour Conference

PS - Publications of/on the ILO

PWR - PosfWar Reconstruction

XH - Conespondence of Harold Butler 1931 - 1932

XO - Intemal administration 1923 - 1937

XF - Constructions of ILO member States

Z - Relations January 1939 - September 1940 IMISC]

ACD Applications of Conventions and Recommendations

ADM - Administrative Questions

CAT - Cabinet Papers - Albert Thomas

ORG - Organisation-Construction-Procedure

S - Publications

LE - Labour Legislation

D - Generalconespondence, commissions, conferences

G - General conespondence, other

AR - Arbitration

| - lnformation, general

HY - Hygiene

N - Hars of Labour

T - Labour Statistics

U - Unemployment

E - Emigration

L - League of Nations

CL - Conditions of Labour

RL - Relations



C - NationalConespondents and Branch Offices 1920-1965

V - Visits to the ILO

BO - Branch Offices

NC - NationalConespondents

Series C - National Conespondents and Branch ffices [1920 - 19651

CO - 1 - Mainly lnstructions to BO's and NC's; 1920 -1965

CO-7 - PressPubl ici ty, 1940-1965

C 01 - Mainly reports on pre-war activities of BO's and NC's 1929 - 1940

C}to202 - Conespondence [1940 - 1965] with BO's and NC's relating to the

whole Field of their work, ananged by countries in accordance

with the ILO code number of countries

C 100 to 4000 - Conespondence [1920 - 1940] with BO's and NC's relating to the

whole field of their work, ananged under a special set of code

numbers. During the pre-war period these special code numbers

were assigned to countries consecutively as a branch office was

set up in each country or a national conespondent was appointed'

Thus 100 is the code number for France because the Paris Branch

Office was the first to be permanently set-up.

For example:

C200 - United States

C300 - Great Britain

C500 - Germany

C1400 - Japan

C1700 - Australia

C1800 - China

C3600 - Russia

Periodical Reoorts of National Conespondents and Branch offices



The periodical reports sent to Geneva by national conespondents and branch offices is some fifty

countries weekly, fortnightly or monthly, in accordance with instructions, provide and objective

record of national developments in the broad fields of labour and industry against a background of

economic and political policy. These reports constitute a special record group in series C, where

they are classified chronologicatly, not under the country code numbers of the countries to which

they relate. Thus, the branch ofiice reports relating to Great Britain are classified as C25 (1920) to

C25 (1965), 25 being the code number for Great Britain. The period covered by the group is 1920

- 1965. Within the group the years to which the reports relate vary from country to country,

depending on a) the date of the appointment of the national conespondent or the setting up of the

branch ofiice and b) the date on which the sending of the periodical reports was discontinued

under instructions from Geneva. Descriptive notes on these reports have been prepared and are

held in archives RE2-01-5-2-6.

Series CL - conditions of Labour (1938 -1965)

As this series was initiated only in 1938, nearly all files opened before the war in the broad field of

conditions of labour were classified in series N. These included files containing conespondence

and information on hours of work, weekly rest, holidays with pay, workers spare time (leisure and

recreation).

While series CL covers in principle the general area of conditions of employment and occupation,

matters relating to conditions the particular industries and services for which industrial and other

committees have been set up will often be found in Series lC - Industrial Committee's relating to

preparation for, and proceedings at, meetings of the particular committee concemed.

CL 3/11 to 3/61 Labour supply policy in wartime, 1941 - 1943

CL 16 to 31 Mainly wartime control of employment and production



cL 49 Conespondence, mainly requests for information on a wide range

of conditions of work ananged by countries.

Series LE - Labour Leoislation (1920 -1965)

This series comprises conespondence and information on labour legislation, labour codes and

regulations, legal decisions on labour and industrial matters, missions of lL0 officials to advise on

national labour codes and proceedings of intemational and national bodies concemed with labour

law and intemational law.

LEOl

LE1

LE 1OO

LE 108

ILO influence on nationallegislation (Notes and statistics)

This division consists mainly of conespondence and information on labour

legislation in various countries, together with ILO minutes and memoranda

This division, entitled 'Labour Codes'covers much the same ground as LE 1, and

is ananged according to countries. In many cases the correspondence consists of

request govemments have submitted for ILO assistance in drafting, legislation.

Any researcher interested in the development of labour legislation in a particular

country, and the influence of the ILO on it, would do well to ask for the files

relating to that country classified in LE 1 and LE 100. This division also includes,

classified as 100 - 1, lntemational Survey of Legal decisions in industrial matters:

conespondence, collection of information meetings of experts, publications, 1924

- 1939.

ILO volume on Asian Labour Laws

Series PS - Publications of the ILO (1920 -1969)



Although this series has continued to be used for the classification of files relating to lLO

publications throughout the whole period of its existence, the system of numbering was changed

after the war. Accordingly, this inventory of Series PS falls into two parts: Part l, 1920 - 1940; Part

il, 1940- 1965.

Group l: 1920 - 1940

This part normally concems'regula/ lLO publications, but PS-1 125 includes references to books

and pamphlets about the lLO not published by the lLO, and press criticisms of the lL0.

PS 388 Criticisms of the ILO published in newspapers and periodicals, classified

by countries 1921 - 1939 [incl. New Zealand and Australia]

Group ll: 1940 -1965

PS 36 'The Intemational Labour Code'. First and subsequent editions, 1946 - 1965.

Series RL - Relations (1932 - 1965)

This important series correspondence with govemments, employers and workers organizations

(intemational, national, and local), other organizations, universities, the press and individuals'

Relations with co-operative organizations are classified in series CO.

Before 1932 when this series was began 'Relations' papers were placed either in the'Subject'files

with which they were concerned, or in series D 600/401 to D500/1000. Even after 1932 'Relations'

papers will be found in such files, if the 'subject' content is more important than the 'Relations'

content. lt should be noted that in a few cases files earlier than 1932 are classified in RL series.

These are files originally held in the lLO Directo/s Cabinet and aftenrards transfened to the

archives.



Files opened in the pre-war period is Geneva and during the war in Montreal, Canada were

assigned the following classification numbers, for governments as a group, and for intemational

employers, workers and other organizations.

RL 01/1 Relations with govemments as a group.

Relations with individual govemments were classified under their respective country numbers eg,

43 for New Zealand.

RLO1 2

RLOl  4

Relations with intemational organizations of employers and analogous

bodies.

Relations with international govemmental organizations other than

employers and Workers

Govemments as a group

Intemational organizations of employers

Intemational organizations of workers

lntemational not govemmental organizations. This number was rarely used

as correspondence with INGO's was classified in a new series - NGO.

After World War ll new files opened in these divisions were assigned the following numbers

RL

RL

RL

RL

0-1

0-2

0-3

04

In the case of existing pre-war and wartime files, the numbers were either changed to the new

numbers of the files were merged in the new files,

The classification numbers for national govemments, national and local employers, workers and

other organizations, universities, the press and individuals have remained unchanged throughout

the existence of Series RL. These numbers ran from RL 1 onwards, as the files were classified by

countries under the ILO code numbers of countries.



Within each country relations with groups are classified is numerical subdivisions. For example, the

United States (01)classification is as follows:

61/0 Intemal minutes, memoranda and other papers relating to the United States

61/1 Relations with the govemment, President, administration congress,

governments of constituent states,

Personalities

6112 Relations with the Chamber of Commerce, Industrial

Corporations, individual employers

61/3 Relations with the AFUCIO and industrialtrade unions

A similar classification pattem is followed for relations with each country.

Series U - Unemplovment 1922 - 1965

This series comprises conespondence and information on unemployment and on measures to

combat it undertaken by the ILO and by intemational bodies and national govemments. Many of

the divisions consist of files containing conespondence classified by countries under the ILO code

numbers of countries.

After World War ll this series was little used. Papers relating to unemployment were classified in

series EMP Employment, or to other series concemed with employment,

U 1000/1 Congress and other meetings about unemployment called by intemational

and national bodies, 1922 - 1939

U 1000/0 Unemployment committee of the Goveming Body 1927 - 1936



Series V - Visits to the lLO 1923 - 1965

Files relating to pre.war visits of groups and individuals are also to be found in series G828. Post-

war visits of members of nongovemmental organizations are filed in series NGO 2-01

V2 to 208 Visits to Geneva and Montreal offices by groups and individuals, classified

by the countries from which they came, ananged under the lLo code

numbers of countries.

Series PWR - Post-war Reconstruction

PWR 110112 Changes in lLO Organization and functions

PWR 1/03 Studies on the Reform of the ILO

PWR 1/010 Conespondence with the American Federation of Labor on Post-war

Reconstruction

PWR 1 Proposals for the Reform of the ILO

PWR 1143 Conespondence with New Zealand on Post-war Reconstruction

PWR 3-1 Social objectives in the Post-war world

PWR 4-1 Conespondence with the lntemational Federation of Trade Unions on

Post-war Reconstruction

New Zealand National Archives

Central Govemment

EA ExtemalAffairsDepartment(ForeignAffairs)

L Labour Department



Privab Fapers

PERS l-lon SirJames Allen

PM 14 lJllitliam Massey

NASH Ri Hon SirWalter Nash

The Alexattder Tumbull Librafy, New Zealand

ArchiVes of tre NewZ.ealand Federation of Labour, MS Papers 4100"

Fllbs dealirrrg wtffr fire lntEmrifisnd Labour:Organisation can be found In Series 21, fOlders 2ll10l1

ita2llfiltL

Bodleian Libnry, Odord Unfuerti$g

Zmmem Papers. Papers and oOn'.espondenCe of SirAlfred Zfinmem

Gilbeit Mr,rnay Pape,rs. Fapers and conespondence of Gihert Munay
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 1805 - 1945'

FOSTERING INDUSTRY

. 1865 lnternational Telegraph Union

o 1874 UniversalPostal Union

o 1884 Intemational Railway Congress Association

o 1890 Central Office of Intemational Railway Transport

o 1894 Permanent IntemationalAssociation of Navigation Congress

o 1908 Permanent lndustrial Association of Road Congress

o 1919 IntemationalCivilAviation Organization

o 1921 lntemational Railway Wagon Union

. 1922 IntemationalRailway Union

o 1923 Union for the lntemational Use of Caniages and Vans

lAdapted from Murphy, 1994, Intemational Organisation, p 47 and Michael Wallace and James Singer. 1970, Intergovemmental
Organization in theGiobal System, 181ts19&t. A Quantitative Description, lntemational Organization,24,2,pp ?39287. The
aissifications are taken from Murphy. Organizations that were terminated between 1865 - 1945 have not been included. Those who
were essentially bilateral and regional organizations have also been exduded.



. 1945 Commonwealth Air Transport Council

Industrial Standards and lntellectual Property

o 1875 lntemational Bureau of Weights and Measures

o 1882 IntemationalConference for Promoting TechnicalUnification on the

RailwaYs

r 1883 Intemational Union for the Protection of Industdal Property

o 1886 Intemational Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works

r 1931 IntemationalTin Council

Trade and Finance

o 1890 Intemational Union forthe Publication of Customs Tariffs

o 1930 BankforlntemationalSeftlements

. 1944 IntemationalMonetary Fund

o 1945 IntemationalBank Reconstruction and Development

Agriculture

o 1902 Intemational Council for the Exploration of the Sea



1905

1924

1927

1930

1933

1933

1934

1937

1938

lntemational Institute of Agriculture

IntemationalVine and Wine Office

Commonwealth Agriculture Bureau

lntemational Pacific Salmon Fisheries Association

Intemational Wheat Council

lntemational Tea Committee

Intemational Commission of Agricultural lndustries

Intemational Sugar Council

lntemational Cotton Committee

MANAGING POTENTIAL SOCIAL CONFLICTS I-ABOUR

. 1901 Intemational Labour Office

o 1919 Intemational Labour Organization

STRENGTHEN]NG STATES AND THE STATE SYSTEM

Public Order and Administration



o 1910 lntemational lnstitute of Administrative Sciences

. 1923 lntemationalCriminalPoliceCommission

o 1939 Intemational lnstitute forthe unification of Private Law

Managing lnterstate Confl ict

o 1899 Permanent Cart of Arbitration

. 1919 League of Nations

STRENGTHENING SOCIETY

Health

. 1900 Intemational Commission for the Decennial Revision of the Nomenclature of

the Causes of Death

r 1906 IntemationalOffice of Public Hygiene

. 1920 IntemationalCommittee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy

o 1g23 Permanent Intemational Bureau of the analytical Chemistry of Human and Animal

Food

Education and Research



'1'909

t91g

1919

r920

1926

1924,

1927

lg4r4

Oentral Bureau folt tlre intemational Map of the Wo'rld

InGrnational Uniq for Fure and Applied f,hemistry

Intemaftonal Hydrog raphie Bureau

I ntemationsl lnst'fu te of Refiigerafion

lntematisnalTechni0dl Cotnmiftee.of Legal Exprh ofl Air Quedions

lntemational Oftre of Epkoolic

lntematrional B.ureau of Edueation

krtemational Ru her Study Group
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